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ABSTRACT 

Covellite (CuS) has traditionally been described as a mineral formed by supergene oxidation 

processes, although its occurrence as a hypogene mineral is well documented. However, it may be 

difficult to distinguish hypogene covellite from that of supergene origin without consideration of 

associated minerals and geologic setting. Also, the mineralogical relationships surrounding covellite 

in the Cu-Fe-S system are poorly constrained with respect to temperature, particularly above 2S0°C. 

This thesis was planned as a first step towards the characterisation of covellite, attempting to 

develop practical criteria for the differentiation of hypogene from supergene covellite in the 

Chuquicamata porphyry copper deposit, Chile. Approximately 120 samples of ore were collected 

from 3 drillholes that intersect the major alteration zones (e.g. potassic, quartz-sericitic, chioritic) , 

within the 4SooN coordinate section, recommended by mine staff to be representative of the deposit. 

The petrology and mineralogy of the samples were studied using reflected light microscopy, x-ray 

diffraction, and the electron microprobe. 

Both supergene and hypogene covellite are prominent ore minerals in the studied section of 

Chuquicarnata. This study indicates that hypogene and supergene covellite differ both texturally (in 

habit and mineral assemblages), and compositionally with respect to minor constituents (specifically 

iron content). 

Hypogene covellites from Chuquicamata contain significant Fe, which varies systematically 

from 0 to < S weight %, and appears to indicate crystallisation along the covellite-idaite tie line. The 

Fe content of hypogene covellite has not been adequately documented before. In contrast, supergene 

covellite in the studied samples rarely deviates from the stoichiometric composition CuS . 

The hypogene sulphide assemblages were studied in the context of experimentally-determined 

sulphide phase equilibria to pose constraints on temperatures of ore deposition. Assemblages from 

within the potassic zone of alteration in the 4S00N section at Chuquicamata can be constrained to 

a temperature range of approximately 400 to 600°C, although they may have been as low as 300°C. 

The conspicuous occurrence in the potassic alteration zone of the non-equilibrium assemblage 

chalcopyrite-covellite in the proportion ca. 2:9 may suggest rapid unmixing of idaite when pyrite 

failed to nucleate. Assemblages from the quartz-sericite zone suggest crystallization temperatures 

between 300 and 43SoC (based on covellite-digenite assemblages). Late-stage hydrothermal 

polymetallic veins probably formed above 27S-320°C. 

Sulphur isotopic compositions of coexisting sulphides and sulphates (mainly anhydrite) from 

Chuquicamata were determined to complement the petrologic study. Coexisting sulphur-bearing 

minerals indicate temperatures of equilibration between 300 and 37 SoC for samples from the quartz

sericite alteration zone. Isotopic temperatures are therefore in agreement with temperatures of 

mineralisation inferred from sulphide phase equilibria. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Statement 

In broad terms, the primary objective of this project is to aid in providing limits to the 

temperature, pressure, and chemical character of the fluids responsible for ore deposition in the 

Chuquicamata porphyry copper deposit, through study of the sulphide petrology. In particular, 

the focus is on the covellite-bearing ore mineral assemblages, both supergene and hypogene, 

which have not previously been detailed. 

1.2 What is a Porphyry Copper Deposit? 

There are many types of porphyry system, characterised on the basis of metal content, 

hydrothermal alteration patterns and tectonic settings, but they all possess three main features: (1) 

sulphides of Fe, Cu, Mo, Zn, and locally native Au, are disseminated in veins and stringers 

forming stockworks; (2) the mineralisation is spatially and genetically related to intrusive bodies, 

of which at least one has a distinct porphyritic texture; and (3) large volumes of rock are affected 

by hydrothermal alteration! mineralisation (Lowell and Guilbert 1970). Porphyry copper deposits 

tend to be low-grade (ca. 1 % Cu), large-tonnage deposits (> 100 * 106 tonnes) (Clark 1993). 

Porphyry systems generally occur at convergent plate margins and in rift-related settings 

(Sillitoe 1972). The Andean deposits, including Chuquicamata and the well-studied EI Salvador 

deposit, are examples of convergent margin porphyries above subduction zones at continental 

margins. The evolution of porphyry copper systems is strictly associated with the magmatic events 

related to the plate boundaries, but the origin and source of the metals are debated by many 

authors (summarised in Pirajno 1992). 

As mentioned above, hydrothermal alteration and sulphide mineralisation are essential in 

the formation of porphyry deposits. Magmatic waters are first exsolved from the crystallizing 

porphyry intrusion. The early magmatic-hydrothermal solutions form at temperatures between 

750 to 450°C, at depths between I and 5 km below the surface. The fluids are exsolved over a 

period of time, and they circulate through both the cooling intrusive and the adjacent wall-rocks. 

These later magmatic waters generally mix with convective fluids (some of meteoric origin); the 

I 
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later hydrothermal solutions have temperatures from 450 to 250°C and form at depths between I 

and < 0.5 krn. The alteration- mineralisation patterns of porphyry systems depend on the nature of 

the fluids and the compositions of the intrusives and the wall-rocks. 

Several models have been described in the last 25 years for the dominant patterns of 

alteration and mineralisation associated with porphyry deposits (Meyer and Hemley 1967; 

Gustafson and Hunt 1975). The most widely accepted model is that of Lowell and Guilbert 

(1970), which postulates concentric zones of alteration assemblages around a high-temperature 

core. The earliest alteration is a result of the effects of alkali metasomatism (usually potassic) 

within the intrusive porphyry body. Figure 1.1 depicts the zonal patterns related to a quartz

monzonite porphyry system. The potassic core gives way to diffuse propylitic alteration; this zone 

is characterised by disseminated and veinlet -type sulphide mineralisation. The later hydrothermal 

alteration zones form more or less concentric zones about the potassic core, overprinting the early 

metasomatic effects and causing a redistribution of the sulphide mineralisation (Guilbert 1986); 

the phyllic, or quartz-sericite, zone surrounds and overlaps the potassic zone. Mineralisation 

consists of pyrite (up to 30% by volume in disseminations and veinlets; Pirajno 1992), 

chalcopyrite, bornite, molybdenite, and rare Au (Hollister 1978). Many variations of, and 

departures from, this model exist in natural systems, but it is accepted as a generalised model of 

alteration for porphyry systems. 

The mineralisation formed during the stages described above is the hypogene 

mineralisation, formed from ascending, hot ore fluids. Many of the largest porphyry deposits (Cu 

and Au) have been significantly enriched as a result of chemical weathering, through a process 

referred to as supergene enrichment (Garrels,1954). The supergene enrichment of disseminated 

Cu deposits depends on the association of copper sulphides with pyrite and other iron-bearing 

sulphides, such as chalcopyrite and bornite. The oxidation of these Fe sulphides (by the addition 

of H20 in the presence of 02) creates a localized acid environment (Faure 1991). As a result, Cu2+ 

remains in solution and is transported down to the water table, where it is reduced to Cu+ and 

comes in contact with hypogene sulphides in the unweathered zone. The solution now has a large 

Cu+ !Fe2
+ ratio; when pyrite is exposed to this solution, equilibrium is reestablished by the 

(simultaneous) precipitation of Cu and dissolution of Fe (i.e., pyrite is replaced by a copper-rich 



mineral such as chalcocite, Cu2S, or covellite, CuS). In other words, rock below the water table 

becomes significantly enriched in Cu, where the Cu is derived from copper-bearing sulphide 

minerals above the water table (Garrels 1954). Supergene processes occur at 20-50oC, 

significantly lower temperatures than hypogene processes. 

1.3 The Nature of the Problem 

One of the first problems to be addressed deals with the basics of sulphide petrology, 

namely an effort to recognize high- to low-temperature equilibrium mineral assemblages. 

Although mining of the deeper hypogene sulphides started in Chuquicamata about 60 years ago, 

little has been published in the scientific literature on their distribution, mineral associations, and 

chemical make-up. 

3 

Another problem to be investigated was the apparent misinterpretation of covellite 

assemblages. Because until the 1960's the mine exploited the near-surface, weathered part of the 

Chuquicamata ore system, it was assumed that covellite (CuS) occurred only as a supergene 

mineral in the Chuquicamata deposit (Lopez 1939), and until 1992 covellite was used by mine 

staff as an indicator mineral to characterize supergene ore in the course of mapping. Although it is 

now recognised that covellite occurs in both supergene and hypogene assemblages at 

Chuquicamata (Zentilli et al. 1994), there continues to be a practical problem distinguishing 

hypogene covellite assemblages from those of supergene origin, both in hand specimen and under 

the microscope. 

1.4 Chuquicamata Porphyry Copper and Associated Deposits 

The Chuquicamata porphyry copper deposit has long been described as a world-class 

mineral deposit (Cook 1978). The deposit contains over 45 million tonnes of copper metal, and 

the open pit is about 3.5 krn in length, 1.5 krn wide, and has been excavated to over 700 m (Clark 

1993). Over 150 mineral species and groups occur there, several of which are unique to 

Chuquicamata. 

The Chuquicamata deposit is a major representative of a number of porphyry copper 

deposits of Eocene-Oligocene age in the Central Andes, most of which occur in a longitudinal 

association with the Domeyko Fault System, a shear system that extends over 2000 krn. These 
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porphyry copper systems are genetically linked to calc-alkaline magmatism in response to 

subduction of oceanic crust under the continental margin of South America (Sillitoe 1986). 

Chuquicamata (centred at ca. Lat.22°16.5'S / Long.68°54'W) is located in the Atacama desert, 

about 3000 m.a.s.l. and 240 kIn NE of the port of Antofagasta. The mine is 16 kIn north ofthe 

town ofCalama, listed in The Guiness Book of World Records as the driest spot on Earth. 

Because many of the abundant copper-bearing mineral species are readily soluble, the high copper 

grades in the upper zones of the deposit are partly a result of the extreme aridity of the region. 

Figure 1.2 is an index map marking the location of Chuquicamata. The deposit itself occurs in the 

Chuquicamata Plutonic Complex, an elongate granodioritic porphyry complex composed of three 

subdivisions, the Este, Oeste, and Banco porphyries, distinguishable on the basis of textural 

variations. To the west, the deposit and the Chuquicamata porphyries are separated from the 

unmineralised Fortuna granodiorite by the West Fissure, a major fault structure (Zentilli et al. 

1995). 

1.4.1 Local Geology 

Mineralisation discussed in this thesis is confined to the various phases of the 

granodioritic- monzogranitic Chuqui porphyry, namely the Este, Banco, and Oeste porphyries; 

contacts between the three units are generally difficult to define (Zentilli et al 1995). Figure 1.3 

shows the geology of the deposit and the unmineralised rocks adjacent to it. To the east, the 

Chuqui porphyry complex intrudes Mesozoic metasediments and Paleozoic igneous and 

metamorphic rocks (Alvarez and Flores 1985). The Elena Granodiorite is locally in contact with 

the Este porphyry on the East side of the deposit, but the contact relationships are ambiguous: it 

is not clear whether Elena is a textural variation of the Chuqui porphyry, related to its 

emplacement and cooling pattern (Ambrus 1979), or whether the Elena granodiorite is an entirely 

separate (Paleozoic?) unit (Aracena 1981). To the west, mineralisation is truncated by the West 

Fissure, a north to north-east trending fault zone that is a major branch of the regional Domeyko 

Fault System (Lindsay et al. 1995). West of the fault lies the Fortuna Granodiorite, a generally 

unaltered, in places weakly mineralised, porphyritic hornblende granodiorite. Several authors have 

suggested (e.g., Ambrus 1979; Sillitoe 1973) that the Fortuna granodiorite is the unmineralised 

precursor of the Chuqui porphyry, perhaps even an underlying intrusive having undergone uplift 



Figure 1.1. Schematic drawing of the Lowell-Guilbert model of alteration-mineralisation zonal 
patterns related to a quartz-monzonite porphyry system. Alteration: K, potassic; A, argillic; QSP, 
phyllic (quartz-sericite pyrite); P, propylitic; CSE, chlorite-sericite-epidote +/- magnetite; QSC, 
quartz-sericite-chlorite +/- K-feldspar (after Lowell and Guilbert 1970). The Chuquicamata of 
today is a result of a later quartz-sericite stage (T I) overprinting the earlier potassic stage (To) 
after considerable exhumation of the system (as hypothesized by Zentilli et a11994), giving a 
lower-temperature core surrounded by a zone of high-temperature alteration-mineralisation 
assemblages at the level of present-day erosion. 
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and exhumation (Sillitoe 1973). However, a recent study at Dalhousie University by Arnott et al . 

(1996), using the aluminum in hornblende (based on the work of Hammarstrom and Zen 1986), 

shows that the Fortuna granodiorite was probably formed at too shallow a depth to be the root of 

the Chuqui porphyries. Regional structural mapping (e.g., Reutter et al. 1993) suggests the 

possibility of significant strike-slip displacement across the West Fissure (possibly resulting in the 

displacement from 5 to 35 km of a large portion of the altered and mineralised zone). 

The leaching, oxidation, and secondary enrichment common to many porphyry systems 

(section 1.2) played an important role in the ore-forming processes at Chuquicamata. Much of the 

Cu metal has been mined from the zone of supergene enrichment, which occupies an area of 3.5 

km (N-S), with an average width and thickness of 500 m and 400 m respectively (Pirajno 1992). 

The 'blanket' enrichment zones of chalcocite and chalcocite + covellite have grades of up to 18% 

Cu and are commonly referred to as the 'chalcocite basin' (personal comm. 1996, M. ZentilJi). 

These zones are underlain by an elongate and deeper zone of covellite enrichment, with grades of 

10-15% Cu (Arnbrus 1979). 

1.4.2 Previous Work on Sulphide Mineral Assemblages at Chuquicamata 

The deep hypogene sulphide mineral distribution at Chuquicamata has not been published, 

although several theses and internal reports summarize mine data. The most detailed description 

of the hypogene mineralisation at Chuquicamata (Lopez 1939) mentions that enargite is the main 

copper ore mineral, whereas bornite and chalcopyrite are present in minute amounts. More 

recently, in an internal report, Tobey (1971) described a central zone of hypogene low pyrite-to

copper sulphide ratio surrounded by successive zones of pyrite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite

chalcopyrite. Deeper mining showed that the zone of potassic alteration. is overprinted by later 

sericitic alteration and associated hydrothermal mineralisation. In this study, sulphide mineral 

zoning has been looked at in terms of possibly being characteristic of the different alteration 

zones. Previous workers distinguished a "late-magmatic" potassic assemblage and a 

"hydrothermal" quartz-sericite assemblage. Modem use of the term "hydrothermal" includes any 

mineralisation! alteration formed from hot waters, and for the purposes of this thesis both 

alteration assemblages at Chuquicamata are considered hydrothermal. 

Soto (1979) wrote that the most common sulphide minerals in the potassic zone of 
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alteration (characterised by the association biotite-potassium feldspar-(anhydrite)-(sericite) ) are 

bornite, chalcopyrite and pyrite, with variable amounts of hematite and magnetite. These 

descriptions are generally in good agreement with Tobey's (1971) internal report. Tobey and Soto 

both describe a central zone dominated by the association bornite-chalcopyrite, which locally 

contains 'inclusions' or a core of digenite. The digenite is associated with either, or both, of the 

other two sulphides. Bornite is the dominant copper sulphide in the core of the potassic zone. The 

central area with the bomite-chalcopyrite association gradually passes into a zone dominated by 

chalcopyrite-pyrite, in veins or disseminated in the host rocks, with hematite and magnetite. A 

zone of propylitic alteration, typically occurring at the margins of porphyry copper deposits, is 

restricted in Chuquicamata to the eastern margin, and is characterised by chlorite, calcite, 

epidote, quartz, and alkali feldspars. Copper mineralisation is limited in the propylitic zone, which 

is dominated by the alteration minerals pyrite, hematite, and chlorite. 

The zone of quartz-sericite alteration is composed of several phases. Soto (1979) 

contends that the earliest (oldest formed) phase is one of large quartz veins with characteristic 

mineralisation, specifically molybdenite accompanied by copper and iron sulphides, most 

commonly pyrite and chalcopyrite. These make up the so-called 'blue veins' , locally with halos of 

sericitic alteration. 

The middle, and principal, phase of quartz-sericite alteration is characterised by both halos 

of sericitic alteration around sulphide (+1- quartz-alunite) veins, and large areas of sericitised wall

rock with significant kaolinite, where the original texture may be lost. Disseminated sulphides are 

abundant in the high-copper core zone (high bornite, chalcopyrite and chalcocite, with low pyrite) 

and rarer in the fringes of the quartz-sericite alteration, where the dominant sulphides· are pyrite 

and chalcopyrite. In general, the mineralisation in the veins is the same as in the disseminations 

(Soto 1979). 

Late-stage veining is considered the last phase of hydrothermal mineralisation, 

accompanied by low-temperature (hypogene) alteration characterised by the formation of clays. 

Common sulphide associations in the large cross-cutting veins are enargite-pyrite-(covellite), 

pyrite-chalcocite and pyrite-covellite, with minor sphalerite, galena, tennantite, and tetrahedrite 

(Soto 1979). 



Figure 1.2. Index map locating Chuquicamata with respect to its Latitude and Longitude. Note 
the broad areal relationship between major Eocene-Oligocene porphyry copper systems in 
northern Chile and the regional Domeyko fault system (after Maksaev and Zentilli 1988). 
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Figure 1.3. Simplified plan view of the Chuquicamata open pit as of 1979, with major alteration 
units outlined (modified after Martin et aI. 1993). 
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Tobey (1971) noted that insufficient data were available from the deeper levels of the ore 

deposit to permit accurate delineation of the zones of high primary chalcocite and covellite. Soto 

(1979) and Alvarez and Flores (1985) mention that covellite in the late-stage hydrothermal 

assemblages appears to be of hypogene origin, but later geologists continued to consider this 

mineral to be solely a result of the supergene enrichment process (for example, until recently 

covellite was used at Chuquicamata as the indicator mineral for supergene ore). 

1.4.3 Present Geological Models 

Chuquicamata is a deposit with a lower-temperature quartz-sericite core surrounded by a 

zone of higher-temperature potassic alteration, the reverse from the generalised Lowell and 

Guilbert (1970) model. 

Published dates (mostly KJAr dates with relatively large errors) from the Chuquicamata 

igneous host rocks show a range from 40 to 28 Ma; this was ascribed to a relatively continuous 

mineralisation/alteration history lasting about 10 m.y. (Sillitoe 1988). However, new '°ArI'9 Ar 

dates indicate instead the results of two discrete periods of alteration with associated 

mineralisation: the first at ca. 34 +/- IMa, and the second at ca. 31 +/- IMa (Zentilli et al. 1994). 

The porphyritic texture of the quartz-monzonite intrusion and the ductile deformation of 

potassium feldspars shows the older event, characterised by potassic alteration, to have occurred 

fairly deep in the crust (>5 km?), while the younger event, dominated by quartz-sericite alteration 

and displaying evidence of brittle deformation such as wide quartz veins and open-space filling 

textures with distinct alteration halos, probably occurred relatively closer to surface (ZentiIIi et al. 

1994; Lindsay et al. 1995). Further indication of two periods of alteration comes from the sericitic 

alteration-associated quartz veins that extend much farther than the range of the potassic 

alteration zone, and clearly cross-cut earlier veins associated with the potassic alteration (personal 

comm. 1995, D. Lindsay). 

To explain the reversed zonation, Zentilli et al. (1994) hypothesized that the older 

alteration, at 34 Ma, could be associated with an intrusion that would have shown the ' typical' 

porphyry copper concentric zonation of alteration layers described extensively for the much 

smaller EI Salvador deposit (Gustafson and Hunt 1975). This older Chuquicamata went through a 

period of rapid cooling accompanied by some exhumation before a second magmatic and 
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hydrothermal event at 31 Ma superimposed later quartz-sericite alteration over the earlier potassic 

alteration, now much nearer to surface. An apatite fission track age (Maksaev 1990, sample Fr 

19) indicates that the system cooled to about 100°C by 30 Ma. Dates from the zone of supergene 

mineralisation show that the deposit reached an extremely shallow stage by about 17 Ma and has 

remained there until the present (Sillitoe et al. 1996). 

Figure 1.4 shows cross-section 4500N through the deposit, described by mine staff as 

being representative of the deposit. In addition, the 4500N section cuts al1 of the alteration zones 

and contains several deep drill holes with good core recovery that make it ideal for a petrologic 

study. The dril1 holes shown on the section are those for which sampling for this project 

concentrated. The alteration zones outlined were mapped by the mine staff during the last few 

years. 

1.5 Objectives 

The timing of the potassic and quartz-sericite alteration have been fairly wel1 constrained 

through 40 Arl'9 Ar ages for potassium feldspars, biotite, and sericite (Ravenhurst et al. 1996). 

Much more work is required to constrain the temperature and pressure of mineralisation. With the 

advent of this new genetic model for the Chuquicamata porphyry copper deposit, many questions 

are being raised with regards to the mineralogy of the deposit (the possibility of two or more 

hypogene phases) and the temperature, pressure, and chemical character of the hydrothermal 

fluids responsible for the two periods of mineralisation/alteration. 

The long-term objective of the ongoing study of Chuquicamata is to trace the evolution of 

the temperature, pressure, and composition of the fluids responsible for the formation of the 

deposit, leading to a comprehensive genetic model. The immediate problem is the question of the 

hypogene ore mineral assemblages, specifically those containing covellite, which, as mentioned 

above, have not been ful1y described or analyzed. Do different hypogene covellite assemblages 

correlate with the different periods of mineralisation? And how do these compare with the 

supergene covel1ite assemblages? In this context, this thesis focuses on the sulphide mineralogy 

and the information it can convey about the temperature and chemical character of the 

mineralising fluids. Specifically: 



Figure 1.4. Cross-section 4500N through the deposit, showing drill hole and sample locations, 
and alteration zones as mapped by the mine staff. Ser = sericitic; SK = potassic overprinted by 
quartz-sericite; K = potassic; Clr = chioritic/propylitic. 
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a) to determine the hypogene covellite assemblages associated with potassic and sericitic 

alteration in an E-W section representative of the hydrothermal system; 

b) to establish the paragenetic sequence of the assemblages; and, 

c) to use these assemblages to constrain the temperature and composition of the 

hydrothermal fluids as a contribution to the long-term objective described above. 

In addition, a specific goal is to establish practical criteria for distinguishing hypogene 

from supergene covellite. 

1.6 Methodology 
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The thesis uses two main approaches: sulphide petrology, which includes everything from 

textural descriptions to geochemical work, and sulphur isotope geothermometry. Initial samples 

were collected at Chuquicamata by M. Zentilli and M. Graves in 1993. Drill core was sampled on 

the basis of availability to represent ore mineral assemblages from all mapped ore and alteration 

zones. Further sampling was done by D. Lindsay in 1995 and 1996 as per the author's request, to 

fill gaps left by the original sampling technique and to answer specific questions. 

1.6.1 Sulphide Petrology 

A petrographic study was undertaken to recognize those primary assemblages that contain 

covellite. A paragenetic sequence was established, not only of the minerals within the 

assemblages, but also between the assemblages themselves. This work was carried out with a 

petrographic microscope under reflected light, on about 100 polished thin sections of drill core 

from mineralised porphyry and quartz veins from Chuquicamata. 

Previously-determined experimental sulphide assemblages in the system Cu-Fe-S (-As-Sb) 

(e.g. Barton and Skinner 1979) are used to provide some constraints on the temperature, oxygen 

fugacity, and pH of the fluids responsible for ore deposition. For instance, I have used the 

metastable coexistence of covellite and chalcopyrite to infer a decomposition of idaite during 

cooling below ca. 200°C (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3) . 

Detailed mineral chemistry of the coexisting ore minerals can establish the presence of 

many of the ions/compounds in solution at the time of ore deposition. The two methods used for 

mineral composition analysis were the electron microprobe and the X-ray diffractometer. The 
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electron microprobe was essential for identification of Cu-Fe-S phases that are optically 

indistinguishable, of which there are several. For instance, the electron probe has allowed us to 

differentiate between blaubleibender, or 'blue-remaining', covellite and regular covellite, two 

copper sulphides with similar optical properties but very different temperature implications. The 

main use of the electron microprobe in this thesis was the determination of the chemical 

composition of sulphide minerals, and the study of the variation in chemical composition of the 

mienrals, regionally in the 4500N section. All analyses were performed using a JEOL 733 electron 

microprobe equipped with four wavelength spectrometers and an Oxford Link eXL energy 

dispersive detector operated by the Earth Science Department of Dalhousie University, with the 

assistance of R. MacKay. 

1.6.2 Sulphur Isotope Thermometry 

A study of the sulphur isotope fractionation between sulphide mineral pairs and between 

sulphide-sulphate pairs allows an estimate of the temperature of equilibration of the mineral pairs. 

The isotopic difference between two coexisting sulphur-bearing minerals may be produced by 

effects of temperature-dependent fractionation. The factor for isotope exchange between 

minerals, an inverse function of temperature, is determined from the measured isotopic difference 

between coexisting minerals. If the sulphur isotopic compositions can be determined for the two 

minerals, their temperature of equilibration can be calculated and compared to experimentally

determined fractionation factor vs temperature curves for many common sulphide pairs (e.g. 

Friedman and O'Neil 1977). As well, the sulphur isotopic composition of a mineral can give clues 

to the source of the sulphur. 

Sulphur-bearing mineral grains were obtained by crushing, sieving, and hand picking the 

minerals. Twenty separated samples underwent X-ray diffraction to insure their purity, using the 

facility at Dalhousie University, and were sent to the NERC Isotope Geoscience Laboratory, 

where isotopic analyses were obtained under the supervision of Dr. Baruch Spiro, British 

Geological Survey, UK. 

The sulphur isotope study is a complement to the sulphide petrology, used to confirm 

hypotheses formed from the petrologic study regarding temperature of mineralisation. 
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1.7 Organization of the Thesis 

Several fonns of presentation of the data were considered, ranging from organization of 

the data according to alteration zone, to organization according to environment of fonnation 

(supergene vs hypogene, for example). Since the focus of this study remains rooted in the 

sulphide petrology and the relationship between phases, arguably the best method of presentation 

is to concentrate on the ore minerals themselves. Chapter 2 presents general information on 

selected minerals at Chuquicamata and their occurrence and relationships in the geochemical 

systems that best define them (for example, experimental work and thermal studies are discussed 

here). Chapter 3 contains all infonnation specific to Chuquicamata. Each phase is discussed with 

respect to its textural occurrence in the 4500N cross-section at Chuquicamata, its mineralogy, and 

its chemical composition and variations. The occurrence is expanded on in a section devoted to 

mineral groupings. 

Chapter 3 details the assemblages and the paragenetic sequence of phases within each 

assemblage. The distribution of assemblages with respect to alteration zones is presented 

graphically, and leads to a discussion of the paragenetic sequence of assemblages. 

Chapter 4 summarises the interpretations regarding temperature limits of assemblages 

using experimental work on the Cu(-Fe)-S system of several authors, summarised in Barton and 

Skinner (1979) and Vaughan and Craig (1978). The interpretations are based on the textural and 

chemical observations of phases within assemblages. 

Chapter 5 presents sulphur isotope data, although this pilot study is intended to 

complement the petrologic study. Information about the physico-chemical conditions of the 

system that can be inferred from the isotopic data is linked back to mineralogy of the cross

section studied. 



CHAPTER 2: THE CU-FE-S AND RELATED SYSTEMS 

2.1 General Statement 

The Cu-Fe-S system is complex--although it is the most-studied ternary sulphide system, 

many mineralogical relationships remain undetermined as a result of the presence of extensive 

solid solutions, metastability and unquenchable phases. Many phases in the system have closely

related crystal chemistry, resulting in similar physical appearance and X-ray powder diffraction 

patterns. Until the electron microprobe became widely-used as a tool for distinguishing optically

similar phases, the Cu-S system was thought to be relatively uncomplicated, consisting mostly of 

only 3 binary phases, covellite (CuS) digenite (Cu9SS)' and chalcocite (Cu2S). We now know that 

at least 8 distinct copper-sulphides exist (Barton and Skinner 1979), although the stability of some 

of these phases is still in question (Goble 1980). What follows is a summary of the state of 

understanding of the Cu(-Fe)-S system from the literature. This analysis is to a large extent based 

on a compilation and evaluation by MacInnis (1993). 

2.2 Mineralogical Associations in the Binary Cu-S System 

Experimental work on covellite and associated copper (-iron) sulphides dates back to 

Richardson and leffes (1952), and very little has been done since the late 1970s. Figure 2.1 is a 

schematic diagram of temperature vs composition for the phases in the Cu-rich portion of the Cu

S system. Covellite, CuS, possesses a hexagonal structure, with one type of Cu atom in 

tetrahedral coordination with S (the tetrahedra sharing corners to form layers), and a second type 

of Cu in trigonal coordination with S to build planar layers (Kalbskopf et al. 1975). Covellite has a 

fixed, nearly impurity-free chemical composition, and is stable up to 507°C (Kullerud 1965), 

above which it decomposes to digenite-cha1cocite plus excess sulphur. Table I lists the minerals 

and phases, with notes on their thermal stabilities and cell structure, of the binary Cu-S system. 

Between 507°C and 157°C, covellite forms with digenite and/or chalcocite. Digenite, 

Cu9S S' is the dominant high-temperature phase, and some workers conclude that digenite does not 

exist in the pure Cu-S system at low temperature (below about 70°C), suggesting that natural 

digenites contain a small amount of iron (-I %) as a necessary, stabilizing constituent (Morimoto 

and Koto 1970). As temperature rises above 25°C, digenite exists over an increasing 

16 
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compositional range and becomes a stable phase in the Cu-S system at 70°C. At slightly higher 

temperatures, somewhere between 76 and 83°C, digenite inverts to a high-temperature cubic 

form, similar to high-temperature chalcocite (Roseboom 1966). At higher temperatures the solid 

solution expands to include compositions which are more sulphur- and iron-rich. For this reason 

digenite is included in both Table 1 and Table 2 (Minerals and phases of the Cu-Fe-S system). 

Solid solution between digenite and chalcocite is complete above 435°C. 

Chalcocite, Cu2S, is very common in both hypogene and supergene environments. It is 

stable up to 103°C; above this temperature, it inverts to a hexagonal form which is itself stable up 

to 435°C. Although the high-temperature cubic form exhibits a solid solution field (chalcocite

digenite) which extends from about 1.75 to 2: 1 for Cu:S, chalcocite does not deviate measurably 

fromCu2S. 

Below 157°C covellite will coexist with a phase that is distinct, but similar to itself, the 

blue-remaining covellite (lacking the characteristic red-violet colour of optically-normal 

covellite in immersion oils, and possessing a different X-ray diffraction pattern). Frenzel (1959) 

recognized a phase he called "blaubleibender" or "blue-remaining" covellite, similar to regular 

covellite but lacking the pleochroism. He also found that it has a similar but distinct X -ray pattern. 

Moh (1964) synthesized blue-remaining covellite below 157°C, but its thermodynamic stability 

remains in doubt (refer to Section 2.3. Experimental studies with covellite). Blue-remaining 

covellite has a general formula of Cu,+xS, where x=O.1 to 0.4, and is recognized as a separate 

phase (two, really: natural yarrowite has a composition approximating CUU2S and natural 

spionkopite has a composition around CU1.32.1.40S (Goble 1980)). Blaubleibender covellites are 

indistinguishable from regular covellite in hand specimen. 

Covellite has been shown in several studies not to depart measurably from the 

stoichiometric composition of Cu:S ratio in 1: 1. Any mention in the literature of covellite or blue

remaining covellite containing iron is usually as an aside, where the authors report that analyses 

with iron are omitted due to microprobe calibration problems or some other technical difficulty. 

The one exception to this is the study on the products of supergene oxidation in the Copiapo 

mining district (Sillitoe and Clark 1969). They report that some of the iron content of the six 

samples of blue-remaining covellite may be due to minute inclusions of goethite, but ' some at 
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Figure 2.1. Phase relations of condensed phases in the central portion of the copper-sulphur 
system. Abbreviations are as follows: al, anilite CU1.7SS; bcv, blue-remaining covellite CU1+XS; cc, 
chalcocite Cu2S; cv, covellite CuS; dg, digenite CULSS; dj, djurleite CUL•6S (after Barton, 1973). 
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least of the b1aub1eibender covellite is ferroan'. Published references to hypogene covellite are 

rare. 
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Other stable copper sulphide phases at low temperature include anilite (CU7S4) and 

djurleite (CU I97S). Both anilite and djurleite closely resemble digenite, and may be easily 

overlooked without careful x -ray or microprobe examination. There seems to be some debate 

about the composition of anilite; some sources say CU7S5, corresponding to CUl4S (the same 

composition as Cu-rich blue-remaining covellite), but others report CUl.75S. Above 70°C anilite 

decomposes to digenite and covellite (Morimoto and Koto 1970). Since it can also form from the 

breakdown of digenite + covellite below about 75°C, the presence of anilite, therefore, is not 

evidence of deposition below 75°. 

Djurleite usually occurs as fine intergrowths with other copper suphides, and it 

decomposes above 93°C to hexagonal chalcocite and the cubic chalcocite-digenite phase 

(Roseboom 1966). Roseboom also found in the same study that the assemblage djurleite-covellite 

is not stable in the Cu-S system. 

2.3 Mineralogical Associations in the Ternary Cu-Fe-S System 

Figure 2.2 is a ternary diagram for the Cu-Fe-S system which plots the locations of the 

ternary sulphides according to their standard (accepted) chemical composition. Chalcopyrite is 

the most common of the ternary copper-iron sulphides, possessing an ordered tetragonal structure 

which is stable up to 557°C. Chemically, it deviates very little from ideal CuFeS2, though it may be 

slightly metal-rich at high temperature (Barton 1973). Above the thermal maximum, chalcopyrite 

decomposes to pyrite plus the intermediate solid solution, which, although not a high-temperature 

polymorph of chalcopyrite, is nonetheless closely related in structure and composition. 

Bornite exists in several polymorphic forms (Morrnimoto and Kullerud 1961). The low

temperature form in most ores is tetragonal, inverting to cubic on heating to 228°C. Bornite, like 

digenite, exhibits extensive solid solution in the Cu-Fe-S system, especially with regard to the 

CufFe ratio. Solid solution with digenite becomes complete above 335'C. 

There are descriptions of 'anomalous' or 'x-' bornite from several locations (summarised 

in Brett and Yund 1964). These varieties of bornite contain a slight excess of sulphur relative to 
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Table 1. Minerals and phases of the Cu-S system. Numbers in brackets are references, compiled in 
C' d S (1974) ralg an cott 

Mineral Name Composition 

chalcocite Cu,S 

----- Cu,S 

---- Cu,S 

---- CU,S 

djurleite CUL'nS 

digenite Cu,S, 

---- CU9+:tSj 

anilite Cu,S, 

"blaubleibender" 
covellite eu.us 
covellite CuS 

---- CuS2 

References: 
(1) Roseboom (1966) 
(2) Buerger & Buerger (1944) 
(3) Wuensch & Buerger (1963) 
(4) Morimoto & Kullerud (1963) 
(5) Skinner (1970) 
(6) Moh (1964) 
(7) Janosi (1964) 
(8) Jensen (1947) 
(9) Munson (1966) 

Thermal Max. (0C) Thermal Min. (0C) 

103 

435 

1129 

500 

93 

83 

1129 

70 

157 

507 

550 

( I) ----

(I) 103 

(8) 435 

(5) --- -

(1) ----

(I) ----

(8) 83 

(12) ----

(6) ----

(13) ----

(9) ? 

(10) Morimoto (1962) 
(11) Morimoto et al. (1969) 
(12) Morimoto & Koto (1970) 
(13) Kullerud (1965) 
(14) Berry (1954) 
(15) Evans (1968) 
(16) Taylor & Kullerud (1971) 
(17) Taylor & Kullerud (1972) 
(18) Rickard (1972) 

Structure Type 

monoclinic (15) 

hexagonal (2,3) 

cubic (4) 

tetragonal (7) 

orthorhombic (10) 

cubic (4) 

cubic (4) 

orthorhombic (11) 

hexagonal (18) 

hexagonal (14) 

cubic (16, 17) 



Table 2. Minerals and phases of the Cu-Fe-S system. Numbers in brackets are references, 
'1 d' C' d S (1974) compl e In nug an colt 

Mineral Name Composition 

digenite (Cu,Fe),S, 

- --- (eu,Fe),S, 

bornite e u,FeS, 

-- -- Cu,FeS, 

---- Cu,FeS, 

x-bornite e u,FeS,Ol 

idaite CuS.SFeS6.5 

fukuchilite Cu,FeS, 

chalcopyrite CuFeS, 

cubanite euFe,S, 

intermediate S5 wide range 

talnakhite Cu9FesSl6 

int. phase I e u,Fe,S" (?) 

int. phase II Cu,Fe,S" (?) 

mooihoekite e u,Fe,S16 

into phase A Cu9Fe9S16 

haycockite Cu4FesSs 

primitive cubic phase wide range 

References: 
(1) Hall & Gabe (1972) 
(2) Cabri & Hall (1972) 
(3) Cabri & Harris (1971) 
(4) Szymanski et al. (1973) 
(5) Buerger (1947) 
(6) Cabri et al. (1973) 
(7) Kaj iwara (1969) 
(8) Shimazaki & Clark (1970) 
(9) Cabri (1973) 
(10) MacLean et al. (1972) 

(3) 

Thennal Max. ("C) Thennal Min. (oe) 

83 ----

1129 83 

228 (13) --- -

---- ? Metastable 

1100 (16) 228 

125 (12) - ---

501 (12) ----

200 (7) - ---

557 - ---

200-210 (6) -- --

960 (16) 20-200 

186 (9) - ---

230 (9) 186 

520 (9) 230 

167 (9) ? 

236 167 

? ----

20-200 (9) 20-200 

(11) Barton (1973) 
(12) Yund & Kullerud (1966) 
(13) Morimoto & Kullerud (1966) 
(14) Yund (1963) 
(15) Frenzel (1959) 
(16) Kullerud et al. (1969) 
(17) Morimoto & Kullerud (1963) 
(18) Clark (1970) 
(19) Morimoto (1970) 

Structure Type 

cubic 

cubic (17) 

tetragonal (13) 

cubic (13) 

cubic (13) 

tetragonal (I 9) 

hexagonal ( 14, 15) 

cubic (8) 

tetragonal (2, II) 

orthorhombic (5) 

cubic (4) 

cubic (I) 

? 

? 

tetragonal (2) 

? 

orthorhombic 

cubic? (9) 
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Figure 2.2. Minerals reported within the Cu-Fe-S system. Abbreviations are as follows: cc, 
chalcocite; dj, djurleite; di; digenite; al, anilite; bcv, blue-remaining covellite; cv, covellite; bn, 
bornite; a-bn, anomalous bornite; id, idaite; fk, fukuchilite; tal, talnakhite; cp, chalcopyrite; rnh, 
mooihoekite; he, haycockite; cb, cubanite; py, pyrite; me, marcasite; gr, greigite; sm, smythite; m
po, monoclinic pyrrhotite; h-po, hexagonal pyrrhotite; tr, troilite; mk, mackinawite; ??, Cu
mackinawite? (data from several authors; refer to Tables 1 and 2). 
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normal bornite, form below 125°C (from low-temperature solutions rather than through solid

state reactions on cooling), and are probably metastable (Yund and Kullerud 1966). Sillitoe and 

Clark (1969) describe a phase they refer to as anomalous bornite, forming as an intermediate 

stage in the alteration of bornite, on the way to the ultimate oxidation products of bornite, 

malachite and goethite. 
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Pyrite does not deviate measurably from the ideal composition FeS2, except with respect 

to trace element distribution. The concentration of trace elements in a single phase (e.g., cobalt 

content of pyrite) has been used as a guide to temperature of mineralisation (Barton 1970). Pyrite 

is stable in the Cu-Fe-S system over a temperature range of 25-742°C, although equilibrium phase 

relations are not well established below 300°C (Toulmin and Barton 1964). 

A synthetic phase of composition Cu,.,Fe,S6+, was first reported by Merwin and Lombard 

(1937), but a natural analog was not found until much later (Frenzel 1959). The similarity of this 

new phase, idaite, with bornite, except for an orange tint and a strong anisotropism, led some 

workers to refer to idaite as 'orange bornite'. Yund and Kullerud (1966) found that idaite is 

stable below 501°C, although the phase relations remain in doubt. The high-temperature 

equilibrium assemblage of pyrite + bornite may be replaced by idaite + chalcopyrite at 300°C. At 

high temperatures idaite coexists with pyrite and digenite. Below 228°C, idaite may break down 

to give the metastable assemblage chalcopyrite + covellite in the absence of pyrite. Sillitoe and 

Clark (1969) describe a chalcopyrite-like phase, idaite, found as an intermediate stage in the 

oxidation of bornite. They describe the optical properties of this supergene sulphide as closely 

comparable to those described by Frenzel (1959) , and the composition as close to Levy ' s idaite 

(1967) , given the formula Cu3FeS4• 

In the ternary Cu-Fe-S system, the tie-lines between covellite, on the Cu-S join, and other 

phases in the system, change with temperature. Figure 2.3a, a representation of the ternary phase 

diagram at 400°C, shows that when covellite appears at 507°C, it is tied to both idaite 

(Cu5+xFeS6+X)' which forms at 501°C, and the extensive chalcocite-digenite-bomite solid solution. 

At high temperature (-400°C) this solid solution extends from the Cu-S join where it is 

continuous with the high chalcocite - high digenite solid solution, to a composition even more 

iron- and sulphur-rich than regular bornite (Cu,FeS4), up to 15 atomic % Fe. Below about 335°C, 



this sulphur-rich bornite splits into a bornite solid solution and a digenite solid solution. Figure 

2.3b shows that at this point covellite is tied to idaite and the digenite solid solution. These tie

lines remain in effect even at low temperature (25°C). 

In some cases idaite will break down below 223°C (based on Schneeberg 1973), when it 

should decompose to pyrite + digenite + covellite: 

2Cus.sFeS6s (id) - 2FeS2 (py) + 2CuS (cv) + Cu9SS (dg) 
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This reaction appears to be prevented by the difficulty in nucleating pyrite: in the event that pyrite 

fails to grow, idaite may be represented by the chemically-equivalent, but non-equilibrium, 

decomposition products covellite + chalcopyrite: 

2Cu5,FeS6.5 (id) - 9CuS (cv) + 2CuFeS2 (cpy) [Barton and Skinner 1976]. 

2.4 Covellite Crystal Chemistry 

Covellite is not an abundant mineral but it occurs in most copper deposits, usually as a 

coating on other sulphides in the zone of supergene enrichment. It is associated with other copper 

minerals, especially chalcocite, chalcopyrite, bornite, and enargite, and is derived from them by 

alteration. It is often found as disseminations through these and other copper minerals. 

Mineralogical sources generally agree (e.g., Klein and Hurlbut, after Dana, 1977; Deer, Howie, 

and Zussman 1962) that hypogene covellite is known but uncommon. Although covellite is a 

hexagonal mineral, it rarely occurs in tabular hexagonal crystals. It possesses a (000 I ) cleavage, 

giving perfect flexible plates of metallic indigo-blue (or darker) . Covellite has a fixed, nearly 

impurity-free composition by weight percent of Cu 66.4, S 33.6%. Although chemically very 

simple, it has a complex structure: one copper atom is in tetrahedral coordination with sulphur, 

with the tetrahedra sharing corners to form layers, and a second copper atom in trigonal 

coordination with sulphur to form planar layers. The excellent (000 I) cleavage is parallel to this 

layer structure. The structure can be viewed as made of sheets of CuS3 triangles between double 

layers of CuS4 tetrahedra, where covalent sulphur-sulphur bonds link the layers (Figure 2.4). 

2.5 Experimental Studies with Covellite 

Blaubleibender, or blue-remaining, covellites (Section 2.2) have been observed in nature 

and described for several decades (Frenzel 1959). They had been attributed to a small excess of 

copper in the covellite structure (ranging from CUl.1 _14S), until Moh (197 1) synthesized two 
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distinct varieties of blaubleibender covellite, Type A (CU1.2S) and Type B(CUI.4S), later named 

yarrowite and spionkopite respectively, after their type localities (Yarrow and Spionkop Creeks) 

in southwestern Alberta (Goble 1980). Potter (1977) used Moh's technique to synthesize phases 

with compositions CUll +I.O.,S and CUl.4 +I_O'S, and showed that these phases are metastable in the 

Cu-S system; that is, they possess a more positive free energy at a given temperature, pressure, 

and bulk composition, as opposed to a stable phase which possesses the most negative free energy 

under the same conditions. 

The observed presence of natural yarrowite and spionkopite, having compositions of 

approximately CU1l2S and CU1.32.1.40S, respectively and produced by natural leaching of Cu-rich 

sulphides (Goble 1980), and metastable synthetic phases of approximately the same composition 

produced by synthetic leaching of Cu-rich sulphides suggest that yarrowite and spionkopite are 

naturally-occurring but metastable phases in the Cu-S system. However, it was later shown that 

synthetic varieties of blaubleibender covellite are not necessarily structurally-identical to natural 

varieties. Synthetic blaubleibender covellite may exist in a metastable pseudocubic structure that 

has a similar powder pattern to the hexagonal structure of natural blue-remaining covellites. 

Potter's conclusions, then, should be applied to natural yarrowite and spionkopite with caution. 

Although his synthetic samples were shown to be metastable, X-ray powder and optical data do 

not prove that these samples are in fact yarrowite and spionkopite. Single-crystal X-ray data is 

required to resolve the issue. 

Other associations in the Cu-Fe-S system have been investigated. It was suggested that the 

assemblage covellite-djurleite, not stable in the system Cu-S, might be stable in the ternary system 

when djurleite contains significant iron, but Roseboom (1966) concluded that "because covellite 

does not take up any iron, this would require that the djurleite have a greater Fe:Cu ratio than any 

digenite that is also stable. Digenite is known to have considerable solid solution toward CUSFeS4 

and a djurleite solid solution having a comparable Fe:Cu ratio seems unlikely but no data are 

available". However, what about a situation where covellite does take up iron? As will be 

discussed in Chapter 3, covellites from Chuquicamata contain up to 5 weight percent iron, an 

amount not previously reported_ Would this affect Roseboom's conclusions? In a case where 

covellite takes up as much iron as any 'pure' digenite that is also stable, would the combined 



Figure 2.3 (a). Schematic phase relations in the central portion of the Cu-Fe-S system at 4000C 
and (b). at 300°C (after Craig and Scott, 1979). 
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Figure 2.4. Structure of covellite, CuS. The dotted lines indicate covalent S-S bonds (after B.J. 
Wuensch, 1974, in Sulfide Mineralogy). 
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Fe:Cu ratio for covellite and djurleite have to be more than digenite? Or would the mere presence 

of iron in covellite affect the argument, and allow the assemblage covellite-djurleite to become 

stable in the system Cu-Fe-S? The assemblage djurleite-Fe-covellite is not observed in the 4500N 

section at Chuquicamata, so this study can provide no answers, but it is an intriguing question. 

Other common ternary phases, such as cubanite, are not discussed here since they are not 

observed in the 4500N sample set chosen for this study. 

2.6 Related Systems: Zn-Fe-S and Cu-As(-Sb)-S 

Other common sulphides observed at Chuquicamata include sphalerite, and the sulphosalts 

enargite and colusite. The tungsten ore wolframite is a rare but interesting phase observed in a 

few samples from the 4500N section. 

Sphalerite is the low-temperature (cubic) polymorph of ZnS, and wurtzite is the high

temperature hexagonal polymorph. For pure ZnS the inversion temperature is 1020°C (Allen and 

Crenshaw 1912); however, often in hydrothermal systems sphalerite is saturated with FeS, 

lowering the inversion temperature to approximately 875°C. 

Buerger (1934) found that sphalerite could be considered the high-S form of ZnS, and 

wurtzite the low-S form. Other studies (e.g. Shalimova and Morozova 1965) confirmed, through 

optical absorption, that the hexagonal phase contained a deficiency of sulphur and that this 

deficiency was removed in the cubic phase. Nickel (1965) noted that most analyses of natural 

sphalerite show a sulphur:metal ratio> I. Since sphalerite and wurtzite vary slightly in 

. composition, the phase change in general is not isocompositional or invariant, but likely a function 

of both temperature and fs2 ' 

Kullerud (1953) studied the dry binary system ZnS-FeS and concluded that: (a) the iron 

content of sphalerite is determined by the temperature of formation; and (b) the unit -cell 

parameter of sphalerite varies with Fe content. Later studies (e.g. Kudenko and Stetsenko 1964) 

found that minor elements can cause the same distortions of the crystal structure of sphalerite as 

iron. Several studies (e.g. Godovikov and Pitsyn 1965; Anfilogov et al. 1966) support the 

conclusion that the limit of substitution of Fe for Zn is raised substantially in aqueous solutions. 

Stroitelev and Babanskiy (1969) show that this is only sometimes true. The mechanism of entry of 

Fe into sphalerite is obviously complex, governed not only by temperature but also by 
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composition, concentration and pH of hydrothermal solutions. 

Meagre data exists on the copper contents of zinc-sulphides, but Frenzel and Ottoman 

(1967) reported wurtzite containing 2.8 wt% Cu coexisting with sphalerite containing 0.2 wt% 

Cu. Clark and Sillitoe (1969) reported a supergene sphalerite from Copiapo containing 15+/-2 

wt% Cu; this • sphalerite , was interpreted as a metastable intermediate phase in the replacement of 

Cu-free sphalerite. The most recent study (Craig and Kullerud 1973) indicates the solubility of Cu 

in ZnS is very small between 200 and 800°e. 

Enargite is orthorhombic and has an ideal composition of Cu3AsS •. In general, enargite 

varies little from the ideal (Maske and Skinner 1971), although natural enargite invariably contains 

some Sb substituting for the As (up to 6% by weight). Minor Fe and Zn may also be present 

(Klein and Hurlbut, after Dana, 1977). 

The low-temperature polymorph of enargite, luzonite, has a tetragonal structure and does 

not show any marked deviation from the ideal composition of Cu3AsS •. The structure of enargite 

differs from that of luzonite in that luzonite has a structure derived from sphalerite, in which S 

atoms lie at the nodes of a face-centred cubic lattice. Enargite has a structure derived from 

wurtzite (the high-temperature polymorph of sphalerite), where S atoms lie at the nodes of a 

hexagonal close-packed lattice. The inversion temperature from luzonite to enargite has not been 

fixed and is tentatively placed in the range 275°C to 320°C (Maske and Skinner 1971). 

Famatinite, Cu,SbS., the antimony "analogue" of enargite, is isostructural with, and shows an 

extensive solid solution toward, luzonite. Famatinite has a melting temperature of 627°e. 

Colusite, Cll:26 V 2As4Sn2S12 or CulAs,Sn, V)S4' is a complex sulfosalt that can be thought 

of as a rather messy enargite. Most published analyses of colusite include 5-8 elements, although a 

broad range of isomorphous replacement is characteristic. An ideal crystal-chemical formula for 

colusite is Cu26ViAs, Sn)6S,2 (Orlandi et al. 1981). The study by Orlandi indicates that iron may 

enter either the V site, as it does in samples from Butte (Levy 1967), or the (As, Sn) site, as 

shown in colusite from Gay (Pshenichnyi et ai, 1974). Germanium may also substitute for (As, Sn) 

as in Gay. 

With regards to common oxides, there have been several studies on the effect of 

temperature on the composition of wolframites. The chemistry of wolframites in the hubnerite 
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(MnW04)-ferberite (FeW04) series varies to a great extent. The compositional changes depend on 

the conditions of formation: changes in temperature, composition of country rocks and of ore

forming solutions, and pH of solutions, to name a few. 

Singh and Varma (1977) showed that the intermediate member of the series (wolframite 

with a composition between 75 and 25% MnO) has the highest crystallisation temperature 

(compared with hubnerites, 100 to 75% MnO, and ferberites, 25 to 0% MnO). Under lengthy 

conditions of high temperature and pressure, the most favourable conditions are created for 

mixing of hubnerite and ferberite components, and therefore the formation of wolframites, which 

are excluded at low temperature under near-surface conditions. 

Others have shown a dependence on the influence of the country rocks. Barbanov (1975) 

concluded that during lengthy activity of high-temperature solutions on country rocks, a leaching 

of components and a change in the composition of solutions takes place, which translates into a 

change in ratios of Mn and Fe in wolframites. Denisenko (1971) identified "inverse dependence of 

composition of wolframites on the degree of iron content of the mineral paragenesis". In other 

words, with a low sulphur concentration in the solutions in a reducing environment, ferberite 

varieties should develop, whereas with an increase in the partial pressure of H2S, most of the Fe 

present in the solutions will go into the composition of the sulphides, leaving hubnerite varieties to 

crystallize. Wolframite in an Fe-rich environment is related to the later stages of hydrothermal 

activity (Voyevodin, 1981). 

2.7 Highlights Relevant to this Study 

The main focus of this study is the characterization of hypogene, that is to say high 

temperature, covellite assemblages. As such, ternary phase diagrams for the Cu-Fe-S system in 

the 2500 to 5000 range and the experimental studies that refined them are referred to throughout 

this thesis. 

Within the Cu-S system, specific points of interest include: the assemblage digenite

covellite and the various relationships it defines (e.g. equilibrium assemblage vs replacement 

assemblage); and the presence of blaubleibender covellites, which are documented and examined 

for the information they may provide about hypogene vs supergene assemblages. 

Within the Cu-Fe-S system, particular attention is paid to the idaite-covellite tie, which is 
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linked to both the composition of covellites in the Chuquicamata system and to their mineralogical 

relationships. 



CHAPTER 3: Minerals and Mineral Assemblages at Chuquicamata 

3.1 Definitions of relevant terms 

Just as each texture displayed by ore minerals can be formed by more than one process, so 

descriptive terminology can be interpreted in several ways. It is therefore necessary to define 

some terms that are commonly used throughout this thesis. 

The initial goal of a petrologic investigation is to recognize (past or present) equilibrium 

mineral assemblages. A system (which can be any quantity we choose, in this case ore minerals) in 

equilibrium has no spontaneous tendency to change over a reasonable amount of time under fixed 

physical and chemical conditions (Barton et aI. 1963). Minerals that coexist are not necessarily in 

equilibrium. 

Any minerals occurring together, with unspecified spatial and equilibrium relationships, 

will be considered an association. A mineral assemblage will be defined as minerals occurring in 

direct contact with one another, and mayor may not be in equilibrium. 

For each assemblage, an attempt is made to infer the paragenetic sequence (i.e. the order 

of deposition) of the minerals through study of their textural relationships. 

3.2 Main ore minerals 

The face of the dominant mineralogical species found at Chuquicamata is an evolving one, 

with new phases at depth in the deposit competing with the common low temperature (and hence, 

nearer-surface) minerals. Early in the mining history, the most common minerals mined in 

Chuquicamata were copper oxides (Cook 1978); by the 1940's enargite and chalcopyrite were the 

dominant hypogene ore minerals (Lopez 1939). The following is an account of the main ore 

minerals found in the 4500N section of the deposit, as of the time of this study, including their 

occurrence, properties of identification and chemical character. For background information 

regarding the thermochemical properties of the minerals and an account of the experimental work 

associated with them, refer to Chapter 2. Table 3 details the locations of the samples chosen for 

study, including drill hole number, depth, and the alteration and mineralisation zone in which they 

occur (as mapped by mine staff at Chuquicamata). Figure 1.4 can be referred to for the spatial 
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distribution of the drill holes in cross-section 4500N. Appendix C offers brief descriptions of the 

drill core samples from which the polished sections for this petrographic study were made. 

3.2.1 Analytical Methods 

The electron mincoprobe was used to determine the chemical composition of sulphide 

minerals, and to study the variation in chemical composition of the miemals through the 4500N 

cross-section. Analyses were carried out on a JEOL 733 electron microprobe equipped with four 

wavelength dispersive spectrometers and and Oxford Link eXL energy dispersive system. The 

energy dispersive system was used for all elements. Resolution of the energy dispersive detector 

was 137eV at 5.9Kev. 

Each spectrum was acquired for 40 seconds with an accelerating voltage of 15Kv and a 

beam current of 15nA. Probe spot size was approximately I micron. The raw data was corrected 

using Link 's ZAF matrix correction program. Instrument calibration was performed on cobalt 

metal. Instrument precision on cobalt metal (x=IO) was +/- 0.5% at I standard deviation. 

Accuracy for major elements was +/- 1.5 to 2.0% relative. 

Geological standards were used as controls. Sulphide standards used were natural 

chalcopyrite and synthetic CUl.sS, supplied by CANMET. 

Appendix A contains the electron microprobe data from which representative samples 

were drawn for this section, and on which some conclusions are based. 

X-ray diffractometry was performed by the author at the Fission Track Research 

Laboratory, Earth Sciences Department, Dalhousie University. The analyses were performed on 

small sub-samples by standard powder diffraction. An automated Philips 100kV generator and 

diffractometer unit was used for mineral identification by powder diffractometry. The very fine

grained granular material was powdered in acetone by hand in an agate mortar. The powdered 

sample was placed on a glass microscope slide and mounted in the diffractometer (in some cases, 

an amorphous, single crystal silica mount was used to reduce the background resonse from the 

mount itself). The sample and x-ray detector were rotated at a known rate with respect to a CuKa 

x-ray source. Energy detected was recorded and processed automatically. Output consists of a 

peak list, energy response curve, and peak match fit lists for various search routines (Cuesta 

Report, 1996). Peak lists are included for each sample (Appendix B). 



Table 3. Chuquicamata, Section 4500N. Samples are documented with respect to drill hole, depth, alteration 
and mineralisation zones. 

PTS 

SAMPLE separates for describedl 
DDH No. DEPTH ALTERATION MINERALISATION PTS sul~hur isot0E!es ehOIO comments 

2967 CU-181 671.5m Fortuna granod. X 01/95 beyond Falla Oeste 

2967 CU-182 224.76m quartz-sericite CV, en, PY XX en + py 06195 probed 09/95 for py, en, cv 

2967 CU-183 225.10m quartz-sericite CV,en , PY XX en + py 06195 

2967 CU-1 84 233.04m quartz-sericite cV, en , PY X 05/95 

2967 CU-185 234.45m quartz-sericite cV,en, PY X py+ cv 05/95 

2967 CU-186 314.74m quartz-sericite cV,en, PY 
2967 CU-187 316.26m quartz-sericite CV, en, PY X 01 /95 

2967 CU-188 319.59m quartz-sericite cV, en,PV 
2967 CU-189 324.69m quartz-sericite cv, en , PY 
2967 CU-190 325 .20m quartz-sericite CV, en , PY X 
2967 CU-191 325.49m quartz-sericite CV, en , PY 
2967 CU-192 325.93m quartz-sericite cv. en , PY X 01195 

2967 CU-193 408.00m quartz-sericite mass. py+/-cv, en X 01195 

2967 CU-194 411.38m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en 

2967 CU-195 413.77m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en 01195 probed 01195 for cv, dg; no hand sample 

2967 CU-196 415.40m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en 

2967 CU-197 566.23m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en 

2967 CU-1 98 567.48m quartz-sericite mass. py+f-cv, en 

2967 CU-199 56S.42m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en X gypsum + py probed 11 /95 for sph, en, cv 

2967 CU-200 574.23m quartz-sericite mass . py+l-cv, en X 06/95 

2967 CU-201 574.87m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en XXX 01195, 06/95 probed 01 fS5 for cv, dg 

2967 CU-202 575.14m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en X 
2967 CU-203 576.98m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en XX 01 195 probed 01 /95 for cv, dg, an , bcv, sph 

2967 CU-204 513.05m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en X anh + py 01 /95 probed 01 /95 for cv, dg, wolf, 

2967 CU-205 514.90m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en XX 06195 probed OS/95 for py, cv, dg, en; probed 11195 for wolf 

2967 CU-206 518.65m quartz-sericite mass. py+l-cv, en X 01 195 probed 01195 for sph, cv, dg 

2967 CU-207 605.70m quartz-sericite py +1- cv X 01195 

2967 CU-208 607.S6m quartz-sericite py +1- cv X 01 /95 

2967 CU-209 619.86m quartz-sericite py +1- cv 

2967 CU-210 455.90m quartz-sericite py +1- cv X probed 05/96 for cv, rutile 

2967 CU-211 456.40m quartz-sericite py +1- cv XX probed 01195 for cv, dg 

w 
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Table 3. Chuquicamata, Section 4500N. Samples are documented with respect to drill hole, depth, alteration 
and mineralisation zones. 

PTS 

SAMPLE separates for describedl 
DOH No. DEPTH ALTERATION MINERALISATION PTS sulehur isotoees photo comments 

2967 CU-212 461.20m quartz-sericite py +/- ev 
2967 CU-213 20S.10m quartz-sericite ell, en, py 

2967 CU-214 211.60m quartz-sericite ell,en, py XX probed 01195 ~or ev, dg, rno, en, sulphosalt (1) 

2242 CU-431 38.55m quartz-sericite ev, py, dg, mo X 05195 

2242 CU-432 40.91m quartz-sericite ell, py, dg, mo 
2242 CU-433 56.45m quartz-sericite ev, py, dg, mo X ma 05195 

2242 CU-434 95.86m quartz-sericite dg, py, cpy, mo, sph , en X ma 05195 

2242 CU-435 103.07m quartz-sericite dg, py, cpy, mo, sph , en X 
2242 CU-436 103.83m quartz-sericite dg , PV,cPV, mo, sph, en X 05195 as overprinting K altn 

2242 CU-437 138.24m potassic ev, cpy, dg, py 

2242 CU-438 139.15m potassic ev, cpy , dg, PY X bn + cpy 05195 

2242 CU-439 141.28m potassic cV,cPV, dg , PY 
2242 CU-440 l42.l3m potassic cV,cpY,dg , py X 
2242 CU-441 145.32m potassic cV,cpY,dg , py X 06195 fault gouge, massive sulphide, probed 09/95 

2242 CU-442 149.60m potassic CV, cpy, dg, py X 
2242 CU-443 151 .38m potassic CV, cpy, dg, py X 05195 

2242 CU-444 154.42m potassic cV,cpY, dg, py 

2242 CU-445 153.63m potassic CV, cpy, dg, py X 05195 

2242 CU-446 l56.77m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo X 
2242 CU-447 l60.76m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo X 05195 

2242 CU-448 161.04m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo X 05195 

2242 CU-449 161.41m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py , mo X 
2242 CU-450 161 .98m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py , mo X probed 11195 for CV, id , cpy 

2242 CU-451 l64.98m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo X 
2242 CU-452 l89.86m potassic cpy , bn , dg, py, mo X 
2242 CU-453 193.10m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo X bn + cpy 05195 

2242 CU-454 193.78m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo XX gypsum + cpy 06195 probed 09195 for CV, cpy, dg, bn 

2242 CU-4S5 193.86m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo X cpy-cv mix 06f95 probed 09/95 for CV, cpy. Fe-oxide 

2242 CU-456 194.20m potassic cpy, bn. dg, py, mo X 
2242 CU-4S7 195.76m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo XX 05195 

w 
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Table 3. Chuquicamata, Section 4500N. Samples are documented with respect to drill hole, depth , alteration 
and mineralisation zones. 

PTS 

SAMPLE separates for described' 

DDH No. DEPTH ALTERATION MINERAUSA TlON PTS sulphur isotoees photo comments 

2242 CU-458 196.SSm potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, me em-scale panels of kspar adjacent to as altn 

2242 CU-4S9 200.04m potassic cpy, bn , dg, PY, me 

2242 CU-460 200.75m potassic cpy, bn, dg, PY, mo X probed 05/96 for cpy, Fe-oxide 

2242 CU-461 202 .S2m potassic cpy , bn, dg, py. me XX 06195 probed ,09/95 for ga, dg, en, CV, PY 

2242 CU-462 252.55m potassic cpy, bn, dg, PY, me 

2242 CU-463 257.63m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py. rna 

2242 CU-464 258.45m potassic cpy, bn . dg, PY, me X 
2242 CU-465 260.14m potassic cpy, bn , dg, PY, me X probed 05/96 for CV, id , cPY 

2242 CU-466 261 .02m potassic cpy, bn, dg, PY , me 

2242 CU-467 261 .27m potassic cpy. bn, dg, py, me XX 06195 probed 09/95 for bn . cpy, ga, dg. py: probed 05111 for col 

2242 CU-468 253.23m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo XX 05195 

2242 CU-469 263.66m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo qtz vns wI sericite, cutting K altn 

2242 CU-470 264.53m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo 

2242 CU-471 264.98m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo 

2242 CU-472 265.60m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo 

2242 CU-473 284.39m potassic cpy, bn , dg , py , mo X 05195 

2242 CU-474 286.75m potassic cpy, bn , dg, PY, mo XX 06195 probed 05/96 for CV, dg, col, Fe-oxide 

2242 CU-475 282.04m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo XX 05195 

2242 CU-476 288.10m potassic cpy, bn, dg, py, mo XX 06195 probe 09/95 for bn, dg, cpy, py, cv; probed 11/95 for dg, bn, rt 

2242 CU-477 288.65m potassic cpy, bn, dg, PY, mo XX 06195 

2242 CU-478 288.95m potassic cpy, bn , dg, py, mo X probed 05196 for Fe-oxide 

2234 CU-479 294.20m potassic cpy, py, CV, dg X anh + py 

2234 CU-480 295.55m potassic PY,cpY,bn,cv X probed 05196 for tn , CV, en? 

2234 CU-481 295.98m potassic py , cpy, bn , cv XX 06195 probed 05196 for sph , dg, bn , en 

2234 CU-482 297.53m potassic py , cpy , bn , cv X 06195 probed 09195 for CV, cpy, Fe-oxide 

2234 CU-483 297.89m potassic py, cpy, bn , cv 

2234 CU·484 298.65m potassic py, cpy, bn , cv 

2234 CU-485 299.82m potassic py,cpy, bn,cv 

2234 CU-486 301 .37m potassic py,cpy, bn,cv 

2234 CU-487 301.95m potassic PY, cpy,bn , cv X 01195 probed 01195 for CV, bcv, dg, bn 

w 

'" 



Table 3. Chuquicamata, Section 4500N. Samples are documented with respect to drill hole, depth, alteration 
and mineralisation zones. 

PTS 

SAMPLE separates for describedl 

DDH No. DEPTH ALTERATION MINERALISATION PTS sulehur isotopes ehoto comments 

2234 CU-488 302.69m potassic PY, cpy,bn, CY X 01/95 

2234 CU-489 30S.73m potassic py,cpy, bn , cv X 06/95 probed 09f95 for sph, dg, col, PY 

2234 CU-490 307.9Sm potassic py,cpy, bn , cv X 

2234 CU-491 30G.79m potassic py. cpy. bn, dg X 

2234 CU-492 3OB.20m potassic py, cpy, bn , dg 

2234 CU-493 216.30m potassic CPV, py, cv, dg , sph, ga X py + gyp 

2234 CU-494 219.84m potassic CPV, PV, cV, dg, sph, ga X 01195 probed 01195 for CV, dg, bev, an 

2234 CU-495 221 .49m potassic cpy, PV , cv, dg ,sph , ga X 01195 probed 01195 for CV, dg, id 

2234 CU-496 244.40m potassic cpy, py , cv , dg,sph , ga X 01 /95 

2234 CU-497 245.49m potassic cpy, py,cY,dg. sph,ga 
2234 CU-498 245.68m potassic cpy, PY, CY, dg , sph, ga 
2234 CU-499 249.15m potassic cPV, py, cv, dg,sph , ga X gyp/anh + py 01195 

2234 CU-500 2SD.00m potassic cPY, PY, cv, dg,sph , ga XX 06/95 massive sulphide wI massive sulphate, probed 09/95 

2234 CU-501 250.10m potassic cpy, PY, cv, dg , sph, ga X probed 11/95 for sph, dg, en 

2234 CU-502 252.15m potassic cpy, Py , cv, dg , sph,ga X gyplanh + PY 

2234 CU-503 253.27m potassic cpy , PY , cv, dg,sph, ga X 06195 probed 09/95 for CV, mo, bn , sph. en , ga 

2234 CU-504 107.a6m potassic cc, CV, cpy, py, dg X 01 /95 

2234 CU-505 10a.32m potassic cc, CV, cpy, PY, dg 

2234 CU-506 111 .09m potassic cC,cv,cpy, PY,dg 

2234 CU-507 113.65m potassic CC ,CV,Cpy, PY, dg XX 06/95 probed 05/96 for cpy, dg, sph 

2234 CU-508 1l4.71m potassic CC , CV, cpy, PY, dg X 01 /95 

2234 CU-509 1l5.aOm potassic CC, CV, cpy, PY, dg X probed 05196 for sph, dg, bn, cpy, rutile 

w 
-.j 
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3.2.1 Covellite (CuS) 

Occurrence. In Chuquicamata, covellite has three main modes of occurrence: 

a. an acicular form, on its own or in association with digenite, where covellite may be 

concentrated along the edges of digenite, or evenly distributed throughout (this assemblage is 

found in both of the major alteration zones studies, but considered by the author to be typical of 

quartz-sericite alteration); 

b. thin lamellar crystals of covellite replacing other Cu-sulphides, mainly chalcopyrite; in some 

cases chalcopyrite has disappeared completely, and only the arrangement of covellite lamellae in 

loose lattices shows former chalcopyrite existence (size of lamellae varies widely) (this assemblage 

is typical of, but not necessarily restricted to, covellite in zones of potassic alteration); and, 

c. massive covellite, interstitial to other minerals (pyrite or silicates, mainly), and small 

subrounded grains, some of which may not show pleochroism and may be blaubleibender (blue

remaining) covellite, or may be a basal section of regular covellite. Massive covellite may be of 

supergene or hypogene origin (textural differences will be discussed later, see Section 3.3). 

Diagnostic properties. Covellite is easily recognizable in both hand sample and polished section 

by its deep blue colour. In hand sample, it is dark indigo-blue with a semi-metallic lustre and a 

black streak. In reflected light, covellite possesses extreme reflection pleochroism (from white to 

indigo-blue) and anisotropism (bright orange to copper-brown), both of which are even more 

striking in oil than they are in air. In the case of a basal section, which does not show pleochroism, 

the colour alone is enough to identify the mineral. 

Chemistry. Of the approximately 100 samples of hypogene ore studied in polished section here, 

less than 15 have no covellite whatsoever. Analyses of over 150 samples of covellite from various 

hypogene mineral assemblages show that iron can substitute for copper up to 5 weight %. This 

phenomenon has not been described before. If only a few samples contained iron, we might be 

tempted to conclude that this aberration results from microprobe beam inaccuracies or micro

inclusions within the covellite. The large number of iron-bearing covellites, however, all 

interpreted as part of a hypogene environment, is enough to infer that covellite can indeed have a 
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significant iron content. A binary plot of Fe vs. Cu shows that the covellite analyses vary 

continuously from 0 weight % Fe (where many analyses are clustered around the standard 

stoichiometric covellite) to slightly less than 5% Fe. Figure 3.1 shows that a few (possibly 

spurious) samples contain between 5 and 7% Fe. If standard idaite is located on the same plot, the 

iron variation is seen to be systematic and may indicate crystallisation along the covellite-idaite tie 

line (Figure 2.4b). The few analyses of supergene covellite from the sample set have a fixed 

composition of CuS. Table 4 tabulates 3 representative electron microprobe analyses of covellite 

from Chuquicamata, along with the mean, maximum and minimum taken from the complete 

sample set (n) of covellites from Chuquicamata, where n for each element is the number of 

analyses of that element that fall above the limit of quantification (Appendix A). The calculated 

standard deviation and the detection limit and also provided. Representative samples were chosen 

on the basis of common mineral assemblages at Chuquicamata. 

Table 4. Chemical composition (weight %) of hypogene covellite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Cu Fe As S Total assemblage 

cu454B (77) 66.03 \.46 32.93 100.42 cv+Cpy 

cu1 95 (79) 67.13 32.80 99.93 cv-KIg (no cpy) 

cu495 (46) 65.63 \.99 0.28 32.95 100.85 py+Cv 

stoichiometric composition 66.47 33.53 100.00 

mean 66.18 \.56 0.28 33.06 100.07 

standard deviation 1.16 0.93 0.03 0.74 

maximum 69.39 4.36 0.35 34.52 10\.99 

minimum 62.37 0.25 0.25 30.29 97.77 

# of analyses> LOQ 148 72 35 148 148 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0 .25 0.50 

Whatever its stability within the Cu-S system, blaubleibender covellite is recognised as a 

phase separate from regular covellite. It is reportedly enriched in copper over normal covellite by 

1.5 to 2 percent (Frenzel 1959; Moh 1964), and can be enriched by as much as 6.7 percent 
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(Frenzel 1961, for synthetic samples; Sillitoe and Clark 1969, for samples of natural 

blaubleibender covellite). Although we have only 12 analyses of phases that fit unequivocally the 

composition of blaubleibender covellite, this dearth is due more likely to the failure of the author 

to recognize this phase than from its absence from the ore mineral assemblages. The samples of 

blaubleibender covellite range from about 68% Cu to 73.47%, enriched in copper by almost 7% 

over the regular covellites. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, a ternary Cu-Fe-S diagram, the 

blaubleibender covellites plot in a field distinct from that in which regular covellites from 

Chuquicamata plot. The blaubleibender covellites show a continuous range from 0 to about 3 

weight % Fe, with at least one analysis at 4% Fe. This trend mimics the iron concentration of 

regular covellites from Chuquicamata. Table 5 gives the chemical composition of blue-remaining 

covellites from Chuquicamata. Two defined phases, yarrowite and spionkopite, are considered 

blaubleibender covellites, and their stoichiometric compositions are presented in Table 5 for 

comparison. The mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum are calculated from the 

number of analyses for each element that are above the limit of quantification. 

Table 5. Chemical composition (weight %) of blaubleibender covellite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Cu Fe As S Total assemblage 

cu203A (32) 72.65 1.59 25.13 99.37 cpy+dg+cv+sph+py 

cu494 (26) 71.37 0.60 28.29 100.26 dg+cv 

stoichiometric spionkopite 73.51 26.49 100.00 

stoichiometric yarrowite 72.35 27.65 100.00 

mean 70.30 1.78 0.25 27.76 99.42 

standard deviation 1.26 1.08 1.28 

maximum 72.65 3.92 0.25 29.51 101.21 

minimum 68.80 0.60 0.25 25.13 97.87 

# of analyses> LOQ 8 6 1 8 8 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 



Figure 3.1. Cu vs Fe plot of covellites from Chuquicamata. Standard idaite is represented by a 
solid triangle. 
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Figure 3.2. Cu-Fe-S diagram showing fields of covellite (open circles) and blue-remaining 
covellite (open squares) from Chuquicamata. Standard idaite is plotted as a solid triangle. 
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3.2.2 Anilite (CUJ.7SS) 

Occurrence. Rarely identified from Chuquicamata, anilite occurs as individual grains or as small 

'pods' in intimate intergrowths in massive digenite. 

Diagnostic properties. Anilite from Chuquicamata has only been identified in polished section, 

where reflected light study shows it to be indistinguishable from digenite, varying from light blue 

to white-grey. All positive identifications of anilite from the samples studied here come from the 

electron microprobe. It is very likely that there is more of this mineral present than has been 

identified, and its rarity in Chuquicamata can probably be attributed to the difficulty in recognizing 

this phase. 

Chemistry. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there is some confusion about the composition of anilite, 

with some sources quoting CU7S5, which corresponds to CUl.4S (the same composition as 

synthetic Cu-rich blaubleibender covellite), and other sources fixing the composition at CUl.75S. 

Anilites from Chuquicamata match the CUl.75S composition, with copper content at 75.42 weight 

percent, but these may be copper-rich blaubleibender covellites and not anilites. 

3.2.3 Digenite (Cu.Ss) 

Occurrence. Digenite is prevalent in Chuquicamata, where it occurs in three ways: 

a. massive digenite, which mayor may not be associated with acicular covellite and/or blocky to 

subrounded disseminated enargite, interstitial to other minerals, mainly silicates or pyrite 

aggregates; 

b. disseminated grains of digenite with bomite in stable intergrowths, some from eutectic 

fonnation, some as exsolution products (this assemblage is found mainly in zones of potassic 

alteration; it is less common in quartz-sericite alteration, where the minerals may occur together in 

inclusions, interpreted as locked grains, in other sulphides); and 

c. replacement digenite after other sulphides, particularly galena. 

Diagnostic properties. In hand sample, digenite is metallic blue and lighter than covellite. In 
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reflected light, natural digenites show a dull blueish colour of moderate reflectivity. Some species 

may lose their blue colour more or less completely due to admixtures; the colour in this case turns 

greyish white. An octahedral cleavage is commonly visible, or the mineral may form an aggregate 

of blue to blue-white octahedral lamellae. Digenite may be, in some samples, optically 

indistinguishable from chalcocite (Cu,S) , unless the two occur together. In Chuquicamata, 

chalcocite plays a large role in the zone of supergene enrichment, where it is the most important 

copper mineral. The extent of chalcocite in the hypogene ore zones is unclear; judging from the 

4500N section, it is rare in hypogene ore mineral assemblages. All of the copper-rich sulphide 

found in this study is considered too copper-deficient to be chalcocite (see Table 6, below). An X

ray diffractogram of a separate from sample cul92 shows that the phase in question can be 

structurally identified as digenite and not chalcocite (Appendix B). 

Chemistry. Digenite can show extensive solid solution towards bornite at elevated temperatures, 

and even so-called 'pure' digenites commonly contain iron in excess of 1 %. Figure 3.3 shows that 

samples of hypogene digenite from Chuquicamata plotted on a binary Fe vs.Cu diagram show, 

like the covellites, a continuous variation in iron content from 0 to 3 weight percent. A ternary 

Cu-Fe-S plot with standard bornite located on it shows that the same trend observed with 

covellite-idaite can be seen with digenite-bornite, as the digenites vary systematically with respect 

to iron content and appear to indicate crystallisation along the digenite-bornite tie line (Figure 

3.4). High digenite is said to exhibit solid solution towards Cu,S (Roseboom 1966), and although 

the cubic high digenite cell is not found below about 76°, its compositional equivalent is preserved 

at lower temperatures. Digenites from Chuquicamata range from 74.53% Cu (about3.5% lower 

than standard digenites, both natural and synthetic), with significant iron, >2.5 weight %, to 

79.60% copper (Table 6). Table 6 presents 3 representative samples of digenite from 

Chuquicamata, based mainly on mineral assemblages, with the maximum, minimum, calculated 

mean, and standard deviation based on the complete sample set, n, where n is the number of 

analyses for each element that are above the limit of quantification. 
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Figure 3.3. Cu vs Fe plot showing Fe content of digenites from Chuquicamata. Standard digenite 
contains 78.1 wt% Cu; standard chalcocite contains 79.9 wt% Cu . 
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Figure 3.4. Cu-Fe-S plot showing digenties from Chuquicamata trending toward the standard 
bornite composition. 
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Table 6. Chemical composition (weight %) of di~enite from ChuQuicamata. 

Sample Cu Fe As S Total assemblage 

cu461b (30) 77.78 21.65 99.43 dg+cv...,n+py 

cu500B (82) 76.35 1.68 22.06 100.09 bn+dg 

cu203B (20) 77.09 0.27 22.12 99.48 cov+dg 

stoichiometric digenite 78.11 21.89 100.00 . 

stoichiometric chalcocite 79.86 20.14 100.00 

mean 76.98 1.38 0.37 22.02 99.66 

standard deviation 1.25 0.75 0.31 0.57 0.90 

maximum 79.60 2.74 1.40 23.51 102.08 

minimum 74.53 0.27 0.25 20.63 98.00 

# of analyses> LOQ 52 21 12 52 52 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 

3.2.4 Enargite (Cu3(As,Sb )S.) 

Occurrence. In Chuquicamata, enargite occurs in two distinct assemblages: 

a. in digenite + covellite, interstitial to pyrite aggregates or disseminated in gangue material, 

enargite is present locally in subhedral blocky to subrounded grains; and 

b. veins of enargite + pyrite, where enargite occurs both in large blocky crystals and as massive 

anhedral intergrowths with pyrite, and fine-grained angular (wedge-shaped) crystals of enargite 

with angular pyrite, disseminated in sulphate veins. These veins are seen in the mid-to-shallow 

regions of the deposit and appear to be limited to zones of quartz-sericite alteration. 
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Diagnostic properties. Enargite has a submetallic lustre and is grey-black to black with a violet 

tint in hand sample. In reflected light enargite is pink-brown to light brown and shows moderate 

reflectivity. The reflected colour may be strongly influenced by accompanying minerals, and may 

be differently described according to adjacent phases. Reflection pleochroism is weak in air, but 

may be distinct along grain boundaries and is appreciably stronger in oil, grey cream to light rose

brown to violet-grey. Anisotropy is strong, with colours ranging from dark violet red to light 
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olive. Cleavage parallel to (110) is abundant and always visible in coarse-grained aggregates. 

Chemistry. Enargites from Chuquicamata show a range from 0.40 to 4.32 weight % antimony 

substituting for arsenic. Several enargite-like minerals from one sample of quartz-sericite 

alteration range in antimony content from 8.50% to 11.66%, apparently at the expense of both 

arsenic and copper. (However, these samples have low totals, and are missing a component that 

makes up between 6 and 9 percent by weight of the composition; these samples are inferred 

tennantite-tetrahedrite series minerals). The arsenic content of the enargites ranges from about 

16.05 to 18.99%, wel1 within the range for standard enargites. Several samples from both quartz

sericite and potassic zones of alteration contain several percent zinc and/or iron. The samples that 

contain significant zinc show a range from 7.7 to 8.5% Zn, and a lower overall copper content 

(about 43%, whereas standard enargites have a copper content closer to 50%), suggesting that 

the zinc substitutes for copper in the unit cel1; these samples are also probably sulfosalts from the 

tennantite-tetrahedrite series. Iron contents are low, 0 to <2. It is likely that the iron also 

substitutes for copper. Table 7 gives the chemical composition of enargite samples from 

Chuquicamata. 

Table 7. Chemical composition (weight %) of enargite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample eu Fe As Sb S Total assemblage 

culS2B (57) 4S.93 17.55 I. S4 31.S6 100.IS en+py 

cu461B (32) 4S.92 IS.OO I. S7 31.63 100042 dg+cv+en+py 

cu441 (94) 49.94 IS.SI 31.S6 100.61 en+dg+cv+spb 

stoichiometric enargite 4S.41 19.02 32.57 100.00 

mean 49.37 1.22 IS.09 lAO 32.14 100.62 

standard deviation 0.6S 0.52 0.65 1.01 0.55 O.SO 

maximum 50.54 1.64 IS.99 4.32 33.02 101.95 

minimum 48.2S 0.50 16.05 0.40 30.59 99.15 

# of analyses> LOQ 20 3 20 12 20 20 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.40 0.50 



3.2.5 Bornite (CuSFeS4) 

Occurrence. Bornite has several associations in Chuquicamata: 

a. disseminated grains of bornite + digenite intergrowths, mainly from eutectic formation, 

although in some cases a cubic network is preserved, indicating exsolution on decomposition of 

high-temperature Cu2S; the assemblage bornite + digenite is also found as subrounded to ovoid 

inclusions in pyrite, and is common interstitial to pyrite aggregates, where bornite » digenite in 

zones of potassic alteration; and 
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b. stringers, veinlets and disseminated grains of bornite + chalcopyrite are common, mainly as 

equilibrium intergrowths, although there are cases where a film of chalcopyrite around bornite is 

clearly later---this relationship is also seen where bornite, interstitial to pyrite, contains narrow 

'needles' of chalcopyrite, invading from a later chalcopyrite border around the bornite. 

Diagnostic properties. Bornite is rose-brown in hand sample, similar to pyrrhotite when fresh, 

but tamishes very quickly to copper-red, blue, and violet. In reflected light, bornite is light pinkish 

brown, of moderate reflectivity, one of the most readily recognised of the sulphides. The colour of 

a freshly-polished surface darkens quickly to red and then to violet-pink. Bornite may show a 

variable but weak anisotropy. 

Chemistry. Bornites from Chuquicamata have iron contents ranging from 10.32 to 13.50%, the 

upper limit of which is approximately 2 percent higher than standard hypogene bornite. The 

excess iron in this case appears to substitute for copper. Table 8 gives the chemical composition 

of 3 representative samples of bornite from Chuquicamata. The calculated mean and standard 

deviation, as well as the maximum and minimum values, are taken from the sample set n, where n 

is the number of analyses for each element that are above the limit of quantification. 
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Table 8. Chemical composition (weight %) of bomite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Cu Fe S Total assemblage 

cu467B (61) 62.68 11.27 25.13 99.08 bn+cpy+dg-cv 

cu476B (65) 62.71 11.49 25.72 99.92 bn+dg 

cu467B (49) 62.46 11.69 25.30 99.45 sph+bn+cpy 

stoichiometric bornite 63.32 11.13 25.55 100.00 

mean 62.41 11.61 25.48 99.50 

standard deviation 1.06 0.70 0.38 0.88 

maximum 64.94 13.50 26.37 101.46 

minimum 60.47 10.32 24.55 97.81 

# of analyses> LOQ 36 36 36 36 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.50 

Although the composition of anomalous bomites are generally defined by a slight excess 

of sulphur combined with a decreased copper content over regular bomites, several samples from 

Chuquicamata which may fit the description of anomalous bornite contain about the same amount 

of sulphur as regular hypogene bornites (i.e. 25-26.5 weight percent). However, as seen in Table 

9, these samples are characterised by an increased iron content, in the range of 12-13.5%, and a 

lower copper content (60-61.6%) than regular bornite. 

Table 9. Electron microprobe analyses of possible anomalous bornites, Chuquicamata, 4500N 

Sample Wt.% Cu Wt.% Fe Wt.% S Total Location 

CuSFeS4 (standard hypogene bornite) 63.33 1l.l2 25.55 100.00 

Anomalous bornite (von Gehlen. 1964) 61.5 11.5 26.5 99.5 Sommerkahl (Spessart) 

CuS03 possible anomalous bornite? 60.69 13.50 25.30 99.49 DD2234, 253.27m 

CUS03 possible anomalous bornite? 61.93 12. 17 25.36 99.46 DD2234, 253.27m 

Cu482 possible anomalous bornite? 61.66 12.36 25.53 99.54 DD2234, 297.53m 

Cu482 possible anomalous bornite? 60.79 13.06 25.32 99.1 7 DD2234,297.53m 
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3.2.6 Chalcopyrite (CuFeSz) 

Occurrence. Chalcopyrite is found throughout the system and occurs in several ways: 

a. narrow veins and stringers of massive chalcopyrite, usually at least partially replaced by 

massive covellite, where covellite lamellae are arranged in loose lattices after the chalcopyrite, and 

massive chalcopyrite interstitial to silicate minerals (this is mainly restricted to zones of potassic 

alteration); and 

b. disseminated anhedral to subhedral grains of chalcopyrite + bornite intergrowths, and veinlets 

of the same assemblage, which occurs in both zones but dominantly in the potassic. 

Diagnostic properties. Chalcopyrite is metallic yellow in hand sample, and may show a somewhat 

greenish-yellow hue in contact with pyrite. In reflected light, chalcopyrite is light yellow and has a 

high lustre. In time, chalcopyrite in polished sections will turn a dark yellow golden colour in a 

uniform or spotty manner. Reflection pleochroism is rare, but in some instances lamellar structure 

of chalcopyrite grains can be recognised due to pleochroic effects. Anisotropy is weak but usually 

recognizable under oil. 

Chemistry. Chalcopyrite from Chuquicamata does not deviate significantly from the ideal 

composition (Table 10). 

Table 10. C hemica composItIon (weigl t 0 o c a co 'h'l1)fhl f pynte rom Ch uqUicamata. 

Sample eu Fe S Total assemblage 

cu454B (75) 35.00 30.53 34.72 100.25 cv+cpy 

cu467B (50) 36.17 29.58 34.34 100.09 sph+bn+cpy 

cu494 (24) 35.30 29.87 34.56 99.73 cpy+bn+dg+cv 

stoichiometric chalcopyrite 34.63 3Q.43 34.94 100.00 

mean 34.90 30.45 34.85 100.20 

standard deviation 0.79 0.48 0.42 1.10 

maximum 36.17 31.26 35.51 101.75 

minimum 33.41 29.58 34.29 98.25 

# of analyses> LOQ 14 14 14 14 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.50 



3.2.7 Sphalerite (ZnS) 

Occurrence. Although sphalerite may be difficult to spot in hand specimen as a result of the 

(generally) small grain size in samples from Chuquicamata, it occurs in many assemblages. In 

general, the addition of sphalerite to any of the assemblages described below is as a later phase 

(possibly the latest, as in the case of possible supergene sphalerite described in section 3.3.4), 

though some notable exceptions do exist: 
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a. massive sphalerite, composed of a 'welded' aggregate of fine-grained euhedral to subhedral 

sphalerite crystals, where remnant grain boundaries are still visible; in some samples the massive 

sphalerite is interstitial to aggregates of subrounded pyrite grains +/- other sulphide minerals; and 

b. skeletal sphalerite within digenite + covellite, interstitial to pyrite aggregates; sphalerite looks 

like a strange intergrowth---possibly the digenite + covellite is a result of the unmixing of mineral 

A, where the high-temperature assemblage was mineral A + sphalerite, but more likely the 

sphalerite is earlier. 

Diagnostic properties. Sphalerite can be resinous, white to completely black, green or reddish, 

but most often brown, or metallic in hand sample. In reflected light, sphalerite is light grey with a 

very delicate blue or brownish tint, depending on mineral associations and intensity of 

illumination. It has a very low reflectivity, and usually has numerous internal reflections, ranging 

from white in the iron-poor sphalerites, to yellow, light brown and dark brown. 

Chemistry. The bulk of the sphalerite samples analyzed from Chuquicamata fall within the 

standard ZnS range, with zinc contents around 67 weight percent. A few samples show decreased 

zinc contents (around 65%), but these same samples contain copper up to 4.5%, which apparently 

substitutes for zinc in the sphalerite structure. Analyses from samples of possible supergene 

sphalerite (Section 3.3.4) contain between 4.68 and 10.02 percent copper by weight, whereas the 

zinc content of these samples is as low as 60 percent. These very high copper content of these 

samples may be due to microbeam inaccuracies, or the samples may represent an intermediate 

phase in the replacement of copper-sulphides by sphalerite. Figure 3.5, a binary plot of Cu vs. Zn 

shows a more or less linear relationship, suggesting that copper substitutes for zinc in the low-
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temperature environment. The iron content of Chuquicamata sphalerites varies from 0 to almost 1 

percent by weight. There is no clear relationship to the zinc and copper contents, but in general 

the samples containing more iron are the possible supergene sphalerites, at the lower limit of the 

zinc range. Table 11 presents 3 representative sphalerite samples from the sample set n, where n is 

the number of analyses for each element that are above the limit of quantification. 

Table 11. Chemical composition (weight %) of sphalerite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Zn Cu Fe S Total assemblage 

cu467B (55) 68.33 32.54 100.87 sph(massive)+bn+<ig+ga 

cu203A (30) 65.40 1.35 32.58 99.33 cv+sph+dg 

cu501 (25) 67.36 33.42 100.78 bn+epy+dg+sph 

stoichiometric sphalerite 66.41 33.59 100.00 

mean 67.66 0.96 0.63 32.76 100.99 

standard deviation 1.39 0.38 0.27 0.43 0.87 

maximum 69.33 1.58 0.90 33.64 101.82 

minimum 62.98 0.58 0.36 32.22 99.33 

# of analyses> LOQ 15 8 2 15 15 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.80 0.50 0.25 0.50 

3.2.8 Pyrite (FeSz) 

Occurrence. Pyrite is ubiquitous in Chuquicamata samples, and was likely formed throughout the 

mineralising history. Successive stages of pyrite precipitation are even found within the same 

'grain'. Pyrite mainly occurs as aggregates of coarse- to fine-grained sub- to euhedral crystals, 

either welded together (where grain boundaries may still be visible) or cemented with: massive 

chalcopyrite, digenite + covellite, bornite +/- digenite, massive covellite, or massive sphalerite. 

The occurrence of veins of pyrite + enargite intergrowths are also noted, as well as fine-grained 

cubic pyrite crystals disseminated throughout many samples. 



Figure 3.5. Zn vs Cu plot showing variation in sphalerite compositions from Chuquicamata. 
Standard sphalerite is plotted as a solid circle. 
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Diagnostic properties. Pyrite is light brass-yellow with a highly metallic lustre in hand sample. 

Reflectivity of pyrite is very high, exceeded only by some of the native metals and a few rare ore 

minerals. In reflected light pyrite is very light yellow, and in the majority of cases anisotropic 

effects are not observed. 

Chemistry. Pyrites from Chuquicamata deviate little from the ideal composition. Two groups of 

pyrite can be defined on the basis of their trace elements, specifically arsenic. Whereas some pyrite 

samples are arsenic-free, those that do contain trace amounts have arsenic contents that fall within 

a very small range, between 0.20 and 0.34 weight percent. In general, samples that contain arsenic 

also carry trace gold, up to 0.50 weight percent. Table 12 gives the chemical composition of 

pyrite from Chuquicamata. 

Table 12. Chemical composition (weight %) of pyrite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Cu As Fe S Total assemblage 

cul82B (59) 0.34 46.45 53.56 100.35 en+py 

cu489 (96) 47.15 53.79 100.94 py-t<Jg 

cu482 (36) 47.59 53.78 101.37 cpy+py+cv 

stoichiometric pyrite 46.55 53.45 100.00 

mean 0.61 0.33 46.88 53.75 100.85 

standard deviation 0.08 0.02 0.37 0.29 0.46 

maximum 0.69 0.34 47.59 54.17 101.79 

minimum 0.54 0.29 46.14 53.12 99.92 

# of analyses> LOQ 2 7 16 16 16 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 

3.2.9 Molybdenite (MoS2) 

Occurrence. Veins of molybdenite in quartz and sulphate (the 'blue veins', found in the 4500N 

section only in zones of quartz-sericite alteration) are easily recognizable in hand specimen. Minor 

molybdenite is associated with several other assemblages: 



a. aggregates of very fine-grained curved tabular strands of molybdenite, either replacing or 

overprinting other sulphides, such as covellite or bornite (+1- chalcopyrite) (this association is 

found in both major zones of alteration); and 
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b. fine-grained molybdenite in curved tabular form and spindles growing with digenite + covellite, 

interstitial to pyrite aggregates; the lack of molybdenite-digenite and molybdenite-covellite 

intergrowths may suggest that an assemblage of molybdenite + mineral B broke down to form 

molybdenite + digenite + covellite. 

Diagnostic properties. Molybdenite is light silver-grey and flaky in hand sample, with a highly 

metallic lustre. In reflected light molybdenite is generally pure white and possesses a high 

reflectivity. The reflection pleochroism, from grey-white to white to slate-blue, is very high, 

exceeded only by a few minerals. Effects of anisotropism are also very high, with colours ranging 

from white with a pink tint to deep ink-blue, very visible with the characteristic undulatory 

extinction of bent leaves of molybdenite. 

Chemistry. Molybdenite analyzed from Chuquicamata, both from the 'blue veins' and 

disseminated molybdenite in other hypogene assemblages, is more or less stoichiometric MoS2• 

Copper is a minor component of most of the samples « 1 weight percent). 

3.2.10 Wolframite «Fe,Mn)WO.) 

Occurrence. Its grain size in Chuquicamata samples make it unidentifiable in hand specimen, and 

although it is not common, wolframite occurs in one of two forms in the same basic assemblage: 

a. rounded masses of wolframite, full of holes and inclusions of pyrite and covellite, in contact 

with pyrite + digenite + covellite, in quartz-sericite-associated assemblages; and 

b. fine-grained (locally curved) tabular to wedge-shaped grains of wolframite in digenite + 

covellite, interstitial to pyrite aggregates or disseminated in silicates. 

Diagnostic properties. Wolframite is black to blackish brown in hand sample, with a greasy, 
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submetallic lustre. The reflectivity of wolframite is quite low, approximately that of sphalerite, and 

the colour effect varies in reflected light according to the accompanying minerals, grey to greyish

white to brown. Anisotropic effects are weak but distinct, possibly varying with chemical 

composition. Brownish-red to blood-red internal reflections are almost always visible in oil, but 

rarely in air. 

Chemistry. All of the wolframites in Chuquicamata tend towards the hubnerite variety, with 

manganese contents varying from 11.94 to 15.22 weight percent. A few samples are pure 

hubnerites, but most contain minor iron, ranging from 0.65 to 3.88 percent. Copper contents in 

the wolframites range continuously from 0 to 1.84 weight percent. 

3.2.11 Colusite Cu,.V,As.Sn,S3' or (approximately) Cu3(As,Sn,V)S. 

Occurrence. Although there is not very much of it in Chuquicamata, colusite does occur, either 

as part of the digenite-covellite-enargite assemblage where it is found as individual grains 

separated by digenite-covellite intergrowths, or as very fine round inclusions in massive digenite 

(+ covellite). 

Diagnostic properties. Colusite occurs in tetrahedral bronze-brown crystals in hand sample. In 

reflected light colusite appears coppery-cream coloured to creamy-tan, of moderate reflectivity. It 

is completely isotropic, and cleavage is not observed, although zonal textures are common, visible 

by differences in colour shade and polishing hardness. 

Chemistry. As.can be seen from Table 13, colusites from Chuquicamata comprise at least three 

distinct groups, differentiated on the basis of major elements tin and arsenic, and minor elements 

zinc, vanadium, and iron. There is a clear distinction between those samples that contain zinc and 

those that do not. Tin is a trace to major element; samples that contain zinc also contain tin as a 

major element, making up 12.51 to 20.36 percent. A distinction is also made between samples 

that contain zero to trace amounts of iron and those with significant iron content, up to 12.00 

percent. These samples contain little or no arsenic. Samples with high arsenic (up to 16.71 %) are 



Table 13. Chemical composition (weight %) of colusite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Zn Cu Fe As S Sn Sb V Total 

cu48 1A ( 10 1) 45 .04 12.00 29.44 14.80 10 1.28 

cu467A (22) 52.30 10.64 31.89 0.74 3.30 98.87 

cu489 (98) 4.15 44.89 2.06 28.85 16.5 1 1.93 98.39 

mean 3.56 47.70 4.0 1 6.74 30.23 14.57 1.64 2.9 1 99.05 

standard deviation 1.56 4.8 1 4.2 1 4.82 1.44 4.55 0.77 0.40 1.04 

maximum 6.29 59.3 1 12.00 16.71 32.98 20.36 2.85 3.30 101.44 

minimum 1.24 39.82 0.61 0.26 28 .52 4.42 0.46 2.1 6 97.73 

# of analyses> LOQ 9 18 9 17 18 II 9 7 18 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.20 

assem. 

cv+dg+col 

dg+col 

dg+cv+col 

VI 
00 
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also those that contain measurable vanadium. All samples fall into either a high-arsenic or a high

tin category; the high-arsenic samples contain no zinc and trace iron. The high tin content samples 

can be further subdivided between those that contain zinc and/or significant iron, those that 

contain zinc and trace iron, and those without zinc. While it is clear that arsenic and tin substitute 

for each other, it is also apparent that samples containing zinc and significant iron do so at the 

expense of copper. 

3.2.12 Idaite CuS.SFeS6.S 

Occurrence. Idaite occurs as 'streaks' or curved tabular 'grains' interfingered with similar-looking 

grains of covellite disseminated in silicate gangue in zones of potassic alteration. It also occurs as 

rounded but irregular-shaped grains which mayor may not be associated with covellite, rimmed 

by irregular and angular chalcopyrite. 

Diagnostic properties. Both macro- and microscopically, idaite resembles bornite with a copper

reddish colour and metallic lustre. Idaite is of moderate reflectivity, and reflection pleochroism is 

high, from red-orange to almost brown. Anisotropic effects are enormous, with sharp extinction 

and a yellowish-green colour at the 45° position. 

Chemistry. All of the idaites found at Chuquicamata have a composition very close to CuS.SFeS6.S' 

Copper contents fall within a limited range, from 57.20 to 58.97 weight percent. The iron content 

ranges from 8.11 to 11.35 percent. Most of the samples contain trace tungsten, up to 0.47%, and 

at least one sample of idaite contains trace arsenic. Table 14 gives the chemical composition of 

idaite from Chuquicamata. Three representative samples of idaite are presented from 2 samples; 

the mean and standard deviation are calculated from the complete sample set (number of analyses 

for each element that are above the limit of quantification. 
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Table 14. Chemical composition (weight %) of idaite from Chuquicamata. 

Sample Cu Fe S Total assemblage 

cu450 (3) 57.20 9.71 34.71 101.62 cv+id+dg+bn 

cu465 (57) 57.41 11.35 29.42 98.18 cpy+bn+dg+id 

cu465 (65) 58.05 9.38 34.21 101.64 cpy+cv+id 

stoichiometric idaite 56.14 9.87 33.99 100.00 

mean 57.91 9.73 33.55 101.20 

standard deviation 0.63 0.85 1.86 1.35 

maximum 58.97 11.35 34.71 101.95 

minimum 57.20 8.69 29.42 98.19 

# of analyses> LOQ 6 6 6 6 

detection limit (LOQ) 0.50 0.25 0.50 

3.3 Mineral Groupings! Assemblages 

For ease of reference, each assemblage described below has been given a number code, 

where the first number classes the assemblage by its dominant phases (for example, all of the 100 

number assemblages are dominated by covellite(-digenite), all of the 400 number assemblages are 

dominated by chalcopyrite, etc). The assemblages have been described from a purely textural 

point of view, and paragenetic interpretations have been made based on the textures. 

In most assemblages, pyrite is the first phase formed, evidenced by the euhedral to 

subrounded grains (where most other phases are in a massive/anhedral form) common to almost 

every sample studied, with other sulphides filling spaces between pyrite grains, surrounding the 

pyrite, and/or filling cracks or fractures in pyrite grains. In the common assemblage pyrite + 

digenite + covellite, pyrite is clearly the earliest phase, often in fine euhedral grains surrounded by 

massive digenite-covellite intergrowths (cuI95). Covellite, occurring here as fine needles 

distributed throughout the digenite, is probably an equilibrium assemblage with the digenite 

(possible exsolution?). 

There has obviously been, however, more than one pulse of pyrite precipitation. In some 



Table 15. DISTRIBUTION OF ORE MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES AT CHUaUICAMATA SECTION 4500N 
mineral names ;5 colum-n h;adinQs d~noU; miner~i(;) dominatinQ a !liven qroup of assemblaoes 

- f--

DRILL HOLE SAMPLE - DEPTH (rri) ALTERATION covelli~(:Q!genite)_ ..f!!genite(-bomite) chalcopyrite 

DOH 2967 f.ug14 - _?11~ guartz-sericite JOO 102 101 
DOH 2967 cu182 224.76 Quartz-sericite 102 
DOH 2967 .c'd183 .- - 225.10 Quartz-sericite 
DOH 2967 cu184 233.04 _g~artz-sericite 101 102 
DOH ?967 cu18S _ _ 234.45 _ ~uartz·sericite 100, 102 
DOH 2967 cu187 316.26 quartz-sericite 400 
DOH ~967 _ 2!!1!l9 _ _ ~4.69 quartz-sericite 300 304 400 
DOH 2967 cu190 325.20 Quartz-sericite 300 304 303 305 
DOH 2967 - cu192 _ 325.~ quartz-sericite 300 303 
DOH 2967 cu193 408.00 Quartz-sericite 103 300 
DOH 2967 .- cu19_5 _ ~1321_ Quartz-sericne J 03 304 
DOH 2967 cu210 455.90 Quartz-sericite 103 304 
DOH 2967 cu211 __ 456.40 _ _ quartz-sericite 101 , 103 305 
DOH 2967 cu204 513.05 auartz-sericite 103 105 304 
DOH 2967 cu205 - _ 514.90 __ quartz-sericite 103, 105, 104 304 
DOH 2967 cu206 51B.65 Quartz-sericite 106 304 400 
DOH 2967 cu199 569.4L . guartz:seri~ ~~ 101 , 103, 106 
DOH 2967 cu200 574.23 Quartz-sericite 101 103 305 400 401 
DOH 2967 cu2Ql _ _ 574.B1_ ...9.uartz-sericite 103 105 
DOH 2967 cu202 575.14 quartz-sericite 103 1061 304 300 
DOH 2967 cu203 _ 576.9!l _ _qu~rtz-seric~~ 106 4001 
DOH 2967 cu207 605.70 Quartz-sericite 304 
DOH 2967 cu208 _ .§.07.97 _ _ quartz-sericite ]01 401 
DOH 2967 cu181 671.50 auartz-sericite 

s~halerite molvbdenite 

BOO 

600 601 

600 

600 BOO 

other P-Y.!!!L 

200 
200 201 

202 

202 
202 

202 
202 

iron oxide 

0'\ 
I-' 



Table 15. DI§TflIBUTION OF ORE MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES AT CHUa UICAMATA SECTION 4500N 
mineral names as column headings denote mineral(s) dominating a given group of assemblages 

- - -- --

DRI,LHOLL SAMPLE jlEPTI:il!!1L ALTERATION covellite{:Q!genite) digenite(-bomite) chalcoP.'~rite 

DOH:;>231 _ _cu591 __ 107.86 OS overK? 406 
DOH 2234 cu507 113.65 potassic 
DOH 2234 __ cu50~_ 114.71 potassic 407 400 
DOH 2234 cu509 11 5.80 potassic 
DOH 2234 _ cu493 216.30 ~tassic 304 400,409, 410 
DOH 2234 cu494 219.84 as over K?? 401 407 409 410 
DDH2:;>~ __ cu495~ __ 221.49 P.'otassic 405 
DOH 2234 cu496 244.40 potassic 409 401 
DQf[2:;>3'l_ cu4~!L __ ~ 249.15 as over K? 103 304 409 
DOH 2234 cu500 250.00 Dotassic 304. 301 407 
DOH 2234 __ ~u501 250.70 potassic 100, 103 411 401 
DOH 2234 cu503 253.27 potassic 100 411 405 
DOH 2234 -- C!!1!L _ _ ..:1~~ P.'otassic 100 300 409 
DOH 2234 cu480 295.55 as over K? 103 104 304 401 
DOH 2234 - ~!J1§1 ___ 295.98 as over K? 103, 106 304 
DOH 2234 cu482 297.53 Dotassic 103 405 407 
DDf[ 2234 _ ~u487 __ 301.95 ~otassic 305 401 
DOH 2234 cu488 302.69 potassic 400 
DOH 2234 cu469 305.73 as overK? 108 304 407 
DOH 2234 cu491 306.79 potassic 304 402 
OOH 2234 cu490 307.95 potassic 402 

'§p-halerite .!!!Q!Y.bdenite 

700 

701 700 

800 
800 

800 

800 

other Dvrite 

202 

200 

202 

202 

202 201 

iron oxide 

'" N 



Table 15. DISTRIBUTION QF ORE MIf!!;f1AL ASSEMBLAGES AT CHUQUICAMATA SECTION 4500N 
mineral names as column headings denote mineral(s) dominating a given group of assemblages 

- -

DRILL HOLE ~SAMPLE j:lEPTH lr!lL ALTERATION covellite(:QIgenite:)_ .!!!genite(-bomite) chalcopyrile 

DDH 2242 cu431 38.55 quartz-sericite 405 404 
DDH 2242 cu433 56.45 Quartz-sericite 101 103 
DDH 2242 cu434 - 95.86 guartz-sericite 103, 106 
DDH 2242 cu435 103.07 Quartz-sericite 100 103 304 300 
DDH 2242 cU43§ __ .103.83_ ~uartz-sericite 101 , 106 300 
DDH 2242 cu438 139.15 potassic 401 407 
DDH~242 cu1.4Q... 142.13 potassic 408 406 401 
DDH 2242 cu441 145.32 faul1 oouoe 103 106 

DDH ?242 _ ~~ 149.60 ~tassic 400 401 406 
DDH2242 cu443 151.38 DOtassic 301 409 401 406 
DDH 2242 cu445 153.63 as over k? 103 106 - -
DDH 2242 cu446 156.77 potassic 408 
DDH 2242 cJ::I447 160.80 as over K? 103 404 407 
DDH 2242 cu448 161.00 as over K? 103 
f)DH 224? cu~4~ 

~ 

161.41 ~tassic 103 304 404 
DDH 2242 cu450 161.98 potassic 402 407 
DDH 2242 cu451 . 164.98_ ~tassic 402 
DDH 2242 cu452 189.86 potassic 303 400 407 406 
DDH 2242 c!J453 

~-
193.10 ootassic 303 401 407 

DDH 2242 cu454 193.78 Dotassic 302 401 404 402 407 
jlDH 2242 cu455 

~. 

193.86 ~otassic 408 
DDH 2242 cu456 194.20 potassic 303 401,402 

DDH 2242 - cu460 200.75 potassic 409, 401 
DDH 2242 cu461 202.52 as over K? 104 106 300 302 

DDH 2242 cU164 _ _ ~8.45 ~tassic 103 402 
DDH 2242 cu465 260.14 ootassic 406 404 
DDH 2242 cu467 261,E7 ~ -.9§ over K? 407 403 
DDH 2242 cu468 263.23 as over K? 108 
DDH 2242 cu475 282·Q4 _ ~tassic ---- 400 409 ----
DDH 2242 cu473 284.39 potassic 103 300 401 
DDH 2242 cu474 286.75 as over K? -- 404, 401 
DDH 2242 cu476 288. 10 as over K?? 1.01E+02 401 406 
DDH 2242 cu477 ?.a~~ QQtassic 400 409 401 
DDH 2242 cu478 288.95 potassic 401,404 

s~halerite molybdenile 

800 

800 
800 

800 

602 800 

800 
600 

800 

800 
800 

800 

600 

700 
602 603 

600 

700 
600 

other pyrite iron oxide 

900 

900 

900 

'" W 
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cases (cu489), coarse-grained subrounded pyrites are marked with 'inclusion trails' of teardrop

shaped digenite, outlining a grain shape in the pyrite. This assemblage is interpreted as the 

formation of pyrite grains followed by a lapse in pyrite precipitation. During this lapse, digenite 

was precipitated and surrounded the earlier pyrite grains. A subsequent period of pyrite formation 

then surrounded the digenite and conformed to the earlier pyrite grain shape, squeezing the 

digenite into separate inclusions, leaving a pyrite core, an inner rim of digenite inclusions, and an 

outer rim of later pyrite. Other evidence of more than one period of pyrite formation comes from 

looking at samples from the two main alteration zones. In the zone of potassic alteration, pyrite 

aggregates are commonly surrounded by digenite-bornite intergrowths (cu490), where the 

digenite and bornite may show smooth intergrowths or the cubic network pattern suggesting 

exsolution (either way, it is interpreted as an equilibrium assemblage). In quartz-sericite alteration, 

pyrite is always surrounded by the digenite-covellite assemblage, and is the earlier phase. 

However, it is not necessarily the earliest one, as some euhedral pyrite grains in the zone of 

quartz-sericite alteration contain fine round to ovoid inclusions of the assemblage digenite + 

bornite (cu205), interpreted as locked grains and, therefore, representing an assemblage of phases 

earlier than the pyrite. Figure 3.6 is an excellent example. 

Table 15 details the distribution of the coded assemblages according to sample number. 

The codes were chosen arbitrarily and do not have genetic (temporal) implications, except where 

the assemblage paragenesis is described (Section 3.5), when one sulphide mineral 'assemblage' is 

referred to as having formed later than another' assemblage' . Conclusions of parageneis are based 

only on direct observation in this chapter, and Chapter 4 discusses temperature limits imposed by 

some of the sulphide assemblages. For instance, in sample cu205 described above, the assemblage 

covellite + digenite +/- pyrite (where pyrite, when it is present, is the first phase formed of the 

three, described as code 103) is interpreted to have formed later than the assemblage digenite + 

bornite (described as code 303). In general, the 100 and 200 code numbers are the sulphide 

assemblages that are characteristic of quartz-sericite alteration, whereas the higher-coded 

assemblages are characteristic of potassic alteration. Many of the assemblages described can be 

considered subsets of a few main assemblages (e.g., digenite + covellite + wolframite and digenite 

+ covellite + enargite are variations of the same basic assemblage, probably changing through time 



as a function of temeprature and composition of the ore fluids), but they are separated here for 

easier comprehension. 

3.3.1 Covellite (-Digenite) Assemblages 

100 covellite 
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Disseminated grains of covellite, in fme-grained columnar form (sample cu454) and semi

massive anhedral masses interstitial to euhedral silicate minerals (sample cu205) are commonly 

associated with disseminated to veinlet sulphate, mainly anhydrite (Figure 3.7a). Narrow stringers 

of covellite undulate and pinch and swell in silicate gangue (sample cu480). 

10 1 covellite + pyrite 

One example ofthis is in sample cu184, where a fused aggregate consisting of fine- to 

medium-grained subrounded to rounded pyrite grains contains interstitial massive covellite; a very 

fme film of covellite runs along the edges of individual pyrite grains in the aggregate, and covellite 

fills tension fractures in pyrite grains. 

The same assemblage with a slightly different appearance is seen in sample cu476, where a 

narrow veinlet of pyrite in irregular globular texture encloses covellite--in this way, covellite may 

appear to be earlier than pyrite, but upon close inspection, minor grain boundaries are still 

apparent between fine rounded pyrite grains. It seems most likely then that the pyrite vein is 

enclosing remnant interstitial covellite. 

102 covellite + pyrite + enargite 

Sample cul85 contains mini-aggregates of 3+ grains of medium-grained pyrite adjacent to 

subrounded fine-grained covellite, with blocky tabular grains of enargite. 
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Figure 3.6. Sample cu20S. DDH 2967, S14.90m. Reflected light photograph of a euhedral pyrite 
grain surrounded by massive digenite-covellite, where covellite (dark blue) occurs in an acicular 
form in the digenite (light blue). The pyrite (yellow) contains very fine round to ovoid inclusions 
of bornite and bornite-digenite intergrowths. Scale bar 0.09mm. 

, 
r, J 
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In sample cu214 a completely different texture is in the form of a vein of minor 

subrounded pyrite remnants and fine-grained subrounded to blocky enargite grains surrounded by 

a thick blanket of covellite, where the edges of enargite grains are partially dissolved; there are 

several occurrences here of blue-remaining covellite (Figure 3.7b). This texture, of massive to 

wide, almost banded, veins of covellite completely enveloping earlier minerals, partially dissolving 

and replacing some, such as enargite, and simply flooding others that are more resistant, such as 

pyrite, is interpreted as supergene enrichment of pre-existing sulphides by low-temperature 

covellite. 

103 pyrite + digenite + covellite 

Sample cul99 is a typical example of this common assemblage, where disseminated grains 

of pyrite and welded aggregates of fine-grained subrounded pyrite are disseminated throughout 

silicate gangue and in narrow veinlets and stringers. Some areas show disseminated 'groupings' of 

pyrite aggregates with a globular texture, while others have minor interstitial covellite +/-

digenite. Many pyrite grains contain very fine-grained rounded to ovoid inclusions of covellite 

and/or digenite, probably not locked grains. 

In sample cu21O, sulphides in veins consist mainly of pyrite + digenite + covellite, with 

digenite and covellite filling spaces between massive elongate irregular pyrite masses (1-2 mm). 

The digenite-covellite assemblage fills spaces to varying degrees; in some veins, there are almost 

equal amounts of pyrite and digenite-covellite, with spaces between pyrite masses filled by 

massive-textured digenite with abundant 'strokes' and radiating spindles of covellite, very 

concentrated along edges of digenite. Abundant tabular strokes of covellite are distributed 

throughout the massive digenite. Sulphides are bordered by (and spaces in digenite-covellite filling 

are filled by) sulphates; where the sulphides thin out, sulphates continue in a narrow vein, 0.5 mm 

in width. In other veins, semi-massive to massive rounded elongate pyrite masses are in contact 

with very minor amounts of covellite + digenite in small patches. No sulphate is associated with 

these veins . Other than the veins, there are abundant grains of disseminated pyrite, subrounded 

elongate to irregular, average size 0.2 mm, +/- surrounded by or in contact with angular digenite 

(+covellite ). 
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In general, as described above, this assemblage consists of early-formed euhedral to sub

rounded pyrite grains surrounded by later equilibrium digenite-covellite, where covellite occurs as 

fine needles disseminated in digenite. Covellite and digenite also occur together when variably

sized interlocking lamellar crystals of covellite replace grains of massive digenite (sample cu476). 

104 pyrite + digenite + covellite + enargite 

The most common form of this assemblage is coarse-grained subrounded to subangular 

pyrite with interstitial digenite + covellite + enargite, where the enargite is massive-textured and 

smooth, no visible grain boundaries are apparent, just angular and irregular-shaped enargite in 

contact with digenite + covellite, where covellite occurs as narrow needles in digenite (e.g., 

sample cu205). 

The other type of this assemblage (e.g., sample cu461) shows aggregates of small 

subrounded pyrite grains with massive interstitial covellite and digenite (very minor digenite 

compared to covellite, where covellite may even have replaced digenite, covellite occurs in an 

interlocking mass of very fine needles) and enargite, where the enargite occurs as discrete small 

blocky to subrounded grains in the covellite (-digenite). 

Where enargite occurs with digenite and covellite, it appears to be the earlier phase (after 

pyrite?). It occurs as coarse to fine blocky grains partly surrounded by (where the enargite is in 

contact with pyrite) or disseminated in the assemblage digenite-covellite (cu501, cu205). 

Although no obvious textures show mineral paragenesis for these assemblages , (unlike the 

wolframite described below), the enargite likely formed after pyrite. Pyrite in this association 

occurs in fine to medium-grained spaced aggregates, with blocky to irregular-subrounded grains 

of enargite disseminated in the spaces between pyrite grains. The enargite is not always in contact 

with pyrite, but where it is , the contact is usually smooth, with the edges of the enargite grain 

conforming to the shape of the rounded pyrite. Spaces between pyrite and enargite, and 

surrounding enargite, are filled by digenite-covellite, assumed to be an equilibrium assemblage. 

Since no direct intergrowths between enargite and covellite and enargite and digenite are 

observed, the enargite is interpreted to have formed before the digenite-covellite. 
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105 pyrite + wolframite + digenite + covellite 

This assemblage is seen in sample cu204, where abundant curved tabular crystals of 

wolframite, fine to coarse-grained, are disseminated in gangue with massive-textured angular 

grains of digenite-covellite and are interstitial to aggregates of subrounded medium-grained pyrite 

with massive digenite + covellite; in some places, pyrite has closed around the interstitial 

assemblage, leaving apparent inclusions, in massive pyrite, of small subrounded wolframite grains 

surrounded by digenite + covellite. In these samples, wolframite> digenite/covellite (Figure 3.8). 

In sample cu205, coarse elongate to blocky subrounded pyrite grains are surrounded by 

digenite + covellite + wolframite, where covellite occurs in narrow needles and strokes 

concentrated along edges of massive digenite (to give massive covellite), and wolframite occurs in 

fine-grained subrounded to ovoid disseminated grains in the digenite-covellite. 

A few samples show wolframite occurring in a blobby pocked mass with pyrite 

aggregates, where paragenesis becomes difficult to ascertain, but where it occurs in long tabular 

to stubby grains, disseminated in silicate gangue and in contact with pyrite, the long blades of 

wolframite (cu204) contain very fine-grained round inclusions of pyrite, suggesting that the 

wolframite formed after the pyrite. However, very fine cracks running across the wolframite 

grains are filled or partially filled by digenite, +/- covellite, and where all three minerals are 

interstitial to pyrite aggregates, the assemblage digenite-covellite clearly surrounds the wolframite 

blades and stubby grains. 

106 pyrite + digenite + covellite (+ enargite) + sphalerite 

Stringers and veinlets of medium-grained subrounded to rounded separate pyrite grains 

with spaces filled with digenite + covellite + sphalerite + enargite are not uncommon; sphalerite 

occurs in fine subrounded to slightly irregular grains in massive covellite-digenite; enargite occurs 

in contact with both covellite-digenite and sphalerite, in small blocky to irregular grains (sample 

cuI99). 

In a sample of fault gouge (sample cu441), not typical of other ore samples, an aggregate 

of spaced medium-grained pyrite grains is filled with interstitial digenite + covellite, where 

digenite is massive and covellite occurs as narrow needles distributed throughout digenite. In 
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Figure 3.7 (a). Sample cul92. DDH 2967, 325.93m. Reflected light photograph of fine-grained 
sub-rounded thin-lamellar grains of covellite (cornflower blue to blue-white) disseminated in vein 
sulphate (anhydrite, dark brown, cleavage visible), around subhedral silicate grains (light brown
grey). Space bar 0.18mrn. 
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Figure 3.7 (b) . Sample cu214. DDH 2967, 211.60m. Reflected light photograph of vein of 
massive covellite (blue) surrounding small subrounded disseminated grains of pyrite and enargite. 
This is a typical sample of supergene ore, where covellite envelops all earlier sulphides. Space bar 
0.36mm. 



Figure 3.8. Sample cu204. DDH 2967, S13.0Sm. Reflected light photograph of an aggregate of 
fine subrounded to subangular pyrite grains with spaces infilled by curved tabular wolframite 
grains (brown) and massive digenite-covellite, where covellite occurs as needles in the digenite. 
Digenite- covellite network is clearly later than the wolframite, as it has infiltrated along fine 
fractures in the wolframite grain. Field of view O.72mm. 
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massive interstitial digenite + covellite, sphalerite occurs as skeletal blocky grains; no direct 

intergrowths are observed between sphalerite and digenite, or sphalerite and covellite, and the 

sphalerite is rarely in contact with the pyrite (being dominantly disseminated in the once-open 

spaces between the grains). Enargite in this assemblage occurs as very fine rounded globular 

grains disseminated in the interstitial digenite + covellite + sphalerite. 

Since no direct intergrowths occur between sphalerite and covellite, and sphalerite and 

digenite, and the minor spaces open in the grains of skeletal sphalerite are filled with digenite

covellite intergrowths, sphalerite is interpreted to have formed after pyrite, but before the 

assemblage digenite-covellite (Figure 3.9). The exact relationship of enargite to the rest of the 

assemblage is yet to be determined. 

107 pyrite + digenite + covellite + molybdenite 
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The sample of fault gouge (cu441 )contains an unusual assemblage consisting of abundant 

fine-grained molybdenite in curved tabular grains and fine spindles with digenite +/- covellite, 

interstitial to rounded medium-grained pyrite grain aggregates; the assemblage molybdenite + 

digenite + covellite also occurs as narrow fracture fillings in the pyrite; no direct intergrowths of 

digenite-molybdenite, or covellite-molybdenite are observed, but the fine grain size and optical 

similarity of the phases makes interpretation of paragenesis difficult. 

Molybdenite may be the earliest phase (after pyrite?), with later digenite-covellite, or 

molybdenite may have formed in equilibrium with another phase, which subsequently broke down 

to give digenite + covellite, as suggested by the occurrence of fine needles of molybdenite in the 

digenite (a texture similar to that of covellite needles in massive or lamellar digenite). 

108 pyrite + digenite + covellite + colusite 

In sample cu489 creamy brown-beige colusite in fine-grained aggregates of rounded to 

irregular grains or in disseminated subrounded grains with digenite and covellite is found between 

and surrounding coarse subrounded to subangular grains of pyrite in a spaced aggregate; the 

colusite grains and fine aggregates occur disseminated in digenite-covellite intergrowths where 

covellite occurs as fine needles and streaks in massive digenite; no direct intergrowths between 
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covellite-colusite or digenite-colusite are observed; colusite is sometimes is found as subrounded 

to rectangular inclusions in pyrite, alone or in smooth contact with digenite in digenite( -covellite) 

+ colusite inclusions. 

Where the colusite is in contact with pyrite, it conforms to the rounded to irregular edges 

of the pyrite grains. Where several 'grains' or masses of colusite occur together in the digenite

covellite, narrow spaces between the grains are filled with digenite-covellite intergrowths 

(digenite > covellite, where covellite occurs as fine needles in random orientation distributed 

through massive digenite). Like enargite, colusite is interpreted to have formed before the 

equilibrium assemblage digenite-covellite. 

Colusite is also found as very fine round inclusions in veins of massive covellite + digenite, 

where covellite occurs as coarse feather and brush-strokes, and covellite > digenite (cu481). In 

another texture, colusite is observed in disseminated grains of digenite and veins of massive 

digenite + covellite, where digenite > covellite and the covellite mainly occurs as fine needles in 

small groups in the digenite (cu467, cu474). A very narrow film of colusite rims fine-grained 

irregular grains of digenite (+/- 0.1 mm) disseminated in silicate gangue, and leaves very fine

grained 'inclusion trails' in veins of massive digenite + covellite, sometimes appearing to outline 

subrounded grains or delineate grain boundaries within the massive digenite (Figure 3.9b). 

3.3.2 Digenite (-Bornite) Assemblages 

300 (pyrite +) digenite 

Veins consist of coarse-grained (1-3 mm) subrounded elongate and slightly irregular pyrite 

grains, with spaces between grains filled by (and aggregates surrounded by) massive digenite + 

sulphate (e.g., cu189). 

Digenite is one of the most common sulphide phases found at Chuquicamata. It is 

commonly seen in an open framework of massive digenite surrounding euhedral silicate 'cut

outs', and in large angular flakes of irregular-shaped digenite filling space between euhedral 

silicate minerals (cu435). As mentioned above, it occurs in two ways with covellite, one 

interpreted as an equilibrium assemblage and the other as a replacement, with digenite as the 
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Figure 3.9 (a). Sample cu441. DDH 2242, 145.32m. Reflected light photograph of a sample of 
fault gouge, showing skeletal sphalerite (brown) in open spaces between subrounded pyrite grains 
(yellow). The open spaces were later filled with a digenite-covellite network, where covellite 
occurs as dark blue needles in massive digellite. Space bar 0.09mm. 
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Figure 3.9 (b). Sample cu467, DDH 2242, 261.27m. Reflected light photograph of a vein of 
massive digenite (light blue), surrounding fine-grained euhedral to subhedral silicates (brown). 
Needles of covelIite (dark blue) form networks in the digenite; inclusion 'trails' of colusite (beige) 
appear to delineate grain boundaries in massive digenite. Scale bar 0.09mm . 
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earlier phase. 

301 digenite + galena 

Digenite + galena is a rare assemblage that is seen as minor occurrences of angular 

irregular cores of galena, +/- 0.2mm across, in an open framework of semi-massive digenite + 

sulphate, surrounding euhedral to subhedral silicate minerals (e.g., sample cu461). At least some 

of the digenite appears to be controlled by the shape of sulphate minerals (anhydrite). 

The irregularity of the shape of the galena cores are evidence of the replacement of galena 

by digenite. 

302 bornite + galena 

Also rare, seen only in sample cu500, is this assemblage, consisting of very fine-grained 

cores of subrounded galena in massive bornite (interstitial to spaced coarse-grained pyrite 

aggregate) . 

No obvious replacement textures can be seen, but galena is clearly earlier than the 

surrounding bornite +/- digenite. 

303 digenite + bornite 

This assemblage is seen as a film of digenite + bornite around euhedral to subrounded 

silicate minerals, and irregular masses of digenite + bornite interstitial to silicates; bornite-digenite 

assemblage shows smooth intergrowths in some areas; in others, digenite forms a cubic network 

in bornite (e.g., sample cu476). 

Other than coveIIite, the most common intergrowth with digenite is bornite. This 

assemblage occurs in several ways. The one most often observed is the smooth intergrowth, 

where disseminated grains are made up of digenite and bornite in approximately equal volumes, 

and the contacts between the two phases are smooth (cu454). This appears to be an equilibrium 

assemblage, shown by the eutectic intergrowth. Also interpreted as an equilibrium assemblage is 

the ex solution texture, rarely preserved in these samples, but locally seen in small grains (+/-0.2 

mm) where digenite forms a cubic network with bornite (cu476). This texture is typical of the 



exsolution of bornite from digenite upon the decomposition of ~-CU2S (Ramdohr 1980) (Figure 

3. lOa). Sirnilar to this texture is a replacement texture that mimics exsolution. In some samples, 

bornite grains disseminated in silicate gangue and/or associated with sulphate veinlets have been 

rimmed or partially replaced by digenite. Where the digenite is rimming bornite grains (cuS09), 

the rim is composed of very fine bands of digenite interlocking at 90° around the bornite grain 

(Figure 3.10b). Where digenite has partially to almost completely replaced bornite (cu49 1), the 

'massive' digenite is actually a cubic network advancing across the bornite. 

304 pyrite + digenite + bornite 

Sample cuSOO consists of massive pyrite, in aggregates of fine-grained to coarse-grained 

(0.05 mm to + 1 mm) subrounded, inclusion-filled, variably smooth to shattered grains of pyrite 

with interstitial massive bornite + digenite (bornite »digenite), where digenite in the bornite 

occurs as small speckled areas or irregular smooth intergrowths. 

Similarly, sample cu490 consists of veins and stringers of pyrite + digenite + bornite + 

sulphate in a silicate matrix, where the sulphide stringers consist of single grains and welded 

aggregates of several grains of pyrite, all sizes, separated by interstitial massive digenite-bornite 

intergrowths. 

In contrast, sample cu20S consists of euhedral pyrite crystals, 0.3 to 0.5 mm, which 

contain fine-grained round to ovoid inclusions of bornite-digenite smooth intergrowths. 

In general, this assemblage consists of early pyrite grains or aggregates surrounded by 

later digenite-bornite intergrowths, except in the case (described elsewhere in this thesis) , where 

second-generation pyrite contains inclusions of digenite-bornite grains. 

3.3.3 Chalcopyrite Assemblages 

400 chalcopyrite 

Chalcopyrite occurs in massive form in narrow veins and stringers in silicate gangue, and 

in open frameworks around fine euhedral silicate crystals (sample cu474). Many samples in both 

the quartz-sericite and potassic zones of alteration contain very fine-grained disseminated grains 
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Figure 3.10 a. Sample cu476. DDH 2242, 288.lOm. Reflected light photograph of bornite and 
digenite in an exsolution relationship. Digenite (light blue) forrns a cubic network in bornite 
(tarnished purplish-blue) as it exsolves from a high-temperature Cu,S phase (Ramdohr, 1980). 
Bornite-digenite grains are disseminated in silicate matrix (light brown). Space bar 0.18mm. 
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Figure 3. 10 b. Sample cu491. DDH 2234, 306.79m. Reflected light photograph of bornite and 
digenite in a replacement relationship. digenite (light blue) advances across the bornite grain 
(pink), with digenite lamellae forming a cubic network very similar to that seen in exsolution. 
Bornite-digenite grains are disseminated in a silicate- sulphate matrix (sulphate veinlet is dark 
brown). Space bar 0.09mm. 
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of chalcopyrite, +/- associated with other sulphide minerals. 

40 I chalcopyrite + bornite 

A very common assemblage, where chalcopyrite is usually the most abundant phase, in 

subrounded to irregular grains, very fine-grained up to 1.0 mm, as well as minor tabular grains 

with subrounded ends, +0.05 mm, with minor to moderate component of bornite in irregular 

intergrowths (e.g., sample cu442). 
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Chalcopyrite-bornite intergrowths are very common in small amounts in quartz-sericite 

alteration, and as one of the main ore assemblages in zones of potassic alteration. Although earlier 

workers originally assumed that most of the chalcopyrite-bornite assemblage seen in 

Chuquicamata represented a eutectic intergrowth, a detailed examination shows that only a minor 

amount is likely an equilibrium assemblage. Many clear examples of small 'grains' (+/-0.2 mm) 

composed of welded aggregates of very fine-grained euhedral to subhedral chalcopyrite grains 

occur with massive bornite filling spaces between chalcopyrite and in some instances almost 

outlining fine euhedral chalcopyrite grains (cu442). Remnant interstitial bornite is preserved as 

inclusions in the chalcopyrite. 

402 chalcopyrite + digenite + bornite 

One common example of this assemblage is in sample cu450, which contains irregular 

subrounded to angular disseminated grains of chalcopyrite + bornite + digenite, where the 

intergrowths between chalcopyrite and bornite, and digenite and bornite, are smooth fronts ; no 

direct intergrowths between chalcopyrite and digenite are observed. 

Sample cu49 I is an example of euhedral to subrounded fine-grained chalcopyrite 

surrounded by massive-textured bornite with minor granular digenite along edges of bornite; some 

grains show a chalcopyrite core surrounded by bornite and digenite, where digenite is a cubic 

network in bornite. 

The assemblage chalcopyrite + digenite + bornite is really an extension of digenite + 

bornite, since the chalcopyrite is generally the first phase formed of the three, and the mineral 

paragenesis is determined by the bornite and digenite. In one process, subrounded grains of 
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chalcopyrite in a welded aggregate, to massive chalcopyrite, are partially surrounded by (spaces 

filled by) minor to moderate bomite, with digenite replacing the bornite in the cubic network 

described above (cu509). Where there is no bornite in contact with chalcopyrite, digenite forms a 

rim around the chalcopyrite and fills cracksl fractures in the cubic-network replacement pattern. 

For other grains disseminated in silicate-sulphate gangue paragenesis is difficult to determine, with 

contacts between all three minerals very smooth, almost like a eutectic intergrowth. However, 

close inspection of the assemblage in fine-grained disseminations shows that euhedral chalcopyrite 

grains are partly surrounded by the equilibrium assemblage bornite + digenite (cu454). This 

association probably carries over to other grains where irregular chalcopyrite + bomite + digenite 

offers no clues. Another texture documented for this assemblage is in disseminated grains to 

massive bomite with minor digenite, containing fine needles or rims of chalcopyrite, or fine 

speckled 'grains' of chalcopyrite in the bomite (cu500). While the partial narrow rims around 

bornite would seem to show that chalcopyrite is later, the needles and speckled grains of 

chalcopyrite in bornite are probably remnants of earlier chalcopyrite that has been replaced. As 

well, the minor digenite in bornite is interpreted as an equilibrium intergrowth, and the lack of 

digenite-chalcopyrite intergrowths suggest that bornite-digenite is the later assemblage. 

403 chalcopyrite + covellite + idaite 

This assemblage is usually in the form of very irregular grains and small masses of 

chalcopyrite disseminated in silicate gangue, with covellite and idaite. Idaite occurs in curved 

tabular streaks within or adjacent to the same kind of streaks of covellite, and weird little irregular 

'grains' , not necessarily in contact with covellite (although it may exhibit the same texture 

spatially close by), as almost the core of a grain, where the rim is made up of a film of 

chalcopyrite (of varying thickness, depending on the 'grain' shape of the idaite +1- covellite) (e.g., 

sample cu465). Covellite occurs in streaks and irregular grains in the chalcopyrite as well, +1-

associated with the idaite, but it also occurs in a fine granular form clustered at the edges of the 

chalcopyrite (cu465) (Figure 3.11). 

Mineral paragenesis is exceedingly difficult to determine: idaite and covellite sometimes 

appear to be streaks of one 'grain' , suggesting the possibility that a high-temperature phase 
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exsolved both on cooling. Chalcopyrite definitely looks to be later in this assemblage, but this is 

complicated by later covellite replacing parts of the chalcopyrite + covellite + idaite assemblage in 

the network of lamellae discussed above. 

404 covellite + chalcopyrite 

The best example of this assemblage is seen where massive covellite is in contact with 

massive chalcopyrite, or in chalcopyrite with intersecting lines of covellite in it at about 90°; 

covellite has an almost graphic texture next to the chalcopyrite, formed from a network of 

covellite lamellae (e.g., sample cu455). 

Texturally, covellite of this type differs from the other covellites we see at Chuquicamata, 

in that covellite replacing another phase forms an interlocking network of lamellae of widely 

varying sizes. This texture is often seen as a thick rim around digenite (cu476), but the most 

remarkable examples of replacement are seen in the assemblage covellite + chalcopyrite. In many 

cases, covellite can be seen starting to replace veins and grains of chalcopyrite around the edges 

and from cleavage planes in the chalcopyrite (cu455) (figure 3.12a). In some cases the 

chalcopyrite has disappeared completely, and only the arrangement of covellite lamellae in loose 

lattices shows the former chalcopyrite existence (cu455). 

In sample cu494, covellite and chalcopyrite occur together in an assemblage that bears 

little resemblance to the replacement texture described above (Figure 3.12b). The (probably 

metastable) coexistence of these two minerals can be explained by the breakdown of high

temperature idaite (see Chapter 2 for details). 

405 pyrite + covellite + chalcopyrite 

This assemblage is seen in veins, where a vein of massive chalcopyrite surrounds fine

grained separated subrounded to rounded grains of pyrite, with narrow stringers of covellite 

cutting through both the chalcopyrite and the pyrite; covellite also rims the massive chalcopyrite 

at the edges of veins; also, in some samples we see covellite + minor chalcopyrite as a small 

rounded inclusion in pyrite (e.g., sample cu495). 

This assemblage is especially interesting in terms of mineral paragenesis, since the textures 
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are very clear indicators of the order of mineral deposition: fine to coarse-grained disseminated 

pyrite grains surrounded by a vein of massive chalcopyrite, where massive covellite has begun to 

take over in a network of lamellae, working in from the edges of the chalcopyrite (cu495). 

Covellite 'stringers' or fracture fillings cut across the chalcopyrite and through the rounded grains 

of pyrite, but the 'massive' covellite preferentially attacks the chalcopyrite and leaves the pyrite 

grains undisturbed. 

406 chalcopyrite + bornite + covellite 

A relatively common assemblage, typified in sample cu487, consists of fine-grained 

rounded to subangular chalcopyrite disseminated in silicate gangue, with bornite + covellite filling 

cracks and fractures in chalcopyrite; bornite also occurs in smooth intergrowths with chalcopyrite 

in fme-grained rounded grains, with covellite partially rimming the grains or invading the grains in 

fme needles. 

407 (pyrite +) chalcopyrite + bornite + digenite + covellite 

Sample cu454 contains irregular to subrounded fine to medium-grained chalcopyrite 

grains disseminated in silicate gangue or in 2-3 mm masses, surrounded by bornite-digenite in 

smooth intergrowths, and rimmed or partially rimmed by very fine needles and/or granular 

covellite; some speckled or partly 'dissolved' fine grains of chalcopyrite are disseminated in 

bornite-digenite intergrowths in contact with massive chalcopyrite . 

Sample cu500 contains massive bornite (interstitial to variably spaced to welded aggregate 

of fine to coarse-grained pyrite) with narrow needles of chalcopyrite in the bornite, starting from 

the outer edges, as well as minor occurrences of finely speckled chalcopyrite grains as ' inclusions' 

in the bornite; digenite occurs as small irregular smooth intergrowths with massive bornite, and 

covellite occurs as fine needles in small patches at the edges of the bornite + digenite + 

chalcopyrite. 
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Figure 3.11. Sample cu450. DDH 2242, 161.98m. Reflected light photograph of semi-massive 
covellite (light to dark blue) + idaite (light blue to dark red), where the two minerals occur as 
interfingered needles or 'strokes' and curved tabular 'grains'. Matrix is silicate with some sulphate 
in upper right comer. Field of view 0.75mm. 
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Figure 3.12 a. Sample cu455. DDH 2242, 193.86m. Reflected light photograph of covellite (dark 
blue) replacing chalcopyrite (bright yellow) in a lattice of loosely-spaced lamellae. Covellite
chalcopyrite is in a matriix of silicate (brown). Scale bar O.l8mrn. 



Figure 3.12 b. Sample cu494. DDH 2234, 219.84m. Reflected light photograph of metastable 
assemblage covellite (dark blue) + chalcopyrite (bright yellow) as an inclusion (locked grain) in 
pyrite (light yellow). Ratio of covellite to chalcopyrite is approximately 9:2. Scale bar 0.09mm. 
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There appear to be two major subgroups of this assemblage defined by their respective 

mineral paragenesis. Some cases are very difficult to judge, such as ones where there appears to 

be remnant chalcopyrite and bornite (impossible to determine earlier relationship, possible 

equilibrium, but now very minor bomite left and only trace chalcopyrite) attacked first by digenite, 

then by covellite in a very regular lattice network, surrounding euhedral medium- to very fme

grained pyrite grains, where the pyrite remains virtually unaffected (cu482). In other cases, indeed 

most of them, chalcopyrite is obviously surrounded by equilibrium digenite-bornite, with later 

covellite intruding in fine needles and splatshots (cu442). A third possibility exists, in that bomite 

+ pyrite react to produce digenite + chalcopyrite below 228°C (Yund and Kullerud, 1966). If this 

reaction were in fact proceeding here, we would see the products at the interface between bornite 

and pyrite, instead of within or at the edges of the massive bornite. 

408 covellite + chalcopyrite + Fe-oxide 

Again in sample cu455, where massive covellite is in contact with massive chalcopyrite, 

and covellite has a graphic texture and is rimmed by a narrow film of iron oxide; the iron-oxide 

also forms as streaks in the massive covellite, and rims holes/gouges in the covellite and 

chalcopyrite. 

3.3.4 Sphalerite Assemblages 

600 sphalerite 

Sphalerite mainly occurs as a minor phase in various assemblages which can be found 

throughout the deposit. It commonly occurs as skeletal grains disseminated in silicate gangue and 

as small subrounded grains and irregular masses adjacent to, and possibly overprinting, other 

sulphides, such as pyrite with surrounding digenite + covellite (cu481). 

601 sphalerite + pyrite + galena 

Sample cu467 contains this assemblage in minor amounts, where welded to spaced 

aggregates of fine-grained subrounded to subangular pyrite grains, are surrounded by (and have 
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spaces filled by) galena + sphalerite; galena is a very minor phase, in very fine rounded grains and 

subrounded slightly irregular-shaped grains, surrounded by massive sphalerite. 

The galena apparently formed after the pyrite grains, as it fills angular open spaces left by 

the pyrite (see below for further discussion). 

602 sphalerite + bornite + chalcopyrite 

In sample cu467, massive sphalerite, pocked and with irregular edges, is cut by narrow 

veins, pinching and swelling, of bornite + chalcopyrite; the bornite and chalcopyrite occur in 

irregular intergrowths in veins full of holes and gouges, and very fine-grained euhedral to 

subhedral silicate minerals. 

The veins and stringers of chalcopyrite + bornite are interpreted as an equilibrium 

assemblage. The massive sphalerite is scratched and gouged, and contains fine-grained 

subrounded to subangular inclusions of pyrite. In some instances, remnant grain boundaries of 

subhedral fine-grained sphalerite grains are apparent in the massive sphalerite. Elsewhere in the 

section, semi-massive pyrite is made up of spaced to welded aggregates of subrounded variably

sized pyrite grains «0.05 to 0.2 mm), with very minor fine grains of galena disseminated between 

the pyrite grains, and massive sphalerite surrounding the pyrite and galena. In the same section, 

we observe a small amount of semi-massive galena adjacent to massive sphalerite, with spaces 

aroundlbetween the galena and sphalerite filled by massive smooth digenite-bornite intergrowths. 

Mineral paragenesis for these associations is interpreted as: pyrite, followed by minor galena, 

followed by massive sphalerite. Since the veinlets of bornite-chalcopyrite, interpreted as an 

equilibrium assemblage, are not in contact with the presumably eutectic intergrowth of digenite

bornite, it is difficult to ascertain the order. However, based on the placement of chalcopyrite in 

other samples, the chalcopyrite-bornite veinlets likely formed before the massive-textured 

digenite-bornite. 

603 sphalerite + bornite + digenite + galena 

Sample cu467 consists of massive sphalerite, possibly a welded grain aggregate (outlines 

of apparent grain boundaries are sometimes visible) in contact with semi-massive irregular galena, 
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with spaces in and between sphalerite and galena filled by approximately equal amounts of bornite 

and digenite in smooth intergrowths. The mineral paragenesis of this assemblage is discussed 

above, in conjunction with the other sphalerite-dominated assemblages. 

700 chalcopyrite + covellite + sphalerite 

This unique assemblage is typified in sample cu507, where a vein of massive chalcopyrite 

with abundant cracks and fractures is filled with very fine granular digenite +/- covellite; the 

digenite + covellite also borders the chalcopyrite vein. The digenite is then rimmed and in some 

areas taken over by fine granular sphalerite, which forms a film around the edges of the 

chalcopyrite vein and invades along cracks and fractures. Where the digenite-covellite pinches 

out, granular sphalerite rims the massive chalcopyrite vein; massive chalcopyrite is also found in 

an open framework surrounding euhedral to subhedral silicate minerals, most of which also have a 

thin coating of digenite and/or sphalerite (Figure 3.13). 

This assemblage occurs at relatively shallow depths in the porphyry system, and may be 

indicative of low-temperature sphalerite replacing earlier high-temperature phases. 

701 sphalerite + (chalcopyrite +) digenite + bornite (+covellite) 

Sample cu509 is an example of this unique assemblage, where disseminated grains and 

interrupted stringers of elongated chalcopyrite grains, +/- 0.25 mm, and grains of bornite-digenite 

intergrowths, are all rimmed by a narrow film of sphalerite. Bornite occurs in isolated or small 

groupings of grains disseminated in silicate gangue, and as a minor component in the chalcopyrite 

stringers, surrounding euhedral to subhedral chalcopyrite and concentrating along edges of the 

veinlets; digenite occurs as a granular coating, very fine-grained, around the edges of the 

chalcopyrite stringers, and as granular rims around and partial cubic networks in bornite grains, 

with interlocking 'needles' of digenite starting at edges of bornite grains and projecting part or all 

the way across the grains. Each grain is rimmed by a fine film of granular to massive-textured 

sphalerite, which also rims the outer edges of, and the fractures/cracks in, the chalcopyrite 

veinlets. Where covellite is part of this assemblage, it occurs as a minor component, as very fine 

needles in the granular digenite rimming bornite and/or chalcopyrite. This texture is tentatively 



interpreted as supergene sphalerite. 

3.3.5 Molybdenite Assemblages 

800 molybdenite 

Molybdenite occurs as isolated curved tabular grains, <0.5 mm long, to veins of massive 

molybdenite in massive quartz; minor flakes of molybdenite occur with disseminated grains of 

covellite (e.g., sample cu434). 
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Massive molybdenite occurs in late-stage veins (+/- 5 mm wide) in massive quartz, the so

called 'blue veins' in the upper regions of quartz-sericite zones of alteration (cu433)(Figure 3.14). 

801 molybdenite + other sulphide phases 

Sample cu500 contains +/- 0.1 mm aggregates of curved molybdenite strands associated 

with semi-massive and disseminated grains of bornite + chalcopyrite; individual strands are 

disseminated in massive interstitial bornite and molybdenite masses are disseminated in gangue 

and in contact with edges of interstitial bornite. 

In sample cu201 , minor molybdenite in splayed flakes is in contact with subangular to 

subrounded very fine-grained pyrite grains disseminated in silicate gangue. 

Molybdenite, though rarely the dominant sulphide, nevertheless occurs in many mineral 

associations covering a range of sulphide assemblages and alteration zones. Other than the 

possible equilibrium assemblage with digenite and covellite described above, molybdenite occurs 

in most associations as fine curved tabular grains and spindles disseminated in silicate gangue, 

spatially associated with other sulphides, or in contact with them. Fine-grained curved tabular 

'balls' of molybdenite overprint areas of disseminated to semi-massive covellite, where covellite 

has completely replaced earlier chalcopyrite (cu503). Aggregates of very fine-grained molybdenite 

strands are disseminated in gangue and overprint parts of massive interstitial bomite and 

disseminated grains of bornite + chalcopyrite (cu500). In most cases, molybdenite occurs as a 

later phase, overprinting earlier sulphides where it is in contact with them, and disseminated in the 

spaces left where it is not. 
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Figure 3.13. Sample cu507. DDH 2234, 113.65m. Reflected light photograph of chalcopyrite 
(yellow) - covellite (blue) - sphalerite (grey) - sulphate (dark brown) vein in silicate matrix. 
Covellite occurs as fine lamellae replacing chalcopyrite, with very fine-grained granular sphalerite 
rimming. This texture represents possi ble supergene sphalerite. Space bar 0. 18mm. 



Figure 3.14. Sample cu433 . DDH 2242, 56.45m. Plane light photograph of a cut section of drill 
core through a 'blue vein', made up of massive molybdenite (metallic grey) + quartz + anhydrite. 
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3.3.6 Other Pyrite Assemblages 

200 pyrite 

20 I (pyrite +) enargite + sphalerite 

Spatially associated with the coarse enargite-pyrite veins is minor sphalerite in skeletal 

grains (possibly due to rapid crystallization) adjacent to large blocky grains of enargite, with 

edges slightly dissolved-- indicative of a possible enargite-sphalerite assemblage, with enargite not 

as susceptible to later dissolution by percolating fluids (e.g., sample cUI83)? 

202 pyrite + sphalerite 

203 pyrite + enargite 

This coarse-grained assemblage consists of veins of massive enargite + pyrite + sulphate in 

silicate matrix; massive enargite-pyrite consists of angular to irregular subrounded intergrowths of 

the two minerals, each commonly containing inclusions of the other; there are minor areas of very 

fine-grained disseminated grains of enargite and pyrite in sulphate, with an almost 'shattered' 

appearance, which may be right alongside massive enargite-pyrite veins; enargite also occurs as 

large blocky grains (1.0+ mm) with distinct cleavage almost at 90°; both enargite and pyrite occur 

as small blocky to wedge-shaped and tabular randomly-oriented grains grouped together in 

massive sulphate adjacent to larger grains--possibly pieces broken off of larger grains during 

quartz-sericite veining (e.g., sample cuI82)? 

Veins of coarse-grained pyrite + enargite + sulphate represent another generation of both 

pyrite and enargite. The enargite in these veins is up to several millimetres in size, large blocky 

grains with semi-massive pyrite (cuI82). Both the pyrite and enargite also occur in these veins as 

abundant fine wedges and randomly-oriented angular grains disseminated in massive sulphate. 

This assemblage is interpreted as an equilibrium assemblage. 
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204 . pyrite + wolframite 

Wolframite occurs in two forms: in one, massive blobby pocked wolframite is in contact 

with massive pyrite, where the pyrite is made up of welded aggregates of fine-grained subrounded 

to subangular pyrite grains, where grain boundaries are still apparent in some places (e.g., sample 

cu201); in the other, narrow tabular grains of wolframite are disseminated in silicate gangue and 

in contact with (abutting) subrounded coarse-grained pyrite (e.g. , sample cu204). As discussed 

earlier, paragenesis is difficult to determine where massive wolframite is intergrown with pyrite, 

but the small tabular grains of wolframite can be observed to have been deposited after the pyrite, 

and this interpretation can be extended to encompass other textures of the same assemblage. 

3.4 Distribution of Assemblages 

The distribution of minerals is one clue to the relative timing of emplacement of one 

mineral assemblage over another. Since recent Ar/Ar dates from Dalhousie University, Nova 

Scotia, put the event that produced the quartz-sericite zone of alteration at approximately 31 Ma, 

2 to 3 Ma later than the episode of potassic alteration, mineral assemblages from each event will 

be treated as separate entities for now. The remaining question is whether each episode of 

alteration has a characteristic ore mineral assemblage. 

3.4.1 Assemblages Characteristic of Quartz-sericite Alteration 

Figure 3.15, a cross-sectional view of the Chuquicamata deposit with the alteration zones 

clearly outlined, shows that quartz-sericite alteration dominates the western half of the deposit, 

and abuts the West Fissure. In the central portion of the deposit this alteration zone dominates at 

shallow depths, and continues this way even further east. At greater depths, however, the quartz

sericite alteration grades into elongated pods, oriented up and to the east, of quartz-sericite 

overprinting earlier potassic alteration. These zones are discussed further in Section 3.4.3. 

As has been described above, covellite occurs in many mineral associations, the most 

common being with digenite in stringers and veins, disseminated in silicate-sulphate gangue, or 

surrounding euhedral to subhedral spaced to semi-massive pyrite grains. The covellite and 
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digenite are assumed to be in equilibrium, either as eutectic intergrowths or as exsolution 

products (see Chapter 4 for discussion on temperature implications). This equilibrium assemblage 

is typical of quartz-sericite alteration and occurs throughout the zone. As can be seen in Table 15 

and Figure 3.16, where the distribution of covellite-digenite-dominated assemblages are plotted 

on the 4500N section, these assemblages dominate in the quartz-sericite zone. They are also 

found in zones of potassic alteration, albeit in much lesser amounts (see discussion in section 

3.4.3). Some of the covellite, occurring as disseminated grains or with digenite, is actually 

blaubleibender covellite, which is found in minor amounts throughout the zone, regardless of 

depth or mineral associations. 

Within the basic scheme of covellite + digenite +/- pyrite comes enargite. Enargite in this 

association occurs as blocky to subrounded grains disseminated adjacent to pyrite and surrounded 

by covellite + digenite. The addition of wolframite makes a fourth assemblage characteristic of 

quartz-sericite alteration. Wolframite only occurs in this zone. 

Another assemblage containing enargite is the coarse-grained enargite + pyrite, which 

forms veins above the typical hypogene assemblages described above. These veins occur only in 

the zone of quartz-sericite alteration, and are interpreted as late-stage hydrothermal veins. 

The so-called 'blue veins' , made up of massive molybdenite + quartz, may have formed 

before the quartz-sericite alteration, as they possess a degree of shearing and deformation that is 

not necessarily matched elsewhere in this zone. Since the absolute age of the veins has yet to be 

determined, and the relative age is difficult to interpret based on textures and mineralogical 

associations (since the blue veins in section 4500N are not in contact with the more common 

assemblages), the interpretation must be made based on the distribution of the veins. The blue 

veins in section 4500N occur exclusively in the zone of quartz-sericite alteration, at relatively 

shallow depths. What this means in terms of deformational history, uplift, etc. is unclear. 

Molybdenite is also found at much greater depths in this zone, as curved tabular grains 

disseminated in gangue and sometimes associated with other sulphides, namely covellite, digenite 

and pyrite. 

Sphalerite in quartz-sericite alteration is found mainly as skeletal grains disseminated in 

gangue and as small subrounded grains associated with other sulphides (pyrite, digenite, 
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covellite). Most samples that do contain sphalerite have only a minor amount. Figure 3.17 details 

the distribution of sphalerite assemblages in the 4500N section. 

Bornite and chalcopyrite, although not rare in this zone, occur in minor amounts as fine

grained disseminations in silicate-sulphate gangue. They may be spatially associated with the more 

common sulphides here, such as covellite and digenite, but they are rarely in contact with them. 

There are minor occurrences of digenite-bomite intergrowths in disseminated grains or in contact 

with pyrite, but most of the bornite and digenite-bornite 'grains' occur as fine round to ovoid 

inclusions in pyrite. These inclusions are interpreted as locked grains. 

3.4.2 Assemblages Characteristic of Potassic Alteration 

Potassic alteration dominates the eastern side of the deposit, and a portion of the central 

area, where it occurs underneath a 'blanket' of quartz-sericite alteration. Further east, potassic 

alteration grades into the (poorly mineralised) propylitic alteration. 

Most of the chalcopyrite and bornite that occurs in the system is concentrated in the zone 

of potassic alteration. They often occur together, but bornite occurs even more commonly with 

massive digenite, in equilibrium intergrowths and sometimes as replacement intergrowths, on their 

own or surrounding pyrite or chalcopyrite. The assemblage bomite + digenite + chalcopyrite is 

extremely common in this zone. Massive chalcopyrite is found in several samples, and is 

commonly partially or completely replaced by massive covellite. This texture is not seen in the 

zone of quartz-sericite alteration. Covellite in the potassic zone also occurs as fine needles and 

acicular bundles at the edges of other sulphides, particularly bomite and chalcopyrite. Covellite in 

the potassic zone is in contrast to covellite in the quartz-sericite zone, where it dominantly occurs 

in equilibrium with digenite. Figure 3.18 shows the distribution of chalcopyrite-dominated 

assemblages in the 4500N section. 

Where pyrite in the quartz-sericite zone is mainly surrounded by digenite-covellite, here it 

is usually surrounded by digenite-bornite intergrowths or by massive chalcopyrite (which mayor 

may not be invaded by later stringers of covellite). 

Sphalerite is common in potassic alteration. The massive sphalerite described earlier in 

section 3.3, possibly made up of welded grain aggregates and part of an assemblage that may 
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contain galena, pyrite, bornite, digenite, and/or chalcopyrite, occurs exclusively in this zone. 

Another sphalerite assemblage exclusive to potassic alteration is the possible supergene sphalerite, 

where it occurs as narrow rims around disseminated grains and/or veins composed of 

chalcopyrite, digenite, and bornite (or any combination thereof) (Figure 3.17). Other sphalerite 

occurrences in this zone consist of minor isolated grains disseminated in gangue or associated 

with other suphides. 

Molybdenite in potassic alteration occurs much the same way as in quartz-sericite 

alteration, as isolated curved tabular grains or fine bundles of grains disseminated in gangue near 

other sulphides, or overprinting other sulphides. Veins of massive molybdenite are not seen, 

although there is at least one occurrence of semi-massive to disseminated grains and curved flaky 

bundles of molybdenite in silicate gangue in a sample that contains little else in the way of 

sulphides. 

Galena, which occurs only in minor amounts in a few samples, has been described 

texturally as one of the earliest phases. Whatever mineral associations it occurs with, it is only 

found in zones of potassic alteration. 

Other sulphides that occur in minor amounts are idaite and colusite. The idaite 

assemblage, with covellite and chalcopyrite, is observed only in potassic alteration. Assemblages 

containing colusite are discussed below. 

3.4.3 Assemblages Characteristic of Quartz-sericite Overprinting Potassic 

Alteration 

Several samples of ore, ostensibly in the zone of potassic alteration, show a marked 

departure from both the potassic and the quartz-sericite alteration, although they contain elements 

of both. These samples are interpreted as lower-temperature quartz-sericite alteration overprinting 

the earlier, high-temperature potassic alteration. 

In terms of distribution, relatively vast areas in the deep central and eastern portions of the 

deposit that were once dominated by potassic alteration have been affected by the later 

hydrothermal fluids. The zones of quartz-sericite overprinting potassic alteration occur as large 

'stretched' pods surrounded by regular quartz-sericite alteration, or with quartz-sericite alteration 



to the west and pure potassic alteration as a rim to the east (refer to Figure 3.15). Smaller 

elongated pods of pure potassic alteration also occur within the larger areas of this combined 

alteration. 
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The mark of this type of alteration in terms of ore minerals is generally the presence of the 

equilibrium assemblage digenite + covellite in contact with assemblages charactersitic of potassic 

alteration. 

Above and below these samples is pure potassic alteration, and while the samples 

themselves may contain typical potassic minerals such as chalcopyrite and bornite-digenite 

intergrowths, they also appear to have been 'flooded' by digenite + covellite, which fills any 

available space between the earlier sulphides. For instance, colusite is only found in the zone of 

quartz-sericite overprinting potassic. As described above, the colusites occur in one assemblage 

as fine rounded to subrounded individual grains disseminated in spaces between large pyrite 

grains. Elsewhere in the same sample, pyrite is partially surrounded by massive digenite + bornite, 

taken as a eutectic intergrowth. The spaces between colusite grains are flooded with massive 

digenite + covellite, which also surrounds the pyrite and other sulphides. 

The same type of texture is repeated in other samples of potassic alteration, where spaced 

pyrite grains with skeletal sphalerite between (but not in contact with) the grains are 

filled/surrounded by covellite + digenite in a texture typical of quartz-sericite alteration. 

In some samples, covellite and digenite may not be the only later minerals to make their 

way into earlier assemblages. Several samples of potassic alteration contain veins and 

disseminated stocks of pyrite grains with interstitial digenite + covellite + enargite, where the 

enargite occurs in small subrounded blocky grains or more angular intergrowths with the other 

two phases; this texture, as has been mentioned above, is relatively common in quartz-sericite 

alteration. 

Other examples of quartz-sericite overprinting potassic alteration are seen in samples 

where stringers and veins of massive covellite + digenite (+/- surrounding rounded pyrite grains) 

cut through silicate-sulphate gangue and are spatially associated with, but not in contact with, 

typical potassic assemblages, such as digenite + bornite + chalcopyrite. A few such samples have 

veins of massive digenite-covellite, interpreted as an equilibrium intergrowth, that contain very 
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fine round inclusions or subrounded irregular inclusion trails of colusite. The question is whether, 

in these instances, the colusite is high-temperature, charactersitic of potassic alteration, or 

whether it may have come in with the typical quartz-sericite-associated sulphides. What is clear is 

that to date, colusite has only been found in zones of potassic alteration that appear to have been 

overprinted by quartz-sericite alteration. 

3.5 Paragenetic Sequence of Assemblages 

A much more difficult task than the mineral paragenesis within each assemblage comes 

when we try to reconstruct the paragenetic sequence of the assemblages themselves. Many 

assemblages appear from the scale of sampling done for this study to be virtually 'isolated' from 

each other, making interpretation of relative timing somewhat ambiguous. However structural and 

textural clues are very valuable, and though this study does not answer all the questions of 

paragenesis it does provide the basis for a more detailed sampling scheme for further in-depth 

analysis. 

Figure 3.19 is a graphical representation of the mineral paragenesis as constructed from a 

detailed petrologic study of the ore assemblages in the 4500N cross-section at Chuquicamata. 

While the paragenetic sequence is organised by mineral, the author would like to stress that it is 

the order of the mineral assemblages that is really being defined. The assemblages, by mineral, 

are broken into those characteristic of potassic alteration vs sericitic alteration. 

Pyrite is the first sulphide formed, and occurs surrounded by and as inclusions in other 

very high-temperature minerals, such as galena and massive chalcopyrite. Galena and chalcopyrite 

are also among the earliest phases, along with the rare samples of massive sphalerite. 

The (probably equilibrium) assemblage of chalcopyrite + bornite is seen cutting massive 

sphalerite and is obviously later. Bornite shows continuous mineralisation from the early varieties 

in eutectic growth with chalcopyrite, to massive bornite replacing chalcopyrite after chalcopyrite 

precipitation had ceased, to eutectic formation with high-temperature digenite. Also early, 

forming before or contemporaneously with bornite, is idaite. How long precipitation of idaite 

lasted is anyone's guess; it is not very common in these samples, but this may be due in part to its 

decomposition on cooling. 
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The covellite found in the potassic zone is undoubtedly a higher-temperature variety than 

that found in the later hydrothermal ores, but it come at the tail end of the other high-temperature 

minerals. It is found almost exclusively as a replacement mineral, resulting from hydrothermal 

leaching, where the covellite appears to have formed during dissolution of the primary phase 

(commonly chalcopyrite or digenite; 'primary' in this case refers only to the relative timing of the 

minerals involved, since they are all obviously in the hypogene environment) . Although leaching 

without immediate replacement is common in other deposits, no evidence is seen for it here. 

Recent argon dates from Dalhousie University for the two main periods of alteration 

confirm what can be observed from a textural study of the ores: that quartz-sericite alteration is 

considerably later than potassic alteration. As mentioned before, the best example of this, seen 

time and again, is that of euhedral pyrite grains containing inclusions of bornite or bornite-digenite 

intergrowths, and surrounded by covellite-digenite intergrowths. Therefore at least one generation 

of pyrite was formed after the bornite-digenite assemblage and the other high-temperature 

minerals. Other mid-temperature assemblages are pyrite + enargite and pyrite + wolframite, both 

of which precede the dominant quartz-sericite-associated ore assemblage covellite + digenite. 

Molybdenite assemblages are difficult to place. Those containing only a small amount of 

molybdenite in isolated or small groups of grains are probably early in the mid-temperature range 

characteristic of quartz-sericite alteration. However the so-called 'blue veins' pose a problem. On 

the one hand the molybdenite veins occur mainly (or in the case of our samples, only) in quartz

sericite alteration, butthere is evidence to suggest that the sericite cuts the veins. As well, 

molybdenite in this zone is very sheared, suggesting that the blue veins formed before the quartz

sericite alteration event. 

Coarse-grained pyrite-enargite veins are limited to the quartz-sericite alteration zone and 

form an upper boundary between earlier hypogene ore and the supergene ore above. These veins 

are evidence of late-stage hydrothermal veining. 

Supergene assemblages, dominated by rims of chalcocite! djurleite or sphalerite around 

grains and veins of other copper sulphides, and blankets of covellite overlying and enveloping 

other phases, are the most recent sulphide assemblages to have formed. 



Figure 3.15. Chuquicamata cross-section 4500N, detailing alteration zones. 
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Figure 3.16. Distribution of covellite-digenite assemblages in cross-section 4500N. 
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Figure 3.17. Distribution of sphalerite assemblages in cross-section 4500N. 
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Figure 3.18. Distribution of chalcopyrite-dominated assemblages in cross-section 4500N. 
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3.6 Hypogene vs Supergene Covellite 

Are hypogene and supergene covellite different, and can we come up with a set of criteria 

to distinguish them? This was one of the major questions we started out with. After detailed study 

of the sulphide assemblages in Chuquicamata's 4500N section, we can summarise the observations 

and data gathered regarding covellite in the porphyry system in the following way: with respect to 

mineralogy (grain morphology and mineral assemblages) and to chemistry (minor elements, 

specifically iron). 

How does covellite occur in Chuquicamata? In the high-temperature potassic zone, 

covellite is most often found as a replacement mineral. It is most common as a decomposition 

product of chalcopyrite (e.g., cu455), although it can also be found originating from more copper

rich sulphides, such as digenite (e.g., cu482). Although obviously a secondary phase in these 

samples, covellite is still of hypogene origin, a fact which is left in no doubt due to the common 

association of hypogene anhydrite with these assemblages. In the quartz-sericite zone, covellite 

occurs in a very fine-grained acicular form associated with digenite (e.g., cul92), or as 

disseminated fine subhedral grains in massive-to-vein sulphate (usually anhydrite, although it has 

been associated with barite). By contrast, most of the typical supergene covellite found at 

Chuquicamata is massive (e.g., cu214). 

With respect to mineral asssemblages, we have seen that covellite occurs in many 

assemblages. In the hypogene environment, covellite occurs as a replacement phase in the potassic 

zone, where it is also associated with high-temperature idaite. In the quartz-sericite zone, covellite 

is mainly associated with digenite in what is taken to be an equilibrium assemblage, whether by 

eutectic growth or by exsolution. While we do observe samples of supergene covellite attacking 

aggregates of small rounded pyrite grains and chalcopyrite veinlets, the most typical samples at 

Chuquicamata are associated with the later-stage hydrothermal veins, specifically the coarse 

enargite-pyrite veins (e.g., cu213). 

The most striking difference between hypogene and supergene covellites at Chuquicamata 

is seen in their chemical composition. As we have seen, hypogene covellite contains significant 

iron, up to about 5 weight percent. This has not been described before, as any reference to iron

bearing hypogene covellite in the literature has been dismissed as due to calibration or 
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identification problems. In direct contrast, samples of supergene covelJite from Chuquicamata 

show almost no variaton from stoichiometric CuS. Where it does deviate, the small iron content 

can be attributed to an inherited impurity. 

The first two points brought up here may be useful in mapping the deposit, in aiding to 

distinguish hypogene from supergene ore. While the chemical character of covellite is not useful 

for field mapping, it may help to differentiate assemblages in other sections of the deposist, where 

the mineralogical relationships outlined above may not hold true. 



CHAPTER 4: Temperature limits on assemblages from experimental work on Cu-Fe-S 

phases 

4.1 Introduction 

The Cu-Fe-S system is the most-studied ternary sulphide system. Still, it remains one of 

the most confusing, due to the extensive solid solutions and the presence of metastable and 

unquenchable phases. Much work has gone into defining the minerals and phases and coming up 

with an accurate phase diagram, but it still has many problems, especially at low temperature 

(Barton and Skinner 1979). It was suggested long ago that the ranges in composition of the solid 

solutions might offer precise geothermometers, but most phases fail to preserve these 

compositions upon cooling. However, enough experimental work has gone into the most common 

phase relations to make them useful in the study of natural systems, although caution must be 

used in the application of equilibrium diagrams to natural assemblages. 

4.2 Assemblages in the Cu-Fe-S System 

Interpretation of ore mineral textures in this system are notoriously difficult, since 

equilibration between minerals such as bomite, chalcocite, digenite, and copper is so rapid, even 

at low temperatures, that the compositions and textures of the minerals record only their most 

recent histories (Barton et aI. 1963). It has been frequently observed that reactions involving 

chalcopyrite are slower than the rest, and those involving pyrite are much slower; the tendency for 

ores representing the copper-rich porion of the Cu-Fe-S system to violate the phase rule is 

attributed to the inertness of pyrite (Barton et aI. 1963). 

One excellent example of this behaviour is seen in the coexistence of chalcopyrite and 

covellite in an apparently eutectic intergrowth (documented in sample cu494, Section 3.3.3). 

While equilibrium phase diagrams clearly show that these two minerals do not occur together, 

their observation in natural systems seems to defy the phase rule. The assemblage covellite + 

chalcopyrite is the chemical equivalent of, and appears to represent, idaite. The absence of idaite 

from the assemblage is explained by Schneeberg (1973): idaite decomposes to digenite + covellite 

+ pyrite at temperatures below 223°C. Covellite and chalcopyrite do not react at 200°C but do at 
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higher temperature. The reluctance of pyrite to grow permits idaite to decompose to the 

metastable assemblage covellite + chalcopyrite at lower temperature. 
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Not all of the original idaite in Chuquicamata is represented by chemically-equivalent 

breakdown assemblages. The compositions of the idaite specimens found at Chuquicamata 

(described in Section 3.2.11) correspond to CUs.sFeS6s, the composition of the phase described by 

Frenzel (1959) and found to be stable below 501°C (Yund and Kullerud 1966), as opposed to the 

supergene phase, also (confusingly) called idaite; this supergene phase seems to have the same 

optical properties as the high-temperature idaite, but its composition has been fixed at Cu3FeS4• 

We are obviously dealing with the high-temperature phase at Chuquicamata, but questions still 

abound. Should the preserved idaite in the potassic zone of alteration be interpreted as having 

been quenched at a temperature above about 225°C? This is one possibility, that would give some 

mineralogical credence to the suggestion that the system underwent (possibly quite rapid) uplift 

and some exhumation after the event that resulted in potassic alteration (Zentilli et al. 1995). 

Many individual temperature points for specific reactions can be specified for the Cu-Fe-S 

system; in the direct determination of phase relations, the most useful data direct attention to the 

circumstance where one assemblage of phases replaces another. Table 18 lists the invariant points 

of the reactions which are of particular interest to this study. 

Normal hypogene ores in a hydrothermal environment already serve to place assemblages 

between 200 and 500°C; the question is, can specific assemblages help to place further constraints 

on temperature? It is obvious from Table 16 and from data presented in Chapter 2 that 

assemblages in the Cu-Fe-S can be at least somewhat useful in this regard. Several samples from 

the zone of potassic alteration at Chuquicamata preserve the assemblage covellite + idaite 

(documented in Chapter 3); since above 482°C the same bulk composition would precipitate 

digenite + sulphur melt, we can conclude that this assemblage formed below 482°C. In one of 

those samples (cu465), idaite is found with chalcopyrite, and minor bornite. Since idaite does not 

normally form ties with chalcopyrite (Figure 4.1), this assemblage is most likely due to the 

breakdown of high-temperature pyrite + bornite to idaite + chalcopyrite at 300°C (Yund and 

Kullerud 1966). In this way the temperature of formation for sample cu465 can be constrained to 

between 300 and 482°C. 



III 

Figure 4.1. 300°C isothermal section. Assemblages consisting of two condensed phases are 
indicated by numeral 2; tie-lines are not shown in these fields. Compositional limits of solid 
solutions and compositions of coexisting phases are only approximate (from Yund and Kullerud 
1966). 
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Table 16. Summary of invariant points from the condensed Cu-Fe-S system of possible interest to 
the geothermometry 0 f f B d Ski 1967) ore deposIts (a ter arton an nner 

Low-T Assemblage High-T Assemblage Temperature Remarks 
(C) 

sulphur-rich bornite bornite + digenite + - 75 
chalcopyrite 

digenite high digenite 120 in presence of bornite 

bornite high bornite <200 in presence of high digenite 

cubanite tetragonal (?) cubanite - 200 not reversible 

bornite high bornite 228 not quenchable 

digenite + chalcopyrite bornite + pyrite 230 +/- 5 

tetragonal (?) cubanite isometric cubanite 260 

high bornite + high digenite complete fcc solid solution 335 

copper + isometric cubanite bornite + pyrrhotite - 325 

pyrrhotite + chalcopyrite isometric cubanite + pyrite 330 +/- 5 

pyrite + covellite idaite + sulphur melt 434 

pyrrhotite + copper bornite + iron 475 

covellite + idaite high digenite (ss) + sulphur 482 
melt 

idaite high digenite (ss) + pyrite + 501 
sulphur melt 

chalcopyrite isometric chalcopyrite 547 +/- 5 sulphur saturated 
compounds; in presence of 
cubanite. inversion lowers 
to - 480 C 

isometric cubanite + isometric isometric chalcopyrite (ss) - 550 
chalcopyrite 

pyrite + bornite isometric chalcopyrite + 568 
sulphur melt 

pyrite + isometric chalcopyrite pyrrhotite + sulphur melt 739 

pyrrhotite + digenite + iron melt (eutectic, 15% Cu, 912 
41% Fe) 

References: Brett (1963), Brett and Yund (1964), Grelgg et al. (1955), Kullerud (1960), MonmolO and Kullerud 
(1961), Roseboom and Kullerud (1958), Yund and Kullerud (1961,1963), Merwin and Lombard (1937). 
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This is useful, but to be able to translate approximate temperatures across more than just 

one sample, we need to look at the more common sulphide assemblages. In the potassic zone, the 

digenite-bornite assemblage, for instance, is prevalent and may have some temperature 

implications of its own. Can we say anything about temperature based on textural observations? 

Digenite-bornite is found here in exsolution relationships, where reconstruction of the original 

state of the grain is possible (that is, it is unlikely that part of the exsolved material has migrated 

out of the host grain). Even so, can we say that the preserved digenite-bornite exsolution 

relationships formed at higher temperature than the abundant digenite-bornite eutectic 

intergrowths found in both potassic and quartz-sericite zones of alteration? EX,solution occurs on 

cooling below solid solution, where one phase becomes saturated with the other as the 

temperature decreases. Although a precise temperature connot be determined, for digenite and 

bornite exsolution occurs somewhere in the neighbourhood of 335°C. Preserved exsolution 

assemblages probably formed from grains that were precipitated above 335°C, whereas eutectic 

intergrowths should have formed below that, because there is not much solid solution in the 

samples studied here (i.e., both digenite and bornite are relatively pure when they occur together). 

It is possible that what we have interpreted as eutectic intergrowths are actually high-temperature 

grains where the pattern of exsolution is characterised by the two phases separating completely. 

In the quartz-sericite zone, the most common assemblages are those with digenite + 

covellite. Experimental studies show that covellite is CuS without, so far as has been shown, the 

capacity to form solid solutions (except possibly with blue-remaining covellite) (Ramdohr 1980). 

However, with increasing temperature above 300°C digenite has an increasing capacity to dissolve 

CuS or Cu2S; high-temperature digenite in natural occurrences can dissolve up to 32% of CuS in 

excess of Cu2S (Buerger 1941). At Chuquicamata we see numerous exsolution patterns of 

digenite with covellite, where covellite occurs as lamellae parallel to (111) (e.g., sample cu441), 

or in thin tabular tufted to feather-like masses in digenite (e.g., sample cu20S). These digenite 

assemblages must have formed with excess CuS well above 300°C, whereupon covellite was 

exsolved on cooling. However, compositional variations in digenites from Chuquicamata (detailed 

in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3) show that they had not dissolved much Cu2S. Solid solution between 

digenite and Cu2S becomes complete above 435°C, and since digenites from Chuquicamata are 
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compositionally closest to the 'digenite' end-member of the solid solution, an upper limit of 435°C 

can be placed on these assemblages. 

4.3 Other Assemblages 

Wolframite assemblages, which were described in some detail in Section 3.2.10, are found 

only in the zone of quartz-sericite alteration at Chuquicamata. We would therefore suspect them 

to have formed at a lower temperature than some other assemblages. The composition of the 

wolframites is decidedly toward the hubnerite variety, with minor iron contents. As described 

previously, studies show that the intermediate member of the hubnerite-ferberite series (i.e., 

wolframites with the highest degree of mixing of Mn and Fe components) has the highest 

crystallisation temperature, while formation of the end-members depends more on factors such as 

the Eh and pH of the solutions and the partial pressure of H,S than it does on temperature (Singh 

and Varma 1977; Voyevodin 1981). It would then make sense to interpret the observed 

wolframite assemblages at Chuquicamata as lower temperature (in the 250°C range), since high

sulphidation systems take most of the iron into the early sulphides, leaving Mn-rich wolframites to 

crystallize in later-stage hydrothermal activity. 

Also interpreted as a result of later-stage hydrothermal activity are the coarse enargite

pyrite-(sphalerite) veins found in quartz-sericite alteration zones. The temperature of these veins 

is difficult to fix, but the composition of the enargites is a clue. Enargite in these veins contains 

significant antimony, which the low-temperature polymorph of enargite, luzonite, usually does 

not. Also, X-ray diffraction studies on three samples of enargite from these veins conflITD that we 

are dealing with enargite and not luzonite. Since the inversion temperature from enargite to 

luzonite has not been fixed but is somewhere in the range of 275°C to 320°C (Maske and Skinner 

1971), we can conclude that the veins formed above the inversion temperature, and that the late

stage hydrothermal activity was still at relatively elevated temperatures. Other enargite 

assemblages are interpreted as having formed at even higher temperature. 

Other sulfosalts in Chuquicamata are potentially useful as well. Hall (1967; compiled with 

other data in Barton 1970) demonstrated that a given sulfosalt is not appreciably more stable than 

any of several alternative configurations that represent the same bulk composition. Therefore, 



relatively small changes in temperature and composition have the ability to strongly modify the 

configuration of sulfosalt phase fields , and for this reason natural sulfosalt assemblages may 

contain precise thermochemical information (Barton 1970). Unfortunately, data for complex 

sulfosalts such as colusite are few. 

4.4 Summary 
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Figure 4.2 provides a graphical summary of the inferred temperatures of mineralisation for 

sulphide assemblages in the 4500N section. In the potassic zone, pyrite was the first mineral to 

crystallize, probably at temperatures of 500°C or higher and continuing down to lower 

temperature. Chalcopyrite could have formed anywhere below 557°C, but probably precipitated 

above 400°C or so, since the common digenite-bomite assemblage is interpreted to have formed 

later than chalcopyrite. Digenite-bomite assemblages formed at +/- 335°C, where the +/

(although it was more likely at a higher temperature than a lower one) could be 50° or greater. 

Idaite assemblages, although not very common, are in good agreement with other assemblages in 

this zone, having formed between 300 and 482°C. Temperatures for the duration of the potassic 

event could have been between about 600 and 275°C, but it is extremely unlikely that 

temperatures reached below 300° at this stage, and they may have stayed well above that, in the 

400 to 450° range. 

Less interpretation can be made using various sulphide assemblages in the quartz-sericite 

zone, but the most common assemblages have been well-documented. The digenite-covellite 

assemblages formed between 300 and 435°C. Wolframite and enargite, crystallizing with or soon 

after pyrite, must have formed in this range as well, or at slightly higher temperatures, since 

covellite-digenite follows these phases in the paragenetic sequence. Later assemblages such as the 

'late-stage' hydrothermal veins of enargite-pyrite must have formed above 275 to 320°C. Since the 

absolute ages of the alteration events and their associated mineralisation have been determined at 

34+/-1 Ma for the potassic zone and 31 +/-1 Ma for the sericitic zone, we can make some 

interpretations about the cooling of the system. If the potassic event cooled from 600°C or higher 

to 350-4500C in «I m.y., it is improbable that the system stayed at that temperature for the next 

2-3 m.y., especially when the spatial associations are considered (i.e. the fluids would have to 



Figure 4.3 . Summary of temperatures of mineralisation estimated from 
sulphide assemblages at Chuquicamata, section 4500N. See text for 
specific samples. Temperatures for pyrite and chalcopyrite 
are inferred only from paragenesis. 
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have travelled up to several kilometres without losing their heat to the country rocks). A more 

likely interpretation is that a second heating event at 31 Ma produced the hydrothermal fluids 

responsible for ore deposition in the quartz-sericite zone, in agreement with the theory postulated 

by Zentilli et al. (1994). 

Other assemblages that can provide information about the formation of the system include 

those containing low-temperature phases like anomalous bornite, and the supergene assemblages. 

The so-called 'anomalous bornite' or sulphur-rich bornite, has been found to form from low

temperature solutions below 125°C (Yund and Kullerud 1966). It is unclear whether this implies 

only supergene processes, or whether it can form from very late hydrothermal fluids. Recognition 

of this phase is difficult, and the Chuquicamata samples that may correspond to it should be 

studied further for positive identification and for possible evidence of supergene enrichment. 

In the supergene environment, dated at 17-12 Ma (Sillitoe et al. 1996), the possible 

'supergene' sphalerite is a new phenomenon and to date there is not much information on which to 

rely. It may have formed up to lOOoC, well above what would usually be considered reasonable 

for supergene processes. Supergene covellite and chalcocite probably formed between 25 and 

75°C. 



CHAPTER 5: STABLE ISOTOPE STUDY 

A stable isotope study can yield valuable infonnation when used in conjunction with other 

mineralogical and geochemical studies of a mineral deposit. With an integrated study, some 

insight can be gained into the physical/chemical conditions of ore fonnation (e.g., temperature, 

pH, redox state, pressure, depth), the source of the ore constituents (especially sulphur, carbon 

and metals), the mechanisms of transport, and composition of the fluids , specifically 

sulphide/sulphate ratios. The scope of the isotopic study done here was limited to a few well

chosen samples from the 4500N section at Chuquicamata to gain some insight into temepratures 

of equilibration and the possible source of the sulphur. 

Thirty-four samples of sulphides and sulphates were analyzed for their sulphur isotope 

compositions at the NERC Isotope Geoscience Laboratory (British Geological Survey) in 

Nottingham, UK (three samples were duplicates to assess precision ofthe results), under the 

supervision of Dr. Baruch Spiro. 

All of the samples were separated manually by crushing and sieving the rock to between 

80 and 60 mesh (corresponding to 180-250 microns), and hand-picking the individual grains. 

Sample sizes sent for analysis varied between 8.0 and 30.0 mg. 

5.1 Sulphur Isotope Theory and Mechanisms of Fractionation 

Sulphur has four stable isotopes. Their atomic numbers and natural abundances are as 

follows: 

95.1% 

S33 

0.74% 

S34 

4.2% 

S36 

0.02% 

The isotopic ratio in any given reservoir is expressed as the heavy isotope over the light 

isotope, in this case for the two most abundant isotopes, i.e. the ratio of S34/S32. Different 

reservoirs (e.g. , minerals) may have different isotopic ratios. These differences are measurable and 

imply that there must be fractionation of the sulphur isotopes. There are two mechanisms of 

fractionation in the sulphur system. The first is fractionation during kinetic reactions, i.e,. a 

unidirectional reaction that directly affects the sulphur bond (Nielson 1979), of which an excellent 
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example is the bacterial reduction of sulphate to H,S; this bacterial reduction accounts for most of 

the fractionation in the sulphur cycle. The second mechanism is isotopic exchange under 

equilibrium fractionation. Typical equilibrium systems include sulphate and sulphide in a magmatic 

environment, and dissolved sulphide and precipitating sulphide minerals in hydrothermal fluids. 

For sulphur-bearing minerals, the fractionation effect at 'constant temperature is largest between 

sulphate-sulphide pairs (where S34 is preferentially taken into the sulphate), and smallest but still 

measurable between many sulphide-sulphide pairs, where there is a preferential order of 

concentrating S34. 

If evidence can be obtained that indicates the source of the sulphur in the sulphides, it 

helps in determining the processes by which some base-metal deposits have formed (Jensen 1967). 

The isotopic composition of any compound A can be expressed as a "del" value: 

liA = «RA - R.) / R,,) * 103 

where RA is the isotopic ratio in compound A 

and R. is the isotopic ratio defined for a standard sample 

and del values are measured in per mil, parts per thousand. 

For sulphur: 

where CDT is troilite from the Canon Diablo iron meteorite, the standard for sulphur, where 

S34/S32 = 0.0450045. 

Positive per mil deviations indicate enrichment of S34 relative to the standard, while negative per 

mil deviations indicate depletion. 

Ohmoto (1972) pointed out that the liS34 of an ore-bearing fluid indicates (loosely) the 

origin of the sulphur in the fluid. Sulphur of mantle magmatic origin is assumed to have a del 

value around zero, comparable to the standard (approximating the primordial earth and the 

mantle) (Ohmoto and Rye 1974). A liS 34 of about +20%0' approximately that of seawater, implies 

marine evaporites or seawater as a source of the sulphur. Intermediate values suggest that the 

sulphur may have been remobilized from the surrounding rock. 

In magmatic hydrothermal ore deposits the ore solutions are derived at high temperatures 

and there is not much isotope fractionation resulting from exchange reactions (Jensen 1967). 
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Magmatic hydrothermal solutions become well-mixed during crystallization of the parent magma; 

the result is homogenization of the isotopic composition. Therefore, when mineralizing solutions 

escape from the magma, very little sulphur isotope fractionation occurs. The majority of OS'4 

values of sulphides from porphyry copper deposits are between -3%0 and + 1 %0' which has led to 

the proposal of a deep crustal or mantle origin of the sulphur (Hoefs 1987). 

The isotopic difference between two coexisting (equilibrated) sulphur-bearing minerals or 

mineral phases may originate from temperature-dependent fractionation effects. The fractionation 

factor, a, is defined as the ratio of the isotopic ratios of any two compounds A and B, i.e. aA•B = 

RAIRB• This fractionation factor for isotope exchange between minerals is a linear function of 

Iff2, where T is temperature in degrees Kelvin. The relationship between fractionation and 

temperature is given by the equation: 

lO'lna = Aff2 + B 

where A and B are experimentally- or theoretically-determined equilibrium constants for a given 

system, i.e., A and B are specific for any mineral pair. Experimentally-determined curves for 

common sulphate- sulphide mineral pairs are based on the work of Sakai (1968), and are used in 

this thesis. If the fractionation factor is known, these curves can be used to find the temperature of 

equilibration. 

5.2 Method of Analysis 

Sulphur-bearing mineral phases must be separated and analyzed individually. Samples 

from Chuquicamata were chosen based mainly on ease of separation; many of the copper

sulphides are very finely intergrown, and separation of sulphur-bearing phases is difficult. Samples 

of coexisting sulphates (usually anhydrite) and sulphides (pyrite or chalcopyrite) were picked from 

fine to medium-grained sulphiite veins in the quartz-sericite and sericite-overprinting-potassic 

zones of alteration. Electron microprobe analyses of the samples to be separated ensure the 

homogeneity of the phases. The samples were hand-picked and X-ray diffraction was performed 

on most of the separated samples to assess their purity. The minerals or mineral phases are 

converted to S02' in one of several ways. The two most common are direct oxidation and 

oxidation of the sulphide to a sulphate. In the latter method, the sulphate is then precipitated as 
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barium-sulphate and reduced to barium-sulphide at a temperature of about 10000e when mixed 

with excess carbon. The barium-sulphide is treated with acid to evolve H,S, and precipitated as 

silver- or cadmium-sulphide, which is rapidly and easily oxidized to SO,. The gas is then analyzed 

in a mass spectrometer, a device that separates charged atoms and molecules on the basis of their 

masses, based on their behaviour in a magnetic field. Figure 5.1 is a simplified diagram of a basic 

mass spectrometer. The spectrometer is made up of: the inlet system; the ion source, where ions 

are formed, accelerated and focused into a beam, usually by bombardment of electrons; the mass 

analyzer, where ion beams are separated according to their mass:charge ratio by passing them 

through a magnetic field (the ions are deflected into circular paths, with radii proportional to the 

square root of Mle (mass/charge»; and the ion detector, which collects the separated ions, 

converts them into electrical impulses and feeds them into an amplifier. The ion beams of the two 

isotopes desired must be collected simultaneously so that the isotopic ratios of two samples can 

be compared under nearly identical conditions. 

Values of OS34/S32 can be determined in a mass spectrometer to +/- 0.2 %0' 

5.3 Purpose 

If measurable equilibrium fractionation can be shown to occur in the formation of 

coexisting minerals, then sulphur isotopes can be used to estimate the temperature of 

equilibration. How valid are these isotopic temperature estimates? One must assume not only 

equilibrium between coexisting mineral phases at the time of deposition, but also preservation of 

isotopic equilibrium and accuracy of calibration curves where ct is related to temperature. 

If equilibrium cannot be shown, sulphur isotopes are useful for indicating the source of the 

sulphur, a major factor in controlling the sulphur isotopic composition of hydrothermal ore 

deposits. 

Del (OS34) values of sulphides and sulphates reflect not only temperature and source, but 

the pH (relative acidity) and f02 (oxygen fugacity) of the ore-bearing solutions as well (Ohmoto 

1972). Any knowledge gained about these factors brings us closer to understanding the complex 

conditions of ore deposition. 



Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of a basic mass spectrometer. 
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5.4 Results for the Present Study 

Table 17 lists isotopic data for the 34 sulphur-bearing mineral separates from 

Chuquicamata. 
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Isotope fractionation theory predicts that hypogene sulphate should be enriched in oS 34 

relative to any coexisting (equilibrated) sulphide (Sakai 1968). For vein samples of sulphate

sulphide, then, such as sample cu199, which has gypsum veinlets with disseminated to semi

massive pyrite and lesser digenite, a significantly higher OS34 value is expected for the gypsum 

than for the pyrite. As shown in Table 19, actual 034S values agree with the theory of 

fractionation. In a ' typical ' porphyry copper deposit (Field and Gustafson 1976), hypogene 

sulphates range in OS34 values from about +7.3 to + 17.0 permi!, with a mean of + 10. 7. Some of 

the Chuquicamata samples (e.g., cu499, cu502) contain both gypsum and anhydrite, as massive 

gypsum with anhydrite cores; the gypsum in these samples is interpreted to have formed by simple 

(supergene?) hydration of hypogene anhydrite. As such, it is expected to inherit the sulphur 

isotopic composition of the anhydrite, and should be enriched in S34. The data clearly indicates 

this enrichment; samples cu499 and cu502 have gypsum values above + 17 permil, in good 

agreement with hypogene anhydrite isotopic compositions, and considerably heavier than the 

sample of primary gypsum (cuI99). In contrast, any supergene sulphate derived from the 

oxidation of sulphide-sulphur is expected to be enriched in S32 (Field 1966). The mean 034S value 

of sulphates from Chuquicamata is 15.9 permil, considerably higher (i.e., the sulphates are 

considerably heavier) than at EI Salvador. 

Hypogene sulphides from most deposits generally range about 0 permil or are slightly 

negative; the well-studied EI Salvador deposit shows a mean of hypogene sulphides of -3.0 permil 

(Field and Gustafson 1976). A general S34 enrichment in the order molybdenite >= pyrite> 

chalcopyrite >bomite has been predicted theoretically from bond strengths (Bachinski 1969), and 

observed in several deposits (Ayres et al. 1981 ; Field and Gustafson 1976). 

Hypogene sulphides from Chuquicamata have a mean of -2.3 permil, about what would be 

expected for primary sulphides from a magmatic hydrothermal environment. Molybdenite shows 

the greatest enrichment in S34 over the other sulphides; pyrite is next, varying from +0.6 to -4.5 

permi!. A general trend can be observed, where most pyrite is compositionally heavier than 
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chalcopyrite and bornite, although there is significant overlap. In the two samples where 

coexisting chalcopyrite + bornite were analyzed (cu438 and cu453), individual values are different 

but chalcopyrite is consistently isotopically heavier than bornite, as has been predicted by 

Bachinski (1969). 

Two samples of supergene sulphide, cu 1 09 and cu214, from two cross-sections l300m 

apart, have been analyzed to determine whether or not supergene covellite is isotopically 

distinctive relative to the hypogene sulphides. Any isotopic effect is unlikely to have formed by 

sulphide-sulphide equilibria in the low-temperature supergene environment (i.e., there is no 

fractionation (Sakai 1968)); instead, the isotopic ratio of supergene sulphides is most likely an 

inherited characteristic from the dominant hypogene sulphides serving as host for supergene 

replacement. With the sulphur isotope analyses of supergene minerals, it is sometimes possible to 

identify isotopically the primary host mineral (Field and Gustafson 1976). Samples of supergene 

covellite from Chuquicamata are between -5.0 and -5.8 permil, very consistent and significantly 

depleted in S34 compared to all of the hypogene sulphides. This depletion may be due to the effect 

of extremely acidic conditions in the supergene environment, since changes in pH affect the 

isotopic compositions of sulphides (Hoefs 1987). Another possibility (discussed in Chapter 4) is 

that the supergene environment at Chuquicamata was not at 25DC, as in 'typical' supergene zones, 

but actually at temperatures up to lOODC, where some isotopic fractionation is still expected. 

5.5 Sulphate- sulphide Equilibria 

Specific samples of sulphate- sulphide pairs were chosen for this study in an effort to 

confirm and further constrain hypotheses made about the temperature of mineralisation from 

sulphide phase equilibria. Sulphate- sulphide pairs work best for this kind of interpretation due to 

the large degree of fractionation between the two mineral species; some coexisting sulphide pairs 

have also been used, although they generally give lower temperatures of mineralisation, possibly 

due to their continued equilibration down to lower temperatures. The common equilibrium 

sulphide pairs at Chuquicamata, such as chalcopyrite + bornite or covellite + digenite, have not 

been well-calibrated and are not very useful for inferring temperatures. 
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Table 17. Analytical data given as OS34 per mil values for mineral concentrates of the 
Ch I uqUlcamata samples. 

Sample Description Sulphide liS}.! Sulphate 6534 I>s' 

3200N, DD3472 

cu lO5enargire 143.77m: sulphide-rich cc-en-py veins in shaltered quanz En -4.8 
cu lO5pyrite Py ·3.8 

cu I09covellile 453.35m; veins of massive cQvellite in quartz, looks supergene, Cv -5.0 
cu lO9Asu!phide blanketing disseminated fg pyrite Cv ·S.8 
cu I09suiphide Py -3.1 

4S00N, DD2967 

cu214covellite 211.6Om; typical supergene covellite in quartz-sericite rock Cv -S.7 

cu I 83enargite 225. 10m; quartz + allered feldspars, and semi-mass. to massive vns of En -3.6 
cu 183pyrite pyrite + enargile (large striated crysta1s) Py 4.0 

cu 185covellite 234.45m; dissem. fg-mg pyrite and coveUite in sericitized matrix Cv -3.6 
cu 185pyrite Py -1.6 

cu204anhydrite 513.05m; abundant semi-mass. to dissem. pyrite with minor interstitial Py -2.4 Anh + 19.2 +2 1.6 
cu204sulphide digenite. in vein of pink anhydrite in sericitized porphyry Anh + 17.3 +19.7 

cu I 99gypsum 569.42m; fg dissem. pyrite + digenite (+1- bn) and gypsum vnlets in qtz- Py +0.6 Gyp +7.0 +6.4 
cu I 99sulphide rich rock 

4S00N, DD2242 

cu433molybdenite 56.45m; abundant rna in veins and minor dissem. mo in dominantly qtz Mo +1.1 
host 

cu434molybdenite 95.86m; narrow vruets of mo. pinching and swelling, and dissem. cv +py Mo +1.3 
in qtz vein host 

cu438bomite 139.15m; smeared-out altered porphyry with dissem. to stringer Bo -2.0 
cu438chalcopyrite chalcopyrite + bornite Cp -1.1 

cu453bomite 193.10m; abundant dissem. fg bornite + chalcopyrite, in mainly qtz host Bo -3 .6 
cu453chalcopyrite Cp -2.4 

cu454gypsym 193.78m; vruet of rna, semi-massive and dissem. bn-cpy in potassically- Py -2.4 Gyp +16.0 +18.4 
cu454Asuiphate altered' porphyry with abundant narrow sulphate veins Gyp +16.9 +19.3 
cu454sulphide 

cu455sulphide 193.8~m; abundant semi-mass. to massive cpy being replaced by massive Cv-Cp -O.S 
cv 

4S00N, DD2234 

cu493gypsum 216.3Om; semi-massive and dissem. chalcopyrite + pyrite in pink gypsum Py 4 .S Gyp +16.2 +20.7 
cu493pyrite veins in sericitized porphyry 

cu499gyp/anhydrit 249.1Sm; semi-massive pyrite aggregate +1- cpy with interstitial dg in gyp Cp -3.6 Gyp/Anh +20.8 
e rock with anhydrite cores +17.2 
cu499sulphide 

cuS02gypianhydrit 252.l5m; semi-massive patches and dissem. py+<1g+cv in sericitized Py -3.3 Gyp/Anh +20.6 
e porphyry with abundant su1phate (blueish--anhydrite?) +17 .3 
cuS02pyrite 

cu479anhydrite 294.2Om; patches of massive pyrite with minor digenite in potassically- Py-l.5 Anh + 15.9 +17.4 
cu479sulphate altered porphyry with minor sulphate. Anh +16.1 +17.6 
cu479pyrite 
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Figure 5.2 plots individual oJ4S values of sulphides and sulphates from coexisting pairs 

against the isotopic difference, or delta value, which is a function of temperature as discussed 

above. The delta value is a direct measurement, but the superimposed temperature scale is an 

interpretation only, based on an assumption of equilibrium. For sample cu199, for instance, the 

isotopic data suggest that the gypsum-sulphide veins formed at temperatures in excess of 700°C. 

This temperature is obviously not realistic for veins in the quartz-sericite zone, and we must 

conclude that the assemblage is not in equilibrium. 

Assuming the fractionation between coexisting sulphates and sulphides in Chuquicamata is 

due entirely to temperature effects, the assemblages point to a restricted range for temperature of 

mineralisation between 300 and 375°C. All but one of the pairs that plot in this field are from the 

zone of potassic alteration (although sample cu204, from the quartz-sericite zone, suggests the 

same range of temperature or a little lower); while this is not an unreasonable temperature of 

mineralisation for a system as large as Chuquicamata, it is significantly lower than what would be 

expected for a typical high-temperature potassic zone (for instance, the El Salvador deposit, 

which is similar in many ways to Chuquicamata and has been well-studied). Sulphur isotope data 

from El Salvador, plotted in Figure 5.2, are taken from Field and Gustafson (1976) and are shown 

for comparison only. They will not be discussed further here. Isotopic temperatures are also low 

in comparison with the temperatures of mineralisation determined for Chuquicamata from 

sulphide equilibria (Chapter 4), although there is of course leeway in the temperature ranges 

determined from the sulphide petrology. So what could serve to lower the temperature of 

mineralisation in the potassic zone ?Because much of the potassic alteration is overprinted by later 

quartz-sericite alteration, with which the veins of massive anhydrite + disseminated pyrite are 

associated, the low temperatures of equilibration from sulphur isotopic compositions point to 

samples, ostensibly from potassic alteration, that are in actuality the result of quartz-sericite 

alteration. A system the size of Chuquicamata almost certainly benefitted from the mixing of 

meteoric waters and magmatic waters, which, had it happened during the quartz-sericite event, 

would have affected the fluid temperatures. Oxygen and strontium isotopes are required to test 

this possibility. Mixing of magmatic water with oxidising meteoric waters could also have affected 

the 0345 values of sulphates from Chuquicamata, which are clearly isotopically heavier than those 
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at El Salvador (Figure 5.2). the higher oxidation potential of the resulting fluids would result in 

the precipitation of 'heavier' sulphates coexisting with sulphides. However, while temperature 

determines the fractionations between sulphur-bearing minerals, other factors can affect the 634S 

values in hydrothermal deposits (Ohrnoto 1972), and the isotopic data should be studied for other 

information it can provide about the system. 

Disregarding sample cu 199 then, a linear regression analysis was performed on the 

remaining sulphates and sulphides using Yorkfit, a weighted fit based on uncertainties in the data 

points (Figure 5.3). The large amount of scatter in the individual isotopic analyses (compared to 

the small number of analyses) gives a significant margin of error, and when the regressions are 

extended back to the Y-axis, the intercept estimates do not overlap. Table 18 gives the statistical 

analysis for the points, as performed by Yorkfit (York 1969). 

Table 18. Regression analysis performed by Yorkfit for individual634S values of sulphates and 
sulphides plotted against Llsulphate-sulphide for Chuquicamata, section 4500N. Absolute error for 
. d' 'd al634S al' . } Ll al 04 ill IVI U v ues IS 0.2 perrrul; error or v ues are .. permil. 

Sulphates Sulphides 

Iterations 5 5 

Slope 0.7747673 -0.7094318 

Intercept 1.742888 11.22243 

XBar 19.57778 19.57778 

YBar 16.91111 . -2.666667 

SumS 34.96793 40.57881 

Intercept error without Sum S 1.685688 1.585744 

Intercept error with Sum S 3.767585 3.817981 

Slope error without Sum S 8.58729E-02 8.078158E-02 

Slope error with Sum S 0.1919298 0.194497 

The important point to consider is that, although the intercepts of the lines from the 

sulphide data and the sulphate data do not converge, the Sum S value, a measure of whether or 
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Figure 5.2. Plot of sulphate and sulphide &34S perrnil values vs delta (Ll.) values of coexisting 
sulphate-sulphide mineral pairs for Chuquicamata and El Salvador. El Salvador data taken from 
Field and Gustafson (1976). Temperature scale based on experimental work by Sakai (1968). 
Sulphates are samples of anhydrite from Chuquicamata, whereas sulphides are samples of pyrite 
or chalcopyrite from Chuquicamata. Readers are referred to Field and Gustafson (1976) for 
details of sulphate and sulphide samples from El Salvador. 
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not the points fit the line within error, is very high. The high Sum S value implies real scatter of 

the data points, i.e., the points do not really fit the line. This suggests that the linear 

approximation is not a good mode!. We note, however, that a linear relationship should not be 

expected, since temperature, a function of the A value, varies. Figure 5.4 does show that the lines 

do diverge from a point, i.e., one line has a positive slope and one has a negative slope, therefore, 

the linear model can be used as a first-order approximation. If the lines, +/- errors, were to 

intersect along the Y-axis, this point would give a 034Sl:S of the system that is consistent with the 

data (i .e., at very high temperature there is no fractionation, so at the limit we are left with the 

total sulphur content). In the case where the lines do not converge on the Y-axis, we are left with 

the question of what to use as the 034Sl:S value. It can be seen in Figure 5.4 that the gap between 

the errors for the intercepts is quite small, from about +5.5 to +7.5 penni!. Given that there is so 

much scatter in the data points, it is reasonable to assign a total sulphur content (i.e., convergence 

of the lines) around +6.5 penni!. 

If the total sulphur content (o34S value) at Chuquicamata is around +6.5 pennil, and we 

use the isotopic composition of sulphides to represent H2S and the sulphates to represent S04' we 

end up with a dissolved sulphate to sulphide ratio for the 31 Ma sericitic alteration/mineralisation 

event of 0.8: I. This ratio implies that the system would produce about 55% sulphide to 45% 

sulphate, a conclusion that is in reasonable agreement with direct observations. Most vein 

sulphides in the potassic zone at Chuquicamata are associated with sulphates, while the 

disseminated sulphides tend to be associated with silicate gangue. Further study is needed to 

assess the true extent of sulphate mineralisation in the quartz-sericite alteration zone, but from this 

optical study we can at least conclude that there is significantly more sulphate than has been 

described previously at Chuquicamata. Isotopic data place Chuquicamata in a sulphide-rich 

system, but shifted toward an equal sulphate-sulphide system; this placement is borne out by the 

assemblages described above. The dissolved sulphate:sulphide ratio implies that at the time of 

mineralisation concurrent with the event that resulted in quartz-sericite alteration, Chuquicamata 

was a slightly reducing system. 
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Figure 5.3. Estimate of 634S value for total sulphur content for the Chuquicamata hydrothermal 
system as determined from convergent lines of regression for plots of sulphate and sulphide 634s 
permil values vs delta (Ll) values of coexisting sulphate-sulphide mineral pairs. 
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The proportions of oxidized and reduced sulphur species in solution can be evaluated in 

terms of temperature, pH and foz of hydrothermal fluids (Rye and Ohmoto, 1974). Figure 5.4a 

shows the stability fields of sulphur phases in a pH -log foz diagram. Figure 5.4b plots the /) 34S 

values at points A, B, C, and D, detailing the extreme effects that changes in foz have on the 

sulphur isotopic composition. An increase in oxygen fugacities has a much stronger effect on the 

/)
34S values than a change in pH due to the large isotopic fractionation between sulphates and 

sulphides (Hoefs, 1987). Figure 5.5 is the same type of diagram, but it shows the mole fractions of 

aqueous sulphur species relative to the total sulphur content. Figure 5.5 can be compared to 

Figure 5.4a to see how changes in the physico-chemical conditions of a system can affect the 

mineralogy. For instance, in very reducing conditions the sulphide fraction would be dominated by 

phases like pyrrhotite, and there would be no sulphate mineralisation. In very basic conditions, the 

dominant sulphur species is Sz-; by assuming that the bulk of the sulphides present in 

Chuquicamata (pyrite, chalcopyrite, bornite, idaite, and the other copper sulphides) can be 

represented by HzS, an upper limit of about 7 for the pH of the system can be inferred. Also by 

assuming that all of the sulphides can be represented as HzS , and knowing that the ratio of 

sulphate to sulphide is close to 1, Chuquicamata must plot in the upper left quadrant of Figure 

5.5, corresponding approximately to area B in Figure 5.4a. In other words, the potassic zone was 

produced in a relatively acidic, moderate-to-high oxygen fugacity environment (i.e. , there was a 

significant amount of oxygen available). 
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Figure 5.4 a. Stability fields of sulphur phases in a pH-log f02 diagram at 250°C for total sulphur 
content 0.1 and Ba2

+ = 10-3 mol kg-' ; b. &34S values of sulphides and sulphate at 250°C (from 
Nielson 1985). 
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Figure 5.5. Mole fractions of aqueous sulphur species relative to total sulphur content plotted on 
a pH-log f02 diagram. T = 2500C and I = 1.0,2)04 = SO/" + HSO; + KSO; + NaSO; (from 
Ohmoto 1972). 
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5.6 Summary 

The sulphur isotopic compositions of the sulphides from Chuquicamata are very similar to 

hydrothermal sulphides from other deposits, such as El Salvador, and show the expected relative 

S34 enrichment predicted by Bachinski (1969). Isotopic temperatures derived from coexisting 

sulphates and sulphides in the quartz-sericite (overprinting potassic) zone of alteration are 

between 300 and 375°C. These temperatures are lower than what would be expected from the 

hypogene environment at Chuquicamata, and are possibly explained by hydrothermal fluids mixing 

with meteoric waters. 

The total sulphur at Chuquicamata during the 31 Ma sericitic alteration event, determined 

from the limited number of isotopic analyses performed, has a 1\34S value of approximately +6.5 

permil. Such S34-enriched total sulphur implies a sulphur source derived from either local country 

rocks (not likely in the case of Chuquicamata) or (more likely) from a mixture of magmatic and 

sulphate-rich water (Hoefs, 1987). However, the isotopic study undertaken here was a 

preliminary one, and further work on sulphur, oxygen and hydrogen isotopes will provide more 

concrete evidence of sources. 

The dissolved sulphate-to-sulphide ratio represented in Chuquicamata shows that the 

environment that produced the sericitic alteration was acidic and had available a significant 

amount of oxygen. 



CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

1) Different hypogene covellite assemblages correlate with the different periods of 

mineralisation! alteration at Chuquicamata. In the potassic zone of alteration, covellite occurs 

almost exclusively as a hypogene replacement phase; most commonly it originates from 

chalcopyrite, bornite and/or digenite. Although covellite in this zone is secondary in nature, it is 

still clearly of hypogene origin, evidenced by its common association with hypogene anhydrite. In 

the quartz-sericite zone, covellite occurs as subhedral crystals disseminated in massive sulphate (

silicate) gangue, as tufted and feathery masses exsolved from digenite, and as acicular crystals in 

eutectic intergrowths with digenite, all hypogene in character. 

2) Supergene and hypogene covellite can be distinguished on the basis of mineralogy 

(grain morphology and ore mineral assemblages) and chemical composition (minor elements). The 

textural occurrence of hypogene covellite has been described above; supergene covellite in 

Chuquicamata is generally massive or has a fine granular texture. Hypogene covellite is associated 

with high-temperature idaite, digenite and sulphates (anhydrite and barite), while covellite in the 

supergene environment is associated with late-stage hydrothermal veins (specifically the coarse 

enargite-pyrite veins) or with disseminated to semi-massive pyrite, chalcopyrite and/or bornite. 

Chemically, hypogene covellites have been shown to contain significant Fe, up to 5 weight %. It 

must be stressed that this is a real phenomenon; the results are reproducible and not likely to be 

due to calibration or identification problems, as has been suggested in the literature. Supergene 

covellite rarely deviates from stoichiometric CuS, unless it contains Fe or other minor elements 

inherited from the replaced phase(s). 

3) Based on sulphide phase equilibria, temperatures of mineralisation at Chuquicamata are 

between approximately 400 and 600°C for the potassic alteration phase (although they may have 

been as low as 300°C), and between 300 and 435°C for the quartz-sericite alteration phase. Late 

stage hydrothermal veins crystallized at temperatures above 275-320°C. Given that the two 

periods of alteration! mineralisation are separated by 2-3 m.y., these temperature implications 

support the hypothesis that the quartz-sericite zone resulted from a second heating event. Some 
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types of supergene enrichment, such as the possible supergene sphalerite, may have formed up to 

lOO°e. 

4) Temperatures of equilibration based on sulphur isotopic compositions of coexisting 

sulphides and sulphates are between 300 and 375°C for samples from the potassic zone at 

Chuquicamata, and are interpreted as representing the sericitic, and not potassic, alteration phase, 

because anhydrite in veins in the potassic zone probably formed during later quartz-sericite 

alteration. However, the temperature is still low , and may have resulted from mixing of magmatic 

and meteoric waters. The limited number of analyses point to a total sulphur content (034S value) 

of the system of +6.5 permil for the quartz-sericite (overprinting potassic) zone, which could 

suggest that the sulphur was derived from a mixture of magmatic water and water with heavier 

sulphur (i.e., magmatic water alone is not enough to explain the relatively S34-enriched total 

sulphur). The sulphate to sulphide ratio for the system at about 31 Ma is approximately 0.8:1 , 

showing that the environment at the time of quartz-sericite alteration was acidic with a moderate 

to high oxygen fugacity . 

6.2 Recommendations 

The covellite-bearing hypogene assemblages have been characterised with respect to their 

sulphide mineralogy and chemical composition. To further round out the work started here and to 

apply it to the Chuquicamata system as a whole, several projects will be instrumental. 

1) Minerals with high bond strength, such as sphalerite and pyrite, are much more likely to 

preserve a record of their history than minerals in which rates of solid-state diffusion are high 

(chalcocite, digenite, bornite, and chalcopyrite). Most of the minerals studied in detail in the 

4500N section tend to equilibrate very quickly. An optical study of sphalerites from this cross

section would determine crystal zoning, and electron probe work on compositionally-banded 

sphalerites would confIrm if, and to what extent, re-equilibration had occurred in these samples 

(this could change the conclusions drawn on the basis of sulphide equilibria). 

2) Sulphur isotopic data should be gathered for samples in the potassic zone for 

comparison with (a) temperatures determined from sulphide phase equilibria, and (b) temperatures 

determined from sulphur isotopic fractionation between coexisting sulphur phases in the quartz-
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sericite zone. 

3) Samples from both the potassic and sericitic zones should be analyzed for oxygen and 

strontium isotopes to determine if perhaps mixing occurred with (more oxidising) meteoric waters 

during mineralisation. 

4) A detailed study of non-ore minerals in the 4500N and other cross-sections will 

determine the true extent of sulphate mineralisation. This is necessary for comparison with the 

implications, from the limited sulphur isotope study conducted here, that the dissolved 

sulphate:sulphide ratio was close to 1:1 , which could mean that the environment was much more 

oxidising than what has been interpreted so far. 

5) A fluid/melt inclusion study of silicates, sulphates, and some sulphides (sphalerite and 

enargite can be studied under infrared light) would aid in constraining temperatures of 

mineralisation and would give, indirectly, the composition of the hydrothermal fluids, including 

their equivalent salinity. As well, since an independent estimate of temperature is available from 

isotopic data, fluid inclusions can be used as geobarometers when the compositional data is used 

with experimental P-V-T-X properties for a fluid composition similar to that at Chuquicamata. 

The implementation of these recommendations would make significant advances in further 

constraining the temperature, pressure and chemical character of the fluids responsible for 

mineralisation at Chuquicamata, which will in turn lead to greater understanding of the processes 

responsible for concentrating such large volumes of copper and sulphur in one spot in the earth's 

crust. 



APPENDIX A 

ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSES 

The electron mincoprobe was used to determine the chemical composition of sulphide 

minerals, and to study the variation in chemical composition of the mienrals through the 4500N 

cross-section. Analyses were carried out on a lEOL 733 electron microprobe equipped with four 

wavelength dispersive spectrometers and and Oxford Link eXL energy dispersive system. The 

energy dispersive system was used for all elements. Resolution of the energy dispersive detector 

was 137eV at 5.9Kev. 

Each spectrum was acquired for 40 seconds with an accelerating voltage of 15Kv and a 

beam current of 15nA. Probe spot size was approximately 1 micron. The raw data was corrected 

using Link's ZAP matrix correction program. Instrument calibration was performed on cobalt 

metal. Instrument precision on cobalt metal (x=lO) was +/- 0.5% at I standard deviation. 

Accuracy for major elements was +/- 1.5 to 2.0% relative. 

Geological standards were used as controls. Sulphide standards used were natural 

chalcopyrite and synthetic CUl.SS, supplied by CANMET. 

Tables of chemical analyses are organised by mineral. Each table includes the mean, 

maximun, minimum, and calculated standard deviation for the number of analyses for each 

element that are above the detection limit (limit of quantification). 
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Digenite - Weight Percent 

52 acce~ble analyses from 24 salT!~les 

Sample Point Analyzed Assembl~ge 

cu195 73 dR cv+do 

cu195 75 dR ~g+cv+ba 

cu195 76 dR .,Qg+cv+ba 
cu195 n dg ~g+cv 
cu199 10 dg lpy~+cv 
cu201 10 dR do+cv 

cu201 22 dg-incl P'y+cv+dg 

cu203B 20 do cv+do 

cu203B 28 dg ~g 
cu203B 31 dg cv+s~h+dg 

cu204 40 dg cv+<!.R+wolf 

cu204 44 dg I py~+cv+wolf 
cu204 48 dg-incl wolf+cv+dg 
cu204 52 dg ~g+WOlf 

cu204 57 dg .!!g+CV+1?Y 
cu205B 3 dg !JY:+<lg+cv 
cu205B 8 .!!g cv+dg+sulfate 
cu205B 13 dR en+cv+dg+py 

cu205B 18 dg_ .!!g±l'Y 
cu205B 20 dg cv+dg+en+DY 
cu206 12 dR .§~h+dg+cv 

cu211 7 <fg clR+CV 
cu211 8 dg-incl P'y+dg 

cu441 90 dg_ cv+dg±1!l'. 
cu441 93 dR .!!g+CV+I?Y+mo 

cu441 98 dR ~g+cv+sph 

cu441 99 dR en+dg+cv+s~h 

cu454B 79 dR do+bn+sulf 

cu461B 24 dg dg+ga+sulfate 

CuK FeK AsL 

78.50 0.25 

78.91 0.36 

78.07 

n.99 

78.42 

76.42 1.47 

75.71 1.80 

77.09 0.27 

76.06 0.50 

74.66 0.54 0.32 

76.12 0.26 

76.17 0.51 

75.97 0.27 

76.69 0.28 

n.26 

n.46 

78.30 

75.53 1.89 

75.68 2.74 

77.37 

76.25 0.40 

75.04 0.27 0.29 

76.82 0.90 0.25 

77.16 

76.00 

n.42 

76.89 

77.02 0.70 0.27 

76.22 

SK 

21.86 

21.74 

21.77 

22.40 

22.73 

22.41 

23.20 

22.12 

22.40 

22.48 

21 .81 

22.15 

22.26 

22.13 

21.80 

22.02 

21.81 

21 .63 

21 .77 

21 .89 

22.84 

22.40 

22.37 

21.79 

22.04 

21.70 

21.80 

22.03 

21.99 

Total 

100.61 

101.01 

99.84 

100.40 

101.15 

100.29 

100.71 

99.47 

98.96 

98.00 

98.20 

99.32 

98.50. 

99.10 

99.06 

99.48 

100.11 

99.06 

100.19 

99.26 

99.49 

98.01 

100.34 

98.95 

98.04 

99.12 

98.69 

100.02. 

98.21 

s~h 

en 

en 

s~h 

en 

en 

f-' 
W 
\D 



J2.i.genite - Weight Percent I 
~~ceptable analy:ses from 24 samJ~les 

Sample Point Analyzed Assemblaae 
cu4616 27 dR ..<!g+<:v 
cu4616 28 dR ..<!g+<:v 
cu4616 30 d9. .,!!g+cv+en+pv 
cu4616 31 dg .,!!g+cv+en+py' 
cu4616 37 dg dg+py 

cu467A 25 dg da+col 

cu467A 32 dR .,!!g+bn+col+py: 
cu4676 59 dg sph+bn+dg+ga 

cu474A 3 d9 . ..<!g+cv 
cu474A 4 dg . ..Qg+cv+bcv? 
cu474A 9 d9 . ..Qg+cv+col? 
cu4766 66 dR bn+dg-exsol 
cu481A 94 dR _DY-±gg+bn+sph+en 
cu489 91 d9 . ..<!g+X+s~h+~~ 
cu489 97 dg .I'l'+dg 
cu489 102 dg::i!!£l. l'l'+dg+X 

cu489 107 dg dg+X+en?(Y) 

..£!!!~4 35 dR .fpy'+bn+dg+cv 
cu494 40 dR bn+cpy:+dg+cv 
cu5006 79 dg bn+dg±1'l' 

cu5006 82 dR pn+dg 
cu501 26 dR .QI1±<:py +d9±§llh 

cu509 86 dg ..<!g+s~h 

covellite 
bornite 
y:arrowite 
~pionkopite 

digenite 

CuK FeK AsL 
78.18 

79.23 

77.78 

78.44 

76.85 1.59 

78.14 

76.36 1.17 

77.65 

79.60 

77.63 

75.54 1.40 

77.43 

78.66 0.93 

75.08 1.27 

75.41 2.57 

77.87 . 
78.33 

75.41 1.73 0.27 

75.08 2.44 

74.53 2.49 

76.35 1.68 

77.73 1.31 

78.60 

66.47 
63.32 
72.35 
73.51 
_Z8~11 --- - --

SK Total 
20.63 98.81 

20.76 99.99 

21.65 99.43 

20.72 99.16 

21 .79 100.23 

21.76 99.90 

22.1 2 99.66 

21.82 99.47 

22.04 101 .65 

21.96 99.59 

23.15 100.08 

21 .20 98.64 

22.49 102.08 

22.92 99.27 

21 .74 99.72 

21.90 99.77 

21 .63 99.97 

23.51 100.92 

22.74 100.26 

22.1 8 99.1 9 

22.06 100.09 

20.95 100.00 

22.15 100.75 

33.53 100.00 

25.56 88.88 

27.65 100.00 

26.49 100.00 

__ 21.89 121.89 

~---
en 

en 

s~h 

en 

sph - -
s ph 

--

------ ---

r.... 
o 



Digenite - Weight Percent I 
~elable analyses from 24 sameles 

Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage CuK FeK AsL 
djur1eile 79.53 
chalcocite 79.86 

cu509 88 dg .£I.l~+29.+bn 76.95 2.46 
cu4678 56 dg sph+bn+dg,±.ga 75.65 

cu204 53 dg cv+dg+wolf 75.26 0.33 
cu469 100 dg_ dg+cv+X 74.29 

cu214A 73 ~g~ ~+cv+dg 74.28 2.40 0.31 
cu204 56 dg-incl py+bn+dg 74.15 2.29 0.37 
cu5008 76 dg_ ~g+cv+bn+c~ 72.60 2.16 
cu476A 20 dg_ py+cl!±f!g+bn 72.47 2.00 
cu494 25 dg1.. dg+cv 72.45 0.48 

cuS07A 69 dg ~+dg+sph 71 .15 1.31 
cu211 10 __ dg?-incl J~y+cv+dg 56.74 13.04 
cu487 86 dg2 ~"y':+bn+cv 46.01 16.65 
cu205B 4 dg-incl dg-bn 26.29 5.82 
cu467A 28 cl9 dg+bn+9~ 72.02 4.11 
cu489 93 dg ..!!g+X+sp':h+p':Y.' 72.24 
cu509 85 dg .!!g+bn 76.87 

Stoichiometric Comp':osilions 

Eigenite 78.11 
djur1eite 79.53 
chalcocite 79.86 

mean 76.98 1.38 0.37 
sId 1.25 0.75 0.31 
max 79.60 2.74 1.40 
min 74.53 0.27 0.25 

SK Total 
20.47 120.47 
20.14 120.14 

0.00 

23.21 104.40 

21.81 99.34 

21 .60 97.19 

24.33 98.62 
23.00 100.60 

22.90 99 .71 

25.83 100.61 

27.35 101.83 

28.14 101.08 

29.38 101 .84 

31 .76 101 .54 

32.02 95.12 
10.35 42.46 

23.08 99.20 
23.72 98.60 
21 .78 99.57 

21.89 

20.47 

20.14 

22.02 99.66 

0.57 0.90 

23.51 102.08 

20.63 98.00 

-----
- -- -~-

- - -- -

-~.- -

-- - -

------- - - -

._----_ ... 
---- --- -

high total 
- ---

high zinc; probable sph inclusion mixe9_a~ly~~ __ 

low letal 
--- -

intermediate composition; dg&cov ________ 

closer to bcov or mixed analyses --
beov -----
boov ---
bcov ----
bcov or mixed analyses dg.lcv -- --
closer to bcov -----_ .-
likely a bornite inclusion --_ .. 
l ike l~ a bornite inclusion 

-- ---~----

low total --_. 

intermediate digenite/bomite compositiQ..!!;~usp~~.!!Iixed ar lalyses_ 
susp.:ect mixed analyses with inclusion§.... _ 

..Qrobable sehalerite inclusion; sph in this sa.me1e 

- ~.--

._-----

.-

--- - -
._---

>-' .... 
>-' 



r-' 
Digenite - Weight Percent 

52 acceDtable anal~ses from 24 sam~les 

Sample Point Analvzed Assemblaae CuK 

n 52 

~j:1les with enaraite and/or sj:1halerite 
mean 76.93 

sid 1.27 

max 78.91 

min 74.66 

n 13 

detection limit (3siQma LOa) 0.50 

Section Point analyzed assemblage CuK 

cu203A 34 an? c~~-H1g+cv+s~~ 75.42 

cu203A 26 an? cv+dg 74.17 

FeK AsL 

21 12 

0.96 0.29 

0.56 0.04 

1.80 0.36 

0.50 0.25 

5 6 

0.25 0.25 

FeK AsL 

1.08 

0.44 0.29 

SK 

52 

22.26 

0.40 

23.20 

21.74 

13 

SK 

22.78 

24.42 

Total 

52 

99.73 

1.03 

101.15 

98.00 

13 

Total 

99.27 

~~ 

.- --

-

...... ... 
'" 



Covellils - Weight Percent I 
148 acceptable anal ses from 29 samples 

Sample Point analyzed assemblage CuK FeK 

cu182B 61 ev en+cv+eY. 64.37 2.42 

cu1828 63 ev en+cv+eY. 65.66 

cu19S 72 ev cv+dg 67.30 

cu1 9S 76 cv-needle dg+cv 66.14 

cu19S 79 tv-massive dg+cv 67.13 

cu1 99 11 ev '£y'+dg+cv 67.53 1.15 

cu199 16 cv ~+cv+en+s(;!h 66.60 

cu201 2 cv cv+wolf 66.60 

cu201 4 ev 66.48 

cu201 5 ev 66.61 

cu201 6 ev 66.45 0 .56 

cu201 7 ev 66.27 

cu201 6 ev 66.70 

cu201 9 cv dg+cv 65.79 1.55 

cu201 11 cv da+cv 66.47 

cu201 12 cv 66.28 1.05 

cu201 13 ev 66.18 

cu201 14 ev 65.59 

cu201 15 cv cV+eY. 67.66 

cu201 16 ev 69. 16 

cu201 17 ev 67.23 

cu201 16 ev 67.05 

cu201 19 cv -,~y.+cv 66.15 0.46 

cu201 20 cv 66.51 0.25 

cu201 21 cv-inel py'+cv+dg 65 .55 1.58 

cu203A 23 cv py+cv+~l?h 64.73 0.43 
cu203A 25 cv cv+dQ 66.39 

cu203A 27 cv cv+dg 66.95 

cu203A 29 cv cv+sph+da 66.59 0.26 

cu203A 33 cv cpy+dg+cv+sph+~~ 65.47 0.32 

cu203A 36 cv ~~~+dg+cv+s~h+~y 66.1 1 1.11 

cu2038 16 cv cv+dg 67.44 

cu2038 19 ev cv 64.47 

AsL SK Total 
32.67 99.66 

33.06 96 .96 

32.66 100.16 

32.61 100.74 

32.60 99.93 

32.96 101.65 

33.66 100.46 

33.45 100.04 
0.27 33.36 100.10 

33.23 100.04 

0.26 33.59 100.67 

0.31 33.30 99.67 

0.26 33.27 100.25 

0.35 33.40 101.08 

33.48 99.95 

33.28 100.62 

33.39 99.57 

0.29 33.60 99 .66 

33.37 101 .05 

0 .25 32.58 10 1.99 

0.30 33.27 100.60 

33.26 100.31 

33.33 99.96 

33.31 100.06 

33.41 100.54 

0.33 33.37 96.67 

33.17 99.55 

0.29 32.69 100.13 

31.53 98.40 

33.23 99.01 

0.35 32.19 99.76 

33.47 100.91 

0.26 33.23 97.96 

----- -
------- -

---
- --

- -- ----
---

-

-

---
--

._--
-

---
-

--
-

-- - -

._-- --
-
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~ 
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Covellite • WeiQht Percent I 
148 acceptable anal ses from 29 samples 

Sample Point analyzed assemblaae CuK FeK AsL 

cu203B 21 Col cv+dg 67.39 

cu203B 22 Col CoI+da 67.75 0.25 

cu204 39 Col CoI+dg+wolf 66.48 
cu204 43 Col wolf+CoI+PY 64.54 1.13 
cu204 45 Col I ov+da+cv+wolf 65.61 0.73 

cu204 47 cv-incl wolf+CoI+dQ 64.07 

cu204 51 Col CoI+da+wolf 66.20 

cu204 58 Col cv+dg 65.79 0.54 0.34 

cu205B 2 cv I py+dg+cv 67.03 

cu205B 7 Col CoI+dg+sulfate 68.95 

cu205B 9 Col CoI+dQ+sulfate 67.31 

cu205B 12 Col en+cv+dg.±ev 67.1 9 

cu205B 16 Col en+CoI+dg 69.39 

cu206 11 Col sph+dg+CoI 65.99 0.27 

cu210 74 Col I DV+CV+rt 65.89 

cu211 3 Col CoI+sulphate 65.91 

cu211 4 cv cv+da 65.87 0.25 

cu211 5 Col cv+dg 64.83 

cu211 9 cv-incl I .Q)'+cv+dg 67.90 2.14 0.29 

cu214A 65 Col cv+sulf 66.59 

cu214A 66 Col cv+sulf 66.59 

cu214A 67 CoI l P~+CoI 65.08 1.89 

cu214A 68 CoI l ov+CoI 66.20 

cu214A 69 Col p"~+CoI 64.39 2.21 

cu214A 70 cv-incl I py+cv 63.87 2.57 0.32 

cu214A 71 cv-incl .QY.+cv+dg 64.24 2.30 

cu214A 72 cv·incl I py+cv+dg 65.36 2.09 

cu214A 74 cv-incl I cv+cv 64.84 2.07 

cu214A 75 cv 66.60 

cu214A 77 Col cv+mo 65.00 

cu214A 78 cv cv+mo 65.62 

cu214A 79 Col mo+CoI 65.00 

cu214A 80 cv 67.22 

SK Total 

32.21 99.59 

33.22 101 .23 

32.09 98.57 

32.09 97.77 
33.49 99.83 

33.11 97.17 
33.13 99.33 
33.19 99.86 

32.83 99.86 

30.54 99.49 

31.81 99.12 

32.44 99.63 

30.29 99.69 

33.40 99.66 

33.16 99.05 

33.12 99.02 

33.71 99.82 

32.94 97.77 
30.44 100.76 
33.79 100.38 
34.52 101.11 

33.35 100.31 

33.61 99.80 

33.61 100.21 

33.87 100.52 

33.53 100.07 

32.21 99.66 

33.73 100.64 

33.72 100.32 

34.48 99.48 

33.50 99.12 

33.37 98.37 
33.70 100.92 

- ._- -_. -

--

-
-~~~ -- ----

-- -_.- _. --
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---- - ---- --- -
- -- -
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Covellite - Weight Percent I 
148 acceptable anal ses from 29 sa~les 

Sample Point analyzed assemblaQe CuK 
cu214A 81 cv 66.97 
cu214A 82 cv 65.76 
cu2148 83 CY cV+P}: 67.33 
cu2148 84 cv cV+P)' 65.97 
cu2148 85 cv I DY:+CV 65.63 
cu2148 86 cv-incl eY:+cv 64.39 
ou2148 87 cy I DV+CV 65.97 
ou2148 88 cv 66.91 

cu2148 89 cv 66.69 
cu2148 90 cv I py+cv 65.80 
cu2148 91 cv-incl I py+cv 64.34 
cu2148 93 cv cv+en+py 66.62 
cu441 89 cv cv+dg+py 66.1 9 
cu450 2 cv-mix? cv+id+da+bn 63. 14 
cu450 6 cv cv+id+dg+bn 67.15 
cu4548 69 cv cv+sulfate 66.43 
cu4548 71 cv cv+sulfate 65.97 
cu4548 77 cv cv+cpy 66.03 
cu455 42 cv cv+cev+oxide 66.75 
cu455 44 cv cv+cpy 66.24 
cu455 46 cv-needle cv+cp)'+oxide 65.10 

cu455 48 cv cv»cl!Y. 66.45 

cu455 50 cv cv»cpy 66.23 

cu4618 26 cv dg+cv 66.61 
cu4618 35 Col cv+en 67.51 

cu465 56 cv cv+id? 66.94 

cu465 60 cv ce~+cv+id 66.25 

cu474A 5 cv da+cv+bcv? 67.95 

cu4766 70 cv cv+py 65.78 

cu480 42 cv cv+do+bcv? 67.18 

cu482 28 cv-inel? J~~+cv 64.91 

cu482 30 cv-incl -.ey+cv 65.58 

cu482 31 cv-inel e}'+cv 64.43 

FeK Asl SK Total 

33.44 100.41 

33.67 99.43 

0.26 33.45 101 .04 
0.33 33.89 100.19 

1.81 0.25 33.68 101.37 
2.73 0.25 33.78 101 .14 
0 .74 0.35 33.52 100.58 

33.80 100.71 
33.73 100.42 

0.41 33.06 99.26 
2.47 33.15 99.97 

0.26 33.81 100.68 

32.94 99.12 
4.36 34.32 101 .82 

34.03 101 .19 

32.96 99.39 .-
32.84 98.81 

1.46 32.93 100.42 

33.32 100.06 
32.89 99.14 

2.52 32.93 100.55 

33.33 99.79 

33.30 99.53 

31 .87 98.48 

32.02 99.53 

1.11 33.69 101 .75 

1.56 33.68 101.49 

33.40 101 .35 

0.99 32.56 99.32 

32.55 99.73 

2.72 33.03 100.65 

2.25 32.98 100.81 
2.18 33.05 99.66 

----- -- -
- ---

._--

- - - -
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Cov~ite • Weight Percent I 
148 aC~Q.table anal ses from 29 sam~les 

Sample Point analyzed assemblage CuK FeK AsL SK 
cu482 33 cv·incl? ~y+cv 64.86 3.30 31 .24 
cu482 37 cv cP:Y"±pj'+cv 65.86 1.27 32.75 
cu482 44 cv cv+ceY,+oxide 67.90 0.91 31.68 

~? 46 cv cv+oxide 67.94 0.26 32.12 
cu482 47 cv cv+oxide 67.63 32.95 
cu487 84 cv bn+cv 66.84 1.45 0.29 31.46 
cu489 101 cv dg+cv+X 66.91 32.62 
cu494 27 cv ..£E:Y±.P.Y+cv 66.00 0.26 31.16 
cu494 26 cv .p'v+cv 65.46 0.76 33.09 

cu494 31 cv? cpy+bn+dg+cv 62.37 3.22 33.41 

cu494 33 cv ceY,+bn+dg+cv 66.44 0.65 33.06 
cu494 34 cv ~+bn+dg+cv 66.21 0.90 32.77 

cu494 -- 36 cv cv+d9±f~Y 65.21 1.52 33.66 

cu494 _. 37 _ . __ Sf. .Ey~~y ___ 66.92 33.26 

cu49~ - - "}5'. ___ --E'!. bn+cRy+d9+cv 67.66 0.25 32.73 

cu49~ __ .!1 ~----""- _bn_":tf~y+dg+cv 68.07 0.25 32.36 

_~u494 
~ 

42 cv bn+ce~.g+cv 66.15 33.02 

i:u.!9~ 45 cv cv+Cp'Y+PY 64.91 1.64 32.42 

cu495 46 cv·incl I ~= 65.63 1.99 0.26 32.95 

cu495 50 cv J~y+cv 66.50 33.11 

cu495 52 cv·incl ..P:Y+cv 64.76 2.06 33.30 

cu495 53 cv-incl J:l'y+cv+c~y 64.66 2.01 33.1 6 

cu495 54 cv _eY,+cv 65.78 1.12 0.27 33.44 

cu495 55 cv J:l'Y+cv 63.99 2.69 33.06 

cu495 56 cv ..P:y+cv 66.95 0.79 33.17 

cu495 57 cv "p:y+cpy+cv 66.07 0.74 0.26 33.63 

cu495 59 cv cv+cpy 66.73 0.26 33.87 

cu495 - 60 cv cv+Cpy 65.64 1.02 33.11 

cu495 61 cv cv+ceY, 64.05 2.63 0.27 33.50 

cu495 62 cv ..P:Y..±£QY+cv 66.01 0.36 33.83 

cu495 63 cv cv+cpy 66.51 0.63 33.39 

cu495 64 cv cv+ceY, 66.42 0.67 33.56 

cu495 65 cv cpy+cv 65.77 1.62 33.73 

Total 

99.40 

99.89 

100.49 

100.34 

100.58 

100.04 

99.73 

99.44 

99.34 

99.00 

100.17 

99.69 

100.42 

100.20 

100.65 

100.70 

99.17 

96.97 

100.64 
99.60 

100.14 

100.05 

100.62 

99.73 

100.91 

100.92 

100.87 

99,91. 
100.45 

_100.20 

100.54 

100.65 - ---

101 .32 

~ 

-

- ---
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-~--~---~ -
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~.mte • WeiQht Percent I 

148 acce~table anal ses from 29 samples 

Sample Point analyzed assembl!9.e CuK FeK AsL 
cu495 66 cv-incl I ~~+cv+cpy 65.65 1.58 
cu495 67 CI/ eY.:+cP-)'+CI/ 65.37 2.13 
cu495 68 CI/ c~V+CI/ 65.51 1.39 0.26 
cu495 69 cv-incl '£Y'+CI/+cpY 67.11 0.93 0.26 
cu495 71 CI/ cv+ceY.: 66.36 1.21 
cu5008 77 CI/ dg+CI/+bn+cpy 65.15 4.26 

cu503 2 cv-incl ~ 66.13 1.64 

cu503 4 cv-jncl cv+ey.: 65.10 2.19 

cu503 5 cv-incl cViQY_ 65.62 2.77 
cu503 6 cv-inci cv+ey.: 64.26 2.65 
cu503 10 CI/ cv+cpy 68.97 0.27 

cu503 12 CI/ massive CI/ 66.27 
cu503 13 CI/ massive CI/ 67.44 

cu503 14 CI/ massive CI/ 65.76 
cu503 19 CI/ cv+cPY' 67.02 

cu503 23 CI/ cv+bn+..2~ 65.61 0.84 

cr"j~ analy~~reason in last comment column) 
cu204 49 cv-incl wolf+CI/+dg 64.02 0.29 

cu2148 94 cv-incl cv+en+PY' 63.51 3.39 

cu465 61 CI/ ..2P1+CI/+id 63.55 4.65 

cu465 63 cv? cPY'+CI/+id 61 .09 6.98 

cu465 66 CI/ cPV+CI/+id 68.34 
cu455 40 CI/ CI/+cpy-+oxide 38.57 23.71 
cu482 42 CI/ CI/+Q{l:Y'+Oxide 50.51 13.55 
cu503 3 cv-incl cV+PY' 66.06 2.42 

cu206 17 CI/ ~pJl+cv 66.07 

cu482 45 cv cv+cPY'+oxide 38.04 23.20 
cu487 82 cv '£p~+bn+cv 63.24 3.20 0.32 

cu487 83 cv Q{l:Y..:!"bn+cv 62.03 2.84 
cu494 38 cv cp~+cv 58.64 Q~ 
cu495 47 cv .£:t+CI/ 61.76 0.48 

cu495 58 CI/ QY..±fE:Y-+cv 67.92 0 .64 

SK Total 

33.69 100.93 

33.69 101.19 

33.09 100.24 
33.52 101.82 

33.63 101.20 

30.32 99.73 

33.54 101 .31 

33.12 100.40 

32.78 101 .17 

32.86 99.77 

31 .90 101.14 

33.33 99.59 

32.92 100.36 

32.80 98.56 

32.97 !!§l~ 
32.48 98.94 

30.81 98.47 

33.89 100.79 

34.32 102.52 

34.21 102.28 

33.86 102.19 

18.08 80.37 

25 .36 89.42 

33.62 102.09 

30.61 98.88 

19.31 80.55 

28.46 95.23 

29.38. 94.79 

28.23 93.45 

32.20 95.51 

33.71 102.27 

-- ._-- -

-

--------
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111211 in s",me sall1~I!l, suspect mixed 
sus~t enargite in Rart 
high total .. _ ---.. -. 

high total 
high!Q!<!!; not covellite (10.0 much.. (;u 
mix with oxide; - - --- -
Jaw total . ____ -
high total _______ _. 
P!obable mi~e(jal1aJyses -. 
low total; Fe . not cov~lite_. -
low total 

~ --- -

low total - --- -
!9w total _ .. _____ 
low tot"I ___ ___ . 
.high total - ._-- -

analyses 
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Covellile - Weight Percent I 
148 acceptable anal ses from 29 samples 

Sample Point analyzed assemblaqe 
cu476B 71 cv cv+e}" 
cu500B 75 OJ .Bg+cv+bn+cpy 
overall 
min 

max 

mean 
std dev 
n 
with chalco~rite 
min 

max 

mean 
std dev 
n 
with digenite but without CD\ 
min 
max 

mean 
std dev 
n 
with enargite (or DY only) 
min 
max 

mean 
std dev 
n 
detection limit 

------ "-

•.. _._-- --

.-.---.-~ --

"-
CuK FeK AsL SK Total -
48"61 1.75 8.40 58.76 low l<ltal - oxide -----
30"10 1.17 22.50 53.76 low total - mix with oxide 

--- -
._-

62.37 0.25 0.25 30.29 97.174 
69.39 4.36 0.35 34.52 101.99 

" -
66.18 1.56 0.28 33.06 100.07 -

1.16 0.93 0.03 0.74 0.8652 --
148 72 35 148 148 

identical to overall stats 
-~-

63.87 0.54 0.25 30.29 97.17 
69.39 2.57 0.34 34.52 101.37 
66.07 1.77 0.28 33.07 99 .71 -

1.27 0.64 0.03 0.97 0.98 
-

39 11 10 39 39 
marginally higher Cu and lower Fe - could be because of dgJilame_nts~ __ 

63.14 0.41 0.25 31.24 98.48 
67.95 4.36 0.35 34.32 101 .82 -- ----

66.01 2.00 0.29 33.12 100.16 "-------
1.04 1.03 0.05 0.64 0.88 

30 15 3 30 30 
higher Fe and As 

62.37 0.25 0.26 30.32 98 .97 --
68.07 4.26 0.28 33.87 101.82 -
65.83 1.45 0.27 33.19 100.34 ._- ~--

1.12 0.94 0.01 0.65 0.69 -
31 27 7 31 31 -

0.50 0.25 0.25 
"- -

>-' ... 
ex:> 



Bomite - Weight Percent t---------t 
36 acce(:.!:table samples in 14 sam(:.!:les 
.--- r - 1 - I 

Sam~ P~LnIJ Analyzed I Assemblage 1 CuK 1 FeK 1 SK I Tolal 

cu204 55 bn-inc! Dv+bn+dg 61.23 11 .43 25.58 98.24 1 I 
cu20SB 5 bn-incl dg-bn 60.47 12.S2 25.33 98.33 L 

cu205B 6 bn-incl dg-bn 61.36 12.31 25.13 98.80 

cu450 1 bn? c~y'+CIg+bn 62.69 11.66 25.97 100.32 

cu450 4 bn cv+id+dg+bn 62.84 10.85 26.18 99.871 _ 

cu450 5 bn? cv+id+dg+bn 62.85 11.24 26.31 100.40 

cu454B 80 bn dgj'bn+sulf 62.88 11 .32 24.96 ~. __ _ 

cu4548 84 bn ma+bn+c~y' 62.69 

l_cu46~_r ____ gZ bn dg+bn+ga+py'__ 62.92 

i cu467!- 33 bn -!!g+bn+col+(:.!:y' 63.30 10.32 _~mt _ 98.71 __ _ 

cu467B 49 bn sph+bn+cpy 62.46 11 .69 25.3~~5 _. _ _ 

11.4 1 1.25.341~._ 
11 .05 - -£:::>.31 1 99.28_, __ 

cu467B 57 bn sph+bn+c!g.±.ga 61.28 11.33 25.20 _ 97.81 _____ . 

cu467B 58 bn sDh+bn+dg+ga 63.26 10.41 25.09 98.76 __ . ___ _ 

I

CU467B ~ 1 bn bn+c~y'+dg-cv 62.68 11.27 25.13 99.07 __ 

cu476A 21 bn 2~+c2~+dg+bn 62.35 12.24 2§1l 100.36 

cu476A 22 bn do+bn+en 62.66 11 .59 26.18 100.44 1 1 
cu4768 65 bn bn+CIg-exsal 62.71 11.49 25.72 99.92 

cu476B 68 bn CI?y'+b~+dg+PY 61.49 12.51 25.28 99.28 

cu481A 95 bn :!y'+CIg+bn+s(:.!:h+en 64.35 11 .52 25.59 101 .46 

cu482 26 bn bn+ey. 62.51 11 .82 25.31 99.65 I 
cu482 27 bn bn+(l'y' 61.66 12.36 25.53 99.54 

cu482 29 bn J~}'+bn+cv 62.53 11.25 24.55 98.33 I 
cu482 32 bn-incl py+bn 60.79 13.06 25.32 99.17 

cu494 23 bn cD}:+bn+CIg+cv 62.94 11.27 25.50 99.72 

I
CU494 80 bn bn+rutile 62.96 11.45 25.69 100.10 I 
cu500B 73 bn dg+cv+bn+cey. 60.53 12.67 26.37 99.57 

cu5QOB 74 bn dg+cv+bn+cey. 61 .68 11.88 25.34 98.91 

cuSOOB 80 bn bn+dg±ey. 61.43 11.30 25.39 98.12 

cu500B 81 bn bn+dg 64.14 11.04 25.37 100.55 

cu500B 83 bn bn+dg 61 .73 11.35 2S.34 98.41 

1 cuS03 7 bn-incl Dy'+bn 60.69 13.50 25.30 99.49 

Icu503 17 bn-incl bn+cpy' 61 .93 12.17 25.36 99.46 

Lcu503 24 bn bn+.ga 62.55 11.55 25.33 99.43 

..... 
~ 

'" 



Bomite • Weight Percent I 
36 acce~ble samQles in 14 samgles 

Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage CuK 
cu509 80 bn dg+bn 63.58 
cu509 87 bn dg+bn 64.94 

cu509 89 bn _~+dg+bn 63.80 

!!!Jected A!!!I!v.:ses 
cu476A 24 bn bn+da+cv 58.80 
cu2058 19 bn-incl bn+dg 34.65 
cu4548 85 bn-incomDI mo+bn+dg+eY. __ ~? 
cu4548 86 bn-incompl mo+bn+dg+eY: 50.42 

cu500A 36 bn? bn+~+ev 35.72 

stoichiometric bornite 25.55 

mean 62.41 - ------
~- .. _-- - 1.06 

",ax - ._- 64.94 
rnJ!L ___ .- .. ~ 

60.47 

n 36 .---
~ction limit (:).s!gma LOO) 0.50 

FeK SK 
10.78 25.80 

10.53 25.73 

11 .71 25 .67 

13.32 30.06 
27.54 40.19 

9.45 23.29 
9.37 23.46 

25.27 40.41 

11 .13 63.32 

11 .61 25.48 
0.70 0.38 

13.50 26.37 
10.32 24.55 

36 36 

0.25 

Total 

100.15 

101 .20 

101.19 

102.18 
102.38 
80.75 
83.25 

101.40 

100.00 

99.50 
0.88 

101.46 
97.81 

36 

_. --
--

-.. -

low CU· higl1lO1<>L 
high total 
low total 
102 total 
closer to gl'-y' _ __ 

---

---
-

--

>-' 
U1 
o 



Idaite - Weiaht Percent 

6 acceptable analyses from 2 sam les 

Sample Point Ana_l~ed Assembl~e 

cu450 3 id? cY+id+dQ+bn 
cu465 53 id? c2>::+cv+id 
cu465 55 id? E2}1:+cv+id 
cu465 57 id? c2},,+bn+dg+col 
cu465 59 id ce.Y.:+id 
cu465 65 id cl;!:t+cv+id 

fu.iecled~_ses 
cu210 76 id? I py+Cv+rt 
cu454B 72 id? cv+sullate 
cu465 58 id? cpv+bn+dg+col 
cu455 47 cv-massiye cv+Cpy+oxide 
cu1828 64 cv-incl en+cv!2Y------:----
cu450 8 id? cp+id+cy+bn 
cu465 62 id ~+cv+id 
cu495 51 id? I py+id? 

bornite 
stoichiometric idaite 

mean 

sid 

max 
min 

n 

detection limits ~gma LOO) 

CuK FeK 

57.20 9.71 
58.97 8.69 

58.39 9.15 

57.41 11 .35 

57.42 10.13 
58.05 9.38 

46.23 12.29 

51 .45 15.73 

53.91 8.63 

58.37 7.57 

61 .87 4.86 
57.35 10.13 

57.79 10.17 
57.92 8.11 

63.32 11.13 
56.14 9.87 

57.91 9.73 

0.63 0.85 

58.97 11.35 

57.20 8.69 

6 6 

0.50 0.25 

SK 

34.71 

34.26 

34.41 

29.42 

34.32 

34.21 

29.18 

24.51 

32.37 

33.54 

34.32 

34.87 

34.29 

36.48 

25.55 
33.99 

33.55 

1.86 

34.71 

29.42 

6 

Total 
101.62 

101 .92 

101.95 

98.19 
101.87 

101 .63 

102.18 

91.69 

94.92 

99.49 

101 .05 

102.35 

102.25 
102.51 

101 .20 

1.35 
101 .95 

98.19 

6 

not colusite 

low lotal 
low total 

I orobablv an idaite 
I orobabl~ an idaite 
high total 
high total 
hiah total 

r
U1 
r-



~~Ieibend Covellite - W~ght Percent 
6 acceptable analyses from 5 sam les 

Sample Point analyzed assemblage CuK 

cu203A 32 bcv c~y+dg+cV+Seh.±PL 72.65 

cu467B 52 bcv bn+dg.±9?y. 69.62 
cu474A 13 bcv dg+cv+col 69.05 

cu467 85 bcv cl!Y.+bn+cv 69.28 
cu467 87 bcv bn+cv 71.12 

cu494 26 bcv dgj'cv 71.37 
cu494 30 bcv cey'+bn+da+cv 70.46 

cu494 32 bcv ~y'+bn+dg+cv 68.60 

Stoichiometric Com~slllons 
covellile I 66.47 

),arrowite I 72.35 

spionkopite 73.51 

mean 70.30 

sid 1.26 

max 72.65 

min 66.60 

n 8 

Rejected Analyses 

cu487 88 bcv? cl?Y+CV 66.20 

I 
detection limits (3sigma LOa) 0.50 

FeK AsL SK 

1.59 25.13 

28.52 

26.62 

3.92 0.25 27.76 

1.66 27.09 

0.60 28.29 

2.0' 26.95 
0.85 29.51 

33.53 

27.65 

26.49 

1.78 0.25 27.76 

1.08 0.00 1.28 

~ 0.25 29.51 

0.60 0.25 25.13 

6 1 6 

0.78 0.26 29.67 

0.25 0.25 

Total 

99.37 

98.1' 
97.67 

101 .21 
99.67 

100.26 

99.47 
99.16 

99.42 

1.01 

101.21 
97.B7 

6 

96.91 

-

--
--

---

low total' co'!.ellite Qu 

.-

f-' 
U1 
N 



Chalc.Qp~rite . Weight Percent I 
14 acce2.ta~le anal~ses from 12 sameles 

Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage 
cu203A 37 ce~ '£p~+dg+cv+sp"!!±py_ 

cu204 60 ce~ lD.'+cp':~+? 
cu454B 75 ce~ E~~ 
cU455 __ 51 ce~ ~j'+CV 
cu465 64 cey. .fl?'~+cv+id 
cu4676 50 c~ ~l?'h+bn+cp"Y: 
cu4676 67 cl?'Y: ~:i+bn+dg'±f:!y. 
cu478 __ 50 cJ.l~ ~)'+cv+OXide 
cu482 35 c~ cPY.+I?':t+cv 
cu482 43 COY cv+CDv+oxide 
cU494 __ 24 c~ ~y'+bn+d9+cv 
cu503 25 -_.....£~ ~y~a 
cu507A _ 68 .. ---.f~ ~p~+dg~ph 
cu509 91 ~_. __ cl?Y. fP)'+bn+d9~_h __ 

-- - -
ReJected Analyses 
.cu455 ~ __ 

' - 43 _ ~Y: ~p':V 
~u~~ ___ 52 . __ ce~ ~j'+CV 
cu495 70 cv·cp'y~ ~~ 
cu450 7 c~ cp+id+cv+bn 

stoichiometric chalco .yrite 

mean 

.!!L._ 
max 
min 

n 

CuK FeK 

33.72 1-,29.82 
33.41 30.82 

35.00 30.53 

33.76 30.29 

35.47 30.77 

36.17 29.58 
34.52 30.44 

35.62 30.51 

34.49 31.24 

35.24 30.35 

35.30 29.87 

35.29 30.07 
34.92 31 .26 

35.74 30.73 

47.74 17.36 
48.84 l6.7!!, 
53.78 13.44 

35.62 30.86 

34.63 ~3 

34.90 30.45 
0.79 0.48 

36.17 31.26 

33.41 29.58 

14 14 

SK Total 
34.71 98.25 
34.93 99.16 
34.72 100.25 
34.47 98.52 
35.51 101.75 
34.34 100.09 
34.29 99.25 
35.09 101 .23 

34.47 100.20 

34.62 100.22 

34.56 99.73 
35.51 100.87 

35.43 101.61 

35.20 101.67 

33.95 99.06 

33.51 99.13 

33.94 101.16 

35.65 102.12 

34.94 

34.85 100.20 

0.42 1.10 
35.51 101.75 

34.29 98.25 

14 14 

-

r- -

nolcRY _ 
notcp..~ __ 

not cpy 

high total 

.. ~-- .. 

..... 
<J1 
W 



Colusite • Weight Percent 

18 analy'ses from 5 sa~les 

SamDle Point Analyzed Assemblage lnK CuK FeK AsL SK 
cu467A 22 col dg+col 52.30 10.64 31.89 
cu467A 24 col do+col 59.31 8.45 29.20 
cu467A 30 col dg+bn+col+p-y' 49.46 1.37 16.7 1 ~ 
cu467A 31 col dg+bn+col+p"y' 50.33 2.76 11 .09 31.83 
cu467A 34 col dg+bn+col 50.89 12.28 32.29 
cu474A 17 col .Qg+cv+col 52.43 11 .00 32.98 
cu474A 20 col dg+col 51.31 0.61 11 .35 31.88 
cu480 44 col dg+cv+en 50. 13 8.67 30.85 
cu481A 101 col cv+dg+col 45.04 12.00 29.44 
cu489 90 col dg+col+sQt!+R}' 1.24 48.22 5.57 29.60 
cu489 92 col dg+col+~y_ 2.84 46.36 0.76 4.29 29.14 
cu469 98 col da+cv+col 4.15 44.89 2.06 28.85 
cu489 99 col dg+cv+col 3.42 45.39 0.71 2.99 29.7 1 
cu489 103 col-ind ~dg+col 1.44 47.79 6.13 30.05 
cu489 105 col dg+cv+col(2?1 6.29 42.30 0.63 0.60 28.68 
cu489 106 col dg+cv+col(2?) 2.93 40.30 8.52 1.17 28.52 
cu4B9 108 col dg+cv+c~~ ~ 42.25 1.28 28.65 
cu489 109 col dg+cv+col([?:L ~ 39.82 8.75 0.26 28.91 

min 1.24 39.82 0.61 0.26 28.52 
max 6.29 59.31 12.00 16.71 32.98 
mean 3.56 47.70 4.01 6.74 30.23 
std 1.56 4.81 4.21 4.82 1.44 
n 9 18 r-9 17 18 

Relected anal),ses 
cu489 104 col-incl p-y'+dg+col 49.63 0.80 10.51 31.50 
cu474A 10 col dg+cv+col? 49.94 9.39 28.14 
cu474A 12 col dg+cv+col 52.18 9.59 31.22 
cu474A 14 col? sing!!!..grain 51.83 9.19 31 .58 
cu4S7A 23 col dg+col 50.97 7.83 27.90 

cu481A 100 col? cv+OO+col? 46.41 12.13 29.50 
cu441 91 en-col? dg+cv+en 49.74 7.63 30.64 

Detection Limit (3sigma LOa) 0.80 0.50 0.25 0.25 

-----
-----

- -
SnL SbL V 

0.74 _ 3}0 -
_ 1_.Q? _ 2.16 

------ --
- - ~96 

3.19 

~25 

3.04 -
4.42 0.46 _~47 

14.80 ------
10.43 2.85 

12.51 2.65 --
16.51 ~ --
15.02 1.98 ---
10.45 1.76 ---
20.36 -----
17.78 -----
18.93 1.35 --
~ -----

4.42 0.46 __ 01§. 
20.36 2.85 ~Q 
14.57 1.64 2.91 
4.55 0.77 _0.40 

11 9 __ 7 

--
3.15 ~73 --

- ~ 
0.56 3.28 

0.47 2.80 

0.46 2.59 

15.02 

5.04 ~ 

-----
0.50 ~.40 0.20 

- -

--- - -

---- -~ -_.-

-- ~--- -
Total ---

_ 9B.~8 X 

l00.~ 0 -

__ 99.26 X 
-----

98.98 X 
-

98.65 X 

99.67 X -.- -

__ 98 :.~ X ----
. 97.84 X - -

__ '0-.1.28 0 -- -
98.13 0 --

~!! 0 

~3![ ~ - -

99.43 0 

_ [7....:-83 '2..-- _ -
__ 99.05 0 ----
_ 99.22 Q. _-

~ "-----
_.10~ 0 ____ 

--. -
97.73 --- -

_101.44 -_. ---
_ 9JhQ.5 ---

1.04 - - -__ IJl ----
--

---
- 92:.3_3 10,",-total 

90.23 low total -- - --

96.84 low total 
~6 low total 
~ low total _ 
~7 higb totaL 

96.10 low total 

------ -

- -- -
f-' 
U1 ... 



.Enargit~ An"ly~e§.~eight Percent ' ==I---'-=- , _ I [- :-1- -- 1- ~ 
20 acceptable analyses 'r1Jl.samples - I ---I - I - - -~ - --- ~-

r- 1 -~ - 1--'-- ._--
.-----~ ----- - --
Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage ZnK CuK FeK AsL S K SbL Total 

.£u1828 53 en en+sulfale+py' 48.38 __ 16.05 30.59 4.32 ~9:~1 

I cu1826 56 en en+sulfate+py' 49.24
1

_ . 18.83 31 .97 1--100.03 _ , ____ ~ 
cu1828 57 __ e!!:grain en+eY. 48.93 ___ 17.55 31 .86 1.B4 100 . 1~ _____ _ 

culB2B 58 en-massive en+~y' 48.62 18.22 31 .83 0.921--99.59 
~ --

cu182B 60 en en+cv+~ 48.33 1.54 17.91 31 .75 0 .92_ -.100.44 _________ _ 

cu1828 84 en en+~y' 4B.28 __ 17.92 31 .72 _~1'~l--- _ 99~9 _~._~ __ 
cu199 17 en I py'+cv+en+s(:1h 50.29 17.95 33.02 101 .26 

cu199 16 en py+cv+en+s~h 49.69 0 .50 17.66 32.95 101 .2~ __ _ 

cu2148 92 en? cv+en+py' 49.64 __ 18.99 32.37 101.QO _____ j __ . ___ ~ 
cu441 94 en en+dg+cv+s(lh 49.94 18.81 31 .86 100.61 __ 

cu441 95 en en+dg+ev+sph 49.43 • . ____ _ 18.62 32.17 
-~--~---

cu4618 29 en dg+cv+en+py 48.52 \_ 

cu461B 32 en dg+cv+en+p~ 48.92 1_ 
cu4618 33 en cv+dg+en+p~ 50.04 \_ 
cu461B 34 en en+cv 49.84 I _ 

I 
cu465 52 en? cpy'+cv+en I I 49.381-----J 
cu480 39 en dg+cv+en+eY. __ ~ ~_~ 49.55 ~ ___ I_ 
cu481 A 96 en J!y'+dg+bn+s~h+en I j 50.13l--1 

I
cu461A 97 enli>~+dg+bn+~lCh+en _L 50.54 1_ 1. 

cu481A 99 en cv+dg+en 1---1 49.441~1_ 

17.55 32.47 

18.00 31 .63 
18.61 32.00 

18.53 32.16 

16.62 33.00 

17.62 31 .98 

17.63 32.49 

18.25 32.60 

16.00 32.43 

TennantUe 
l=j __ 1 

-~ ~-~ 

19.58 26.05 

19.56 28.29 

20.03 27.30 

5 20.29 27.30 
-~.---,-~-------

19.~ 26.51 

TennantilelTetrahedrite+mlssingcomJl'onent ____ ~__ _ ___ _ _ . ___ _ 

cu205B __ 1~1 en en+cv+dg±py_ 5.92 42.89 8.67 _2~\-~.50 _ 91.7?. 10~totaL . te!!:ahedrJ!.~missing a component 
cu2058 _ _ 1~4 en en+cv+dg+py 6.49 41 .90 ___ 8.59_ 25.77 ---.:! 0.74 ._ 93.49 Jpw tot~L te!!:ahedrite miSSing a component 
cu205B _ _ 1~5 en en"tcv+dg 6.92 42.25 8.81 25.89 11 .66 95._53: low tojal _ JeJ'!lhedrite mis~ing a component 
cu2058 __ 1~7 en en+cv+dg 6.49 40.96 _ 8 .55 _ 25..:.~ _10.9~ _ 92.J.~ low tot~! tetrahedrlt~_missing a component 
cu2058 21 en cv+dg+en+py_ 6.43 42.14 10.56 25.93 8 .71 93.77 low totaL tel~ahedrite missing a component 

f-' 
III 
III 



~gite Analyses - Weight Percent --
20 acceptable anal~ses in 8 sam~les 

-I----
Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage ZnK CuK FeK AsL 

~gile 48.41 19.02 

mean ERR 49.37 1.22 18.09 

sid ERR 0.68 ~ 0.65 

max ERR 50.54 1.64 18.99 

min ERR 48.28 0.50 16.05 

n 0 20 3 20 

Other re' ected 3ra'YSeS 
cu476A 23 en dg+bn+en 50.61 19.10 

I 
Detection limit (3siQma LOa) 0.80 0.50 0 .25 0.25 

------

SK SbL 

--
32.57 

32.14 1.40 

~ 1.01 

p 02 4.32 

30.59 ~'!. 
20 12 

34.69 

0.40 

-,-- -
-- -- -
_.- -- --

-- -
Total --

- - - - -. 

----
100.62 

O.BO -
101.95 

99.15 -,-,--
20 

--- --
-- ---_._-

104.40 .bight01~_ 

I--' 
lJ1 

'" 



~l?haJerite - Weight Percent I 
~c_ep-table sam les in 7 samples 

Sample Point analyzed assemblage ZnK CuK 
cu199 9 sph p~p-h 68.09 
cu203A 24 s~h J?y+cv+sp-h 64.98 1.58 
cu203A 30 sph cv+sph+dg 65.40 1.35 
cu203A 35 s~h ~g+cv+sph+p)" 66.52 1.22 
cu206 13 sph sph+dg+cv 67.23 0.76 
cu206 14 sl'l1. ~g+cv 68.00 0.61 
cu206 15 sph .§!h+dg+cv 66.00 0.58 
cu206 16 s~h sph+dg+cv 67.36 0.63 
cu441 96 sph en+da+cv+sph 69.33 
cu441 97 sph en+dg+cv+sph 68.92 
cu467B 51 s~-mass. seh+bn+cpy 69.33 
cu467B 55 ~~ ~ph+bn+d9'±9a 68.33 
cu467B 66 sph sPh+py+aa 68.85 
cu489 89 sl'l1. ..Q.9+X+sph+py' 69.33 -
cu50t 25 sph bn+cpy+dg+sph 67.26 

cuS09 82 ~f!!1 sph+dg+cv 63.71 8.62 

cuS09 83 sph sph+dg+cv 60.13 10.02 
cuS09 90 sph cDv+bn+dg+sDh 62.35 7.84 
cu199 13 sph !y'+cv+sph 61.19 7.05 
cu441 86 sl'l1. ..£9+CV+SDh 65.69 4.22 
cuS03 16 sl'l1. sph+cv 68.28 1.41 
cuS07A 70 sph cpy.±<Jg+sph 65.72 4.49 

cu199 12 sph I Dy'+CV+SDh 67.76 
cu199 15 sph .E.y'+cv+en+sph 68.03 1.20 
cu481A 93 sph I Dy'+dg+bn+s~ 69.65 

cu481A 98 sph Ipy+dg+bn+sph+en 68.45 1.41 
cuS07A 72 sph cDy..±5!9~h 61.39 t--4,68 

~I!halerite 66.41 

---
67.66 0.96 

sld __ .. 1.39 0.38 

-

FeK SK Total 
33.64 101.73 

0.36 32.50 99.42 

32.58 99.33 

.~ 32.49 101.43 
32.83 100.61 
32.71 101 .32 

32.82 99.40 

33.59 101.82 -
32.22 101.55 
32.41 101.32 
32.48 101 .81 
32.54 100.88 

32.73 101.58 
32.39 101 .72 

33.42 100.68 

---
32.16 104.49 

31.80 102.25 -
1.04 32.22 103.46 
1.21 32.38 101.82 

31 .51 102.25 
32.43 102.11 

0.93 32.82 103.97 

0.79 33.71 102.26 

33.59 102.82 
33.34 102.99 
32.76 102.61 

2.85 32.55 101.48 

33.59 100.00 

0.63 32.76 100.99 

0.27 0.43 0.87 

-

--- .-

-
-

-

-
- -

-

I 

-----] 
-----

- -
...!}!.gh Cu - possible multigr~llPeam p-oint 

high Cu - ~ssible_ multigrain beam poi~ 

.!J.!.gh Cu - po_s~ble m..!illlg!..ain beam eoint 

.b.!gh Cu - p~~le muJ!igrain beam pOint 

.!J.igh Cu - possible mix 
lJ.igh total -----_.-
high total - -

.!!!.gh total '-'---
~ghtot~l 

.hig.!Uo!al --
high tolal 

'-'- -- -

---- ... --------_ . 

- -

f-' 
en 

" 



Sphalerite· Weight Percent 

~ptable samples in 7 samples 

Sample Point analvzed assemblage ZnK CuK 

max 69.33 1.58 

min 64 .98 0.58 

n 15 7 

detection limit ~gma LOa) 0.80 0.50 

FeK SK Total 

0.90 33.64 101.82 

0.36 32.22 99.33 

2 15 15 

0.25 

- - --_. -
- ._-

-- - -

- -

>-' 
U1 
ex> 



PY'rite - Weight Percent 1 _ __ ~ 

16 acceptable analyses from 9 samples 

I Sample Point 1 Analyzed 1 Assembla.e 1 ZnK 1 CuK 1 FeK 1 AsL 1 SKI Total
l ---

cu1828 54 1 py en+sulfale+e~ _ _ _ 1 I 46.61~1 53.67 1-..!00.61 
cu1828 59 ov en+pv 46.45 1 0.34 53.56 100.35 

cu1828 62 1 I')' l en+cv+p~ I 46.661 I 53.26 1 99.92 1 
cu203A 38 rN cDV+dCJ+CV+SDh+DV 0.54 46.92 53.76 101.21 

J-"!'204 54 1 P.l'-incl I woll+P.l' ~----1 54.17 1 100.31 11 ___ ___ _ 
cu2058 1 OV DV+dq+cv I 46.65 1 I 53.83 100.48 

I
cu4618 36 1 py ll!9~p.~ I 46.931~ 53.77 1 101.03,11 _______ _ 
cu4618 38 ovl da+pV 0.69 46.61 I 53.12 100.42 

cu467A 29 1 pyJ dg+bn+~~ I H 47.34 1 I 53.65 1 100.99 11 ______ ------
cu4678 68 rN I SDh+DV+Qa 47.35 0.29 54.15 101.79 

Icu4768 69 1 1')' 1£p.~+bn;:Qg~ I 46.77 1 0.34 1 53.77 100.87 
cu4768 72 rN CV+OV 46.97 54.13 101.11 

Icu482 34 1 fJY_I_2~+CV+d9 I 46.67 1 0.33 1 54.061 101.06 1 
cu482 36 rN CDV+DV+CV 47.59 53.78 101.38 

Icu489 ~L-1')'1·2Y.±<K.l 1----1 I 47.22 1 0.32 1 53.56 1 101J.Q 
cu489 I 961 OV DY+do I 47.15 53.79 100.94 

stoichiometric pyrite I 46.55 1 I 53.45 1 100.00 
I mean 46.88~1 53.75 1_ 100.85._ 
sid 0.37 1 0.02 0.29 0.46 

I max ERR 47.59 1-,0",.3",4'i-=~ 
min ERR 46.14 0.29 

In 0 1 2 1 16 1----1.J 16 1 16 1_ ---

. Rejected Anal}'ses I 1 1 1-1- 1-1 1 -- - .. 
cu4678 I 60 1 Py sph+py 2.18 I 46.29 0.26 1 53.89 102.62 hiqh total: oossible mixed analvses with soh 

f---+~--I----I----II--I 1----1- 1--·- .~--

deleclion limil (3si9ma LOa) 0.80 I 0.50 I 0.25 1 0.25 1 ~_L __ __. 

I-' 
U1 

'"' 



Wolframite - Weight Percent 

13 ana!y~s from 2 samoles - All incom~lete ana!yses 

Samole Point Analyzed Assemblage CuK FeK AsL 
cu204 41 wolf cv-tdg+wolf 0.65 
cu204 42 wolf wolf+cv+~ 1.04 0.29 
cu204 46 wolf wolf+~~-tdg+CY 1.11 0.27 
cu204 50 wolf wolf+cv+dg 0.52 1.73 
cu204 61 wolf wolf+CY+dg±~~_ 1.21 1.13 
cu204 62 wolf-incl .~~+wolf 2.21 

cu204 63 wolf-incl l'~+wwolf _ . .3-2'.1 p 2.§. 
cu205A 29 wolf dg+cv+wolf 1.13 0.97 ---
cu205A 30 wolf dg+cv+wolf 0.54 3.88 
cu205A 31 wolf dg+cv+wolf - -----

E,.u205A 32 wolf dg+cv+wolf 2.86 

cu205A 33 wolf dg+cv+woJf 0.73 1.65 
cu205A 34 wolf dg+cv+wolf 1.84 

stoichiometric hubnerite MnW04 
mean 0.99 1.86 0.27 

sid 0.46 1.01 0.02 

max 1.84 3.88 0.29 
min 1-'_- 0.52 0.65 0.25 
n 6 11 3 

detection limit (3sigma LOOl __ 0.50 0.25 0.25 

MnK WM 

51.86 

52.10 

51.24 

52.51 

52.55 

52.73 

53.36 

1 ~23 2 8.89 

11.94 58.92 

_152~ 2 8.37 

12.24 ~8.95 

13.58 58.17 

14.67 ~~~ 

~---

1--60.72 18.14 
13.65 55.30 

1.21 3.24 

15.22 59.25 

11.94 51.24 

6 13 

0.40 0.50 

-

-----_ ._-

--~-

Total 

52.51 

53.43 

52.62 

54.77 
--.-~~ 

54.88 ----
__ 54.93 _ 

. 

56.85 

75.22 

7529 

73.59 
. 

74.05 -
74.13 - -~ --

_75.76. 
~----

7Sll6 
~~---

t--21.14 
63.69 

10.23 

75.76 

52.51 
__ 13 

.-

--

>-' 

'" o 



Galena - Weight Percent 
13 anal~ses from 6 sam~les 

Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage ZnK 

cu4618 22 ga gat<lg 
cu4618 23 ~ _gat<lg 
cu467A 26 ~ ..Qg7bn+ga+~~ 

cu4678 53 ~ ~Jl+bn+dg±ga 

cu4678 54 ~ -,,~h+bn+dg±ga 

cu4678 65 ~ ~h+l!Y.±ga 

cu4~~ 67 ~ -,,~h+Ey.±ga 

cu474A 18 ga 9"±JlV 
cu474A 19 9i! ~+QI'.. 
cu500A 35 9i! I bn±9'l+1!Y 
cu500A 37 ga ga+bnt<lg 
cu503 20 9i! ga+bn+cp'y' 
cu503 21 ga I aa+bn+cDV 

detecJiQD IimiL(:3s191Tl11 LOQ) 0.80 

CuK FeK SK 

12.09 

-~ --- 12.24 

12.78 

12.02 

12.39 

0.55 12.40 

0.84 12.46 

1.51 13.10 

0.54 1.92 12.80 

1.17 12.66 

0.61 1.03 12.92 

3.1 3 12.58 

1.59 12.41 

0.50 0.25 0.25 

PbM 

85.83 

86.73 

88.85 

86.05 

85.86 

85.86 

85.41 

89.53 

89.25 

88.86 

89.08 

85.31 

86.61 

1.20 

--

---
Total 
97.92 

......lQ.l.1Q. 
101 .64 

98.08 

98.26 

98.82 

98.71 

104.14 

104.51 

102.69 

103.63 

101 .02 

100.61 

f-' 
0\ 
f-' 



Fe-oxides - wei~ hI r,Jercenl - ---

-----
Sample Point Analyzed Assemblaqe ZnK CuK FeK AsL SK MnK CaK 
cu441 87 Fe-oxide _e~t<lxide 54.55 
cu441 88 Fe-oxide £l't<lxide 5.99 24.97 1.88 _ 1.J.l 
cu455 39 Fe-oxide cv+cDY+oxide 55.41 0.32 
cu455 41 Fe-oxide cv+gl-.Y+Oxide 0.53 55.48 0.27 
cu455 45 Fe-oxide ~+oxide 0.50 55.02 0.37 
cu460 2 Fe-oxide oxide 62.80 0.29 
cu460 21 Fe-oxide oxide 62.62 
cu474A 15 Fe-oxide dg+Oxide 1.38 50.38 0.50 0.19 
cu474A 16 Fe-oxide dg+oxide 1.24 50.08 0.75 0.66 
cu478 47 Fe-oxide ~Y+CV+<lxide 63_92 0.26 
cu476 48 Fe-oxide g>-.Y+CV+Oxide 61.89 0.38 

cu476 51 Fe-oxide cl?Y.+CV+Oxide 64_15 

cu482 38 Fe-oxide cv+Cpy'+Oxide 1.98 52.89 0.36 1.81 -- ---
cu462 39 Fe-oxide cv~+oxide 1.61 53.87 0.25 0.55 

cu482 40 Fe.-oxide cv~+oxide 1.53 53.64 0.40 

cu482 41 Fe-oxide cv+~+oxide 1.45 54.94 0.34 

cu482 48 Fe-oxide cv+oxide 52.91 0.37 

1--. 
Samole Point Analyzed Assemblaae CuK FeK AuM WM CaK VK SiK 
cu503 11 rutile 1.44 1.09 

cu503 22 rutile rutile+c~y 0.59 0. 10 

cu183B 85 rutile 
cu476A 19 rutile ce~+rt 0.25 

cu478 49 rutile c~+cv+oxide 1.01 0.63 --
cu210 73 rutile P'y+cv+rt 1.23 

cu210 75 rutile _Q~+cv+rt 0.98 ---
cu210 79 rutile £I'+cv+rt 0.61 1.89 0.08 

cu509 81 rutile rutile 0.18 -
cu509 92 rutile c~+bn+dg+sph 0.70 0.39 0.10 ---__ 0.2g 

---

--
VK 

--

0.20 

0.22 

0.35 

c----

AIK 

-- -

--

-- --

--- - .. _-
- -- .- -

--- ---- -

--- - - -

SiK AIK TiK Total 

54.55 - --
33.96 ---- - --

---- - - _ 55.73 

56.27 --- -- --

55.89 --
0_15 --.s.3.45 .-

62.84 ------- -- --
2.22 1.23 ---- - ~.89 

4.89_ _ 2.24 59.85 

0.2~ __ 0~19 ---- 64.98 
0.94 __ 0,§1 0_19 64.21 -
0.13 64.28 ---

57.04 --------
--- - - _ 51),29 

55.57 

56.73 --------

--- ----- --- 2 3.28 , 

--- - --~--- ---- -

- -
TiK Total 

50.00 52.54 - .-
50.81 51.50 -- ---
53.11 2 3.11 -- -
~2.94 ~3.20 -

53.24 ~88 - - _.-
. 52.87 __ 54.10 

53.05 54.03 

52.31 54.89 
-

53.96 54.13 
- - -

53.33 54.73 -
f-' 
0\ 
IV 



Sulphate Minerals - weight ercent 

Sample Point Analyzed Assemblage 

cu182B 55 sulfate en+sulfate+p-y' 
cu205B 10 sulfate cv+dg+sulfate 

cu454B 73 sulfate cv+sulfate 
cu454B 74 sulfate cv+suHate 
cu454B 78 sulfale cv+cp.Y.+sulf 
cu4548 81 sulfate dg+bn+sulf 
cu4618 25 sulfate dg:t~+sulfate 

cu489 94 sulfate pv+sph+sulf 

CuK SK CaK 

20.47 27.49 

21.07 27.69 

1.40 21.84 27.64 

20.92 27.67 

21 .44 27.93 

18.99 25.87 

0.54 20.75 27.55 

21.78 27.89 

Total 

47.96 

48.76 

50.89 

48.59 

49.37 

44.86 

48.84 

49.67 

anhy~ 

anhydrile 

anhydrite 

anhydrite 

anhyd.~~ 

anhyjrile 

~hydrit~ 

anhydrite 

>-' 

'" (,oJ 



APPENDIXB 

X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSES 

X-ray diffraction analyses were done at the Fission Track Research Laboratory, Earth 

Sciences Department, Dalhousie University. The analyses were performed on small sub-samples 

by standard powder diffraction. An automated Philips lOOk V generator and diffractometer unit 

was used for mineral identification by powder diffractometry. The very fine-grained granular 

material was powdered in acetone by hand in an agate mortar. The powdered sample was placed 

on a glass microscope slide and mounted in the diffractometer (in some cases, an amorphous, 

single crystal silica mount was used to reduce the background response from the mount itself). 

The sample and x-ray detector were rotated at a known rate with respect to a CuKct x-ray source. 

Energy detected was recorded and processed automatically. Output consists of a peak list, energy 

response curve, and peak match fit lists for various search routines (Cuesta Report, 1996). Peak 

lists are included for each sample. Sample numbers are descriptive terms, e.g., cu199gyp is a 

sample of gypsum from cu199. 
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file: CUI 99GYP. OI :a ·Oec·t996 11:12 
::;;;::::::::::==: ::::: := ===:====:::::=====:=========:::=;=====:====::= ========:;: 

Ph illi ps Ana ly t ica l X·Ray S. U. PC -APO, Oiffr action soft ~i r e 

Angle 
[.2i) 

11.560 
17 .565 
20 .590 
20.665 
23 .300 
25.405 
26.585 
28.000 
29 .040 
31.005 
31.985 
33.165 
33.270 
34.411 
35.300 
35 .880 
36.475 
37.270 
39.270 
40. 565 
42 .090 
43 .205 

5a1ple identification: cu19~gyp 

Data .. asured at : 20·Apr·1996 11:1(:00 

Oiffracto .. ter typ,: PW37 10 SASEO 
Tube anode: Cu 

Generator tension [ku): 40 
Generator current [IA]: .S 
Wmlength Alpha l [): 1.1a060 
Wavelength Alpha2 [): l.sm9 

Intensity rHio (alpha2lalphal ): O.SOO 
Divergence slit: 1: 
Receiving slit: 0.1 

Konochrolator used: YES 

Start angl, [.2i): 10 .000 
End angle [.2i): 90 .000 
St,p silt [.2i) : 0.020 

/laxilu, intensity: 2959.360 
Ii .. per ,t,p [s): O.SOO 

Typ, of scan: CONTINUOUS 

NinilUi puk tip . idth: 0.00 
""ilul p .. 1 tip .idth: 1.00 

P,.k b.s, ,idth: 2.00 
"inilul significance: 0.75 

NUlber of p .. I,: 62 

d·"I" d-VlIUI Peak .idth P"I i, t SIC\. int 
'1 [] '2 [] [a2i) [counts) [COURtS) 

7.64SS 7.6076 0.200 2959 42 
5.0451 5.0575 0.320 11 21 
1.3102 U20S O.OSO IS32 IS 
4.2947 1.3053 O.OSO 1467 IS 
3.S146 3.S240 0.100 2510 17 
3.5031 3.5118 0.160 16 16 
3.3503 3.3585 o .2S0 72 16 
3.1841 3.1919 0. 160 38 16 
3.0724 3.0799 0.220 2663 IS 
i.8S20 2.8891 0.140 296 IS 
2.7959 2.8028 0.200 67 14 
2.6991 2.7057 0.040 266 14 
2.6908 2.6974 0.100 303 14 
2.6038 2.6102 0.100 :80 14 
2.5406 2.5468 0.100 52 14 
2.500a 2.5070 0.160 45 14 
2.4614 2.4674 0.060 IH 14 
2.4107 2.4166 0.120 34 13 
2.2924 2.29S0 o .24C 10 13 
2.2221 2.2276 0.100 m 13 
2.1451 2.1504 0.160 37 13 
2.0923 2. 0974 0.100 169 13 

R,I. int 
[I) 

100.0 
0.4 

61.9 
49 .6 
au 
0.5 
2.4 
1.3 

90.0 
10 .0 
2.3 
9.0 

10.2 
6.1 
1.8 
1.5 
1.9 . , .. , 
0.3 

12.6 
1.3 
5.7 

Sig,il. 

43.91 
1.06 
2.26 
1.71 

11 .30 
1.06 
5.S7 
1.13 

44.27 
5.26 
2.73 
1.90 
2.26 
2.13 
1.44 
1.06 
1.32 
1.17 
1.07 
2.56 
0.a2 
0.97 
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F:: e: : :: : ~9GY?O ! :8·0ec-1996 :1'12 
::===:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::: :: 

Pni lli ps Ana ~ yt:ca: X-Ray 3. Y. PC-A~~, :::: j ac~;o n software 

Angl e a-value d-value Peak .. ddth Peak: ilt 8ac~ . : n: Re ! . : ~t Sign: f . 
[ 12 i~ " [) '2 " ( .2i ] [counts; ~ cou. n ts: ( ~ ~ , 

" 
43.191 2.0790 2.0841 0.060 '" " . : 3 7 . ~ C .89 
44 . ~90 2.0m 2.0174 0.160 10 : 3 1.7 0.99 

44 .490 2.0348 2. 0398 O. :20 36 : 3 1.2 0.84 

41.370 !.9973 2.0022 0.08C ~3? : 3 4.6 1. t I 

46 . ~SO : .96: 4 : .9662 U 40 :1 : 3 0.5 :.43 
47 .S:O !.9009 l.9016 o . 220 303 :2 :0.2 9.86 

48.265 1.884: : .8887 0.200 :21 :2 U 2.81 

S~. :60 : .8:72 t . 82~7 0.060 1722 " 58.2 4.98 " 
50.295 : .8:27 : .8 171 0.060 992 :2 33.5 2.89 

5: .OjS : .788: 1. 7921 0.160 i 46 :2 U : .05 

5: . 22~ : .7821 : .7861 C.080 :69 12 1.7 0.78 
S3. SiC 1.71: 1 1.7113 0.240 : 9 . , 0.7 0.80 ., 
S~ .265 : .6891 1.6932 0.240 29 :2 1.0 2.33 

SS .010 : .6679 1.6720 0.060 81 :2 2.9 l.41 

15.720 1.6484 I .6524 0.120 71 
. , 2.4 1.09 ., 

16 .680 1.6227 1.6267 0.100 237 12 8.0 :.67 
17.440 1.6030 1.6070 0.160 21 :2 0. 8 2.13 

18.085 !.I867 !.I907 0.080 56 12 1.9 0.85 

be .240 1,5350 : .\388 0.160 74 :2 2.5 2.53 

61.240 1.5123 !.I161 0.240 28 ' , 
" 0.9 0.99 

62.320 1.4887 1.4924 0.240 21 12 0.7 1.70 
63.645 1.4609 l.4645 0.160 69 12 2.3 2.92 
64.615 I. 4413 l.U4S 0.320 21 13 0.8 : .19 

65.18C 1.4301 l.4336 0.:20 36 14 1.2 0.96 

68.575 1.3674 1.3707 0.060 161 14 1.1 2.27 

69.860 : .3413 1.3486 0.120 21 :4 0.8 1.28 
70.130 1.3342 1.3371 0.120 49 II : .7 l.49 

71.085 1.3251 1.3284 0,280 38 13 1.3 1.69 

72 .801 1.2980 1.3012 0.200 : 2 0.2 0.78 

74,0)0 1.2791 1.2827 0.080 46 12 ~ ,6 0.97 

74.141 1.2690 1.2722 0.240 31 :2 1.2 2.13 

76.475 1.2446 1.2476 0.320 46 :2 1.1 :. 30 
77 ,4:5 1.2318 ! .2348 0.080 37 12 1.3 1.39 

79:120 1.2044 1.2074 0.120 48 12 1.6 1.67 

81.940 1.1748 1.1777 0.320 15 :2 0.1 0.92 

83.220 1.1600 1.1628 0.120 12 12 1.8 1.:9 
83 .. 690 1.1147 l.IS7S 0.120 34 12 1.1 0.88 

84.8CC L1424 1.1412 0.160 98 :3 3.3 1.29 

81.085 1.:393 1 ,~421 0.120 ~O6 :3 3.6 0.77 
8S.82e :':314 1. il42 0. 160 22 :3 ~. ] 1,02 



Fi! e: :USC2S UL,CI 
:======::=====::::::::::;:::: : :::::::::: :::::::: : :::::=::::::: : :;:::::::::::;: 

~ hi~:: ~s Ana !y: :ca l X-Ray S. Y. PC-A?:, Diffraction sof~ w are 

Angl. 
[,2iJ 

10.290 
: i .635 
18.000 
2: .705 
21.185 
28 .490 
29.110 
31.455 
ll.m 
17.: OS 
'o.m 
40.885 
47 .420 
;6.2b5 
56.421 
59.030 
59.:85 
6: .690 
61.865 
b4.275 
bUb5 
76. S95 

Salp le ide nt :f icati on: CUS02SLilf 
Data leasured at: 19-AP~-199b 13::5:DO 

~:ffTact o leteT ~yoe: PW3710 BASED 
Tuee anode: ~u 

Generator tension [xV]: 40 
Generat or curr ent (IA ): 45 

:lave length Aiphal D: 1.54060 
Wave leng th Aipha2 [): 1.5 .. 39 

~ !l tensity rat io ( a l pha2la ! ~ il al ): 0. 500 
Civergence slit: 11 

Receiving sl i t: 0.1 
Monoc,~routor IJsed: YES 

Start angle [.r2i J: lO.OIC 
End ang le [,2i J: ::9.990 
St ep size (xli]: 0.020 

"UiIUI iiltensit y: 6n .6900 
Tin per step [s;: 0.500 

Typ. of scan: CONTINUOUS 

KinilUI ;:>eak tip liidth: 0.00 
Kaxilul pea~ tip Nidth: 1.00 

Peak base loIidth: 2.00 
l1inilul si~nificance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: 38 

d·va tile d·valile Peak width Peak int Back . int 
'I [J '2 [J [:e2i] [countsJ (counts) 

8.5898 8.6:09 ~ .• 80 10 
U99b 7.6183 ~ .080 4 :6 11 
U241 Ulb2 0.9bO 8 4: 
4.m5 4.2970 O. :60 28 48 
3.8010 1.8:01 C.080 :42 55 
3.1304 1.1J81 0.080 :69 52 
1.Obl: 3.070b 0.:20 59 SO 
2.8418 2.8488 o .lbO 55 42 
2. 7~94 2.7:60 O. i20 m '1 
2.4210 2.4270 o .0bO 488 J2 
2.2117 2.217i O.ObO 17' 28 
2.2055 2.2:09 o .~40 85 28 
1.9157 1.9204 O.ObO 216 29 
l.b117 UJ77 O.ObO m 27 
um 1.6334 o.obO 193 27 
: .5636 1 .5674 C.060 b2 27 
t.5599 1.5617 0.060 28 27 
:.5024 !.SObl 0.0 ' 0 , .. ... 27 
: .498b : .5022 C,C6C IH 27 
: .4081 1 .45 :6 O. :00 6b 27 
1.4443 1. 4418 0.060 40 27 
: .2~29 : .2460 o .06C 15 20 

ReI. int 
[IJ 

0.0 
bO .2 

~ .: 
4. ! 

20.5 
24.1 
8.6 
7.9 

100.0 
70. b 
25.2 
12.2 
3~ , 1 
'8.9 
27.9 
U 
4. : 

44 .8 
20 .8 
U 
5.7 
5.0 

Signif. 

0.77 
4.25 
0.89 
0.95 
: .67 
: .32 
0.8: 
0.80 

10,98 
!.88 
1.25 
0.78 
1.2b 
: .84 
: .37 
3. ~5 
0.80 

29.98 
: ,00 
2.'5 
1. 49 
2.05 
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r de: CU50 2I Ul.OI S-Doo-199b 17: Ib 
::::: ===:::::::::::::=:::::== =:;::::::::::::::::: :: ::::; :::::: :::: ;;:::::::::: 

Phillips Analytical X-Ray S. Y. PC-APO, Diffracti on soft\lla re 

A;,9 :e d-value d-value P ea~ ifidth ?ea~ : ~ : SdO. : nt ~e~ . i nt Si9lii f. 
[x2 i; " n '2 [] [x2i) [ccu;;ts; [counts) ~ t ] , 

78.955 1.21 !6 1.21 '6 C .120 23 19 3.3 : .82 
81.3iO l.:m 1.1S53 0.120 IS IS 4, : 2.3: 
82.970 1.:629 1.:657 0.2S0 IS 0.4 0.S4 
SU65 1.1550 1.117S 0.060 46 IS 6.7 2.03 
S3.925 1.1520 1. :549 O.OSO :S 18 2.7 : .: 2 
88.281 : .1060 Lt088 0.080 69 :5 :0.0 :Jb 
8S .175 : .1032 1.1059 0.060 24 ; 5 U : .33 
9S .25C 1.0427 1.04\3 0.080 :b: 14 23 .3 3.0' 
9S.SBS 1.0399 1.0425 O. :00 .8 13 6.9 : .68 
99.940 L0060 1.0081 0.080 Ie : . 7.3 : .23 

:00.290 : .0034 1.0059 0.120 22 14 3.2 : .90 
102.290 0.9892 0.9916 O. too 3: : 4 5.0 1.46 
:n .645 C.9867 U891 O.ObO 22 :4 3.2 1.09 
:07.070 0.9578 0.9602 0.060. 36 12 5.2 l.49 
:: 3 .160 0.9229 0.9252 O. :20 8 :3 1.2 0.82 
1:7.095 0.9030 0.9052 0.120 18 13 2.6 1.16 



Fi! e: C~ (9)G YP. : ! 
:::====:=====:::::: :: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::: : ;::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Phi:i ios Ar.a I 1~ica l X-Ray B. V. 

Sa .p le ioentification: cu493gyp 
Data leasur ec a~: 20 -Apr -: 996 9:07:CC 

Angle 
{l2j] 

~: ·.sao 

17.660 
17.740 
19.850 
20.695 
22 .875 
23 .320 
23.790 
25.445 
26.070 
26.735 
27 .835 
29.075 
29.825 
31.030 
J2 .O ~5 
33.m 
l3.l90 
lU50 
3S .005 
35.310 
35.920 

~iff~actoile te r type: ?1oI37iC BASED 
~ilbe aLiode: ~ .. 

Senerator ~ension [kVJ: to 
Generat or current [IA): 45 

:Jave iength Alpha! [}: 1.5~C60 
wavelength Alpha2 [J' 1.54439 

!:t e ns~~y rat io [ a ! ~ha2 /a lphal ) : 0,5CO 
Diversence sl it: Ix 
Receiving sli t: 0.1 

Konochroutor usee: YES 

start ang le ~x2j ): 10 .Ol~ 
End aDgl. [,2i)' 89.990 
Step size [x2i}: 0.020 

l1.nilUI intensity: 5640.010 
Tioe per step [sl' 0.800 

Type of scan: CONTINUOUS 

~ini,ul peak tip liidth: 0,00 
~,axi'UI peak tip lIidth: 1.00 

Peak base ,idth, 2.00 
IHni lul signifieance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: 67 

d-va lue d-vaiue Peak ,idth Peak int Back. int 
'1 [] '2 [] [12i] [counts] [countsl 

7.6316 7.65U 0.110 5640 38 
1.0181 5.0301 0.080 112 29 
um 5.0080 0.060 119 29 
4.1692 4.1802 0.080 98 28 
1.2885 1.2991 0.110 2134 28 
3.8845 3.8941 0.:20 53 27 
3.81:4 3.8208 0.120 1376 27 
3.7372 3.7464 0.120 10 27 
l.4977 3. 5063 0.080 90 27 
3.i198 3.3480 0.100 353 26 
l.l1l8 3.3400 0.080 324 26 
l.2026 3.2105 0.100 94 26 
3.0688 3.0763 C .160 3102 26 
2.9933 3.0006 0.100 110 25 
2.8797 2.8868 0.180 286 25 
2.)93l 2.8002 0.080 121 25 
2.6892 2.6958 0.100 266 25 
2.6814 2.6880 ; .080 214 25 
2.6013 2.6077 0.060 151 24 
2,5613 2.5676 0.160 :00 24 
2.5385 2.5447 0.080 74 24 
2.4981 2.5041 0.080 79 24 

ReI. int 
[I] 

100.0 
2.5 
2.1 
1.7 

37.8 
0.9 

24.4 
0.9 
1.6 
6.l 
5.7 
1.7 

55.0 
2. 0 
5.1 

" , 
U 
4.2 
2.7 
: .8 
l.l 
: .4 

lignif. 

36.60 
0.94 
0.83 
0.80 

20 .33 
' " .... 

12 .83 
1. 06 
0.76 
1.34 
0.96 
:. 27 

35 .81 
0.82 
9.17 
•• .i 

2.46 
: .75 
2.95 
:.90 
0.76 
0.76 
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F~ ! e : C:.J 491G YP,Or 8-0ec- t996 ~ 7; U 

::::::::::::;::::::::::::::== =:::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Phi ~ lips Analytica ~ X-Ray 8. V. PC-APe, Diffraction softllare 

Ailg~ e d-I/aiue d-va lue Pe ak .:cth 'eH : ;I ~ 3aci:;. :nt R. 1. i nt S19i1 i f. 

[x2 i] " {) '2 " :J2 i; : cc\.:,~ s ; ~c:)u nts ] [ ~ ; 
l ' 

36.560 2.4558 2.4619 0.060 ~ 1 0 24 2.0 1.87 

37.330 2. 4069 2.4129 0.160 40 23 0.7 0.98 

37.775 1.3796 1.3854 0.100 34 23 0.6 0. 98 

40. 575 1.1116 1.2171 0.120 303 14 5.4 4.32 

42 .: 00 1.1446 1.1499 0.140 38 14 0.7 1.30 

42 .441 1.1180 2.1332 0.100 31 14 0. 6 0. 84 

43 .310 2.0874 2.0926 0.080 ~ 49 IS 1.6 0.93 

43 .560 2.0760 1.0811 0.060 174 IS 3. 1 i .20 

44 .185 2.0481 1.0531 0.160 55 IS i .0 2. 01 

44 .535 1.0328 1. 0378 o . :20 46 25 0.8 0.77 

'5.305 1.0000 2.0050 o .~60 185 IS 3.3 0.76 

45.430 1.9948 1.9997 C .ObC 193 IS 3. 4 1.53 

47.785 l. 9019 1.9066 0.080 m 16 5. I ~.! 9 

48 .310 1.8824 1.8871 0.110 102 16 1.8 1.09 

50.160 1.8139 l.8183 0.100 243 26 4.3 1.93 

51.080 1.7867 1.7910 0. 100 DO 16 1.3 1.70 

51.315 1.7790 1.7834 0 .120 139 17 1.5 1.74 

52.805 1.7313 1.7365 0.140 15 17 0.3 0.88 

53.475 1.7121 1.7164 0.140 18 27 0. 3 1. 49 

SU~S 1.6851 1.6892 0.140 14 17 0.1 0.92 

55.090 1.6657 1.6698 0.100 66 27 1.2 2.58 

55 .760 1.6473 1.6513 0.160 71 18 1.3 1.23 

56.645 1.6136 1.6176 0.140 142 18 2.5 3.50 
57.500 1.6015 1.6014 0.120 16 18 0.5 1.11 

18.090 :.1866 1.5901 0.110 40 18 0.7 1.21 
60.180 1.5341 1.5379 0.100 48 19 0.8 L14 

61.311 : .5107 1.5144 0.160 14 29 0. 4 0. 94 

61.810 1.4989 1.5016 0.140 31 19 0.6 3.69 

63. 715 1.4194 1.4630 O. :20 41 30 0. 7 0.91 

64.800 1. 4376 1.4411 C .400 16 31 0. 3 L03 

61 .291 1.4179 1.4314 o .1 M 22 31 0.4 0.86 
68.631 1.3663 1.3697 0.120 112 17 2.0 : .72 
69.381 1.3534 1.3167 0.140 18 17 0.1 ! .17 

70.010 1.3411 1.3414 0.240 18 17 0.1 0.81 

70 .610 1.3329 1.3361 C. :20 ' 8 27 0.8 ! .:6 

71.161 1.3112 1.3211 o .no 19 21 0.3 0.88 

73. DOl 1.2949 1.2981 0.480 10 16 0.1 1.14 

74 .030 1.2791 1.2827 0.1 10 18 16 0.1 1.39 

74 .810 1.2681 1.2712 O. :20 40 16 0.7 1.17 

7Ull 1.2468 1.2499 0.160 25 16 0. 4 1. 91 

17 .481 : .1309 1.2339 ~.320 II 16 0.4 0. 90 
79 .595 1.2031 1.2064 C .m 21 16 0.4 o.n 
83.141 : . :597 1.1626 O. :10 44 24 0.8 1.34 

8 • . 810 :.1418 1.1U6 0.060 II 23 1.1 : .:2 
85 .125 : .1388 1.1416 O. :00 61 13 1.1 0.96 



F;!e: :!J 4HSt.:1...0I 8-0ec-19\, :7:'2 
:=== : ::::: : ::::: : : : :::::::: :: ;:::::::;::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::; ; ;:::: : :: 

Angle 
[x2i] 

11.545 
20.780 
23.31C 
20.63\ 
28.440 
29.090 
32.965 
33.0,1 
37.015 
37 .11 \ 
40.700 
'1.170 
46.1,\ 
47. 380 
47.510 
50.095 
::.24\ 
56.220 
56.171 
58.970 
6: .575 
,U15 

PC-APD, :i ~fraction soft~are 

5alP;e :denti~ication: cu479s~:f 
Data leasu~ ed at: :9-Apr-;996 14:22:00 

Diffractoleter ~ype: 01,,13710 3ASE~ 
Tube anode: :u 

~enerator tension [kvj : 40 
Generator current [IA ]: 4S 

wavelength A lp~al [}: 1.54060 
Wavelength Alpha2 [;: : .\Ul\ 

Intensity rat io ial pha2lal phal i: 0.\00 
Divergence slit: 11 
Receiving slit: 0.: 

"onochro.ator used: YES 

Start angh (x2 i]: 10 .010 
End angle (,2i :: 11\.\90 
Itep size (,2 i): 0.020 

l'IaxilUI intensity: ~169,640 

Tile per step [5J: 0.800 
Type of scan: CONTINUOUI 

IHnilUI peak tip width: 0.00 
l1adlul peak tip lIIidth: 1.00 

Pea, base ,idth: 2.00 
"inilul significance: 0.75 

Nu.beT 0 f pea ks: 43 

d-value d-.al" Peak ,idth Peak int Back. int 
" n '2 n (,2i) [counts] {counts} • 
7.6\87 7.6771 0.100 7,2 14 
um 1.2817 0.100 320 4: 
3.8130 3.8224 0.100 116 40 
3.3UI 3.3523 0.080 90 40 
3.13\8 3.Im o .10e 303 37 
3.0612 3.0748 0.140 77 3, 

2.71\0 2.7217 0.0,0 740 32 
2 . 7~70 2.7137 0.040 \43 32 
2.42,7 2.4327 0.060 3\3 27 
2.4204 2.4263 0.040 369 27 
2.21\1 2.220\ 0.120 2\3 24 
2.1909 2.1963 0.040 U 24 
~ .9608 l.96\6 0.480 :0 24 
l.9172 1. 9219 0.0,0 462 23 
1.9122 l.9169 0.060 193 23 
1.819\ ! .8239 O. :00 36 23 
! .J8D 1.78\7 0.240 13 23 
; .6349 1.6389 0.060 1170 2, 

1.6308 1.6348 0.0.60 \0 25 
t .5650 :.\68\ 0.060 76 24 
1.5049 :.508, 0.060 132 24 
: .1493 : .4128 o .C80 142 2' 

ReI. int 
[\; 

65.1 
27.4 
12.5 
7.7 

2\.9 
U 

,3.3 
46.4 
30.2 
31.\ 
2U 
3.1 
0.\ 

39.5 
16.5 
3.1 
:.1 

:00 .0 
46.4 
U 

1: .3 
:2, : 

lignif. 

8.21 
6.72 
3.02 
0.97 
4. I4 
3.3\ 
U9 
8.,0 
1.18 
3.7' 
4.37 
~ .77 
0.76 
1. 99 
0.84 
: .03 
LOe 
3.99 
l.96 
2.60 
1.OS 
1.91 
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File: C U '79 S~~ . ~[ 8-0 ec-;996 :7:0 
: ::::::: :: :::: : :::::::: :: :::::::::: :: :::=::=::::::: : ::::::: :;::::: : ::: : :: : :::: 

P~illip 5 Analytical X-Ray B. ,"" PC-APO. Dif fracti on soft'liare 

Angl e d-value d-valu e Pea k width Pea k i nt Back . i nt Re i. : :'I t Sign i f . 

~ 12i1 '1 U '2 " ~ 12 n [counts) [coun ts) [ ~ ) 
" 

64.390 1. 045B 1. 4493 o .OBO 62 24 5.3 0.B6 

69.2B5 1. 355 i 1.3584 0.100 52 24 U 1.76 

76.550 1.Im i .2466 0.120 37 23 3.2 0.80 

78.910 : .2122 1.1152 0.120 92 22 7.9 3.24 

79.130 1.1094 1.1123 0.060 46 22 4.0 1.78 

81.275 1.1828 1.1857 0.080 lU 21 10 .0 2.34 

8: .515 1.1799 1.1828 0.080 38 21 3.3 ! ,08 

83.590 1.1 558 1.1586 o .0 8C 21 21 1.8 ~ .9 7 

88.m t . te63 1.1091 o .C80 62 18 5.3 1.24 

95.205 1.0431 1.0456 UBO 488 18 41.8 5.27 

95. S20 1.0405 : .0430 U60 237 18 20.3 1. 47 

99.895 1.0063 1.0088 0.080 123 17 10.5 2.02 

100.230 1.0039 l.0063 0.120 35 17 3.0 0.87 

102.260 0.9894 0.9918 0.060 52 17 U 1.59 

102 .615 0.9869 0.9893 0.1 20 19 17 1.7 1.31 

107.040 0.95BO 0.9604 0.080 2Jl 17 19 .8 3. ~2 

107 .421 0.9556 0.9580 0.080 114 16 9.8 2.20 

114.465 0.9161 0.9183 0.160 18 16 1.5 1.09 

117.065 0.9031 0. 9053 0.100 48 16 4.1 1.14 

117 .535 0.9009 0.9031 0. 120 19 16 1.7 1.41 

119.670 0.8910 0.8931 0.060 35 15 3.0 1.42 



Fil e: CU 479ANH.OI 8-0ec-: 996 17"1 
:::::::::::::::::: :: ::::: : ::::::::::::::::: ::: :: : ::::::::::==::::: ::::::: : :::: 

PhL :lips Analytical X-Ray 8. V. PC-APO, Diffraction softilare 

Angle 
[,2i) 

11.715 
20.755 
22.930 
23.440 
25.500 
26.600 
26.720 
28.580 
29.160 
30.035 
J: .375 
11.940 
11.390 
34.560 
31.430 
16.290 
17.421 
38.585 
38.690 
39.481 
40.765 
41.260 

Sa.pie id ent ific at :~i'l: cU4 79anh 
Oelta leasurefl at : 20-Ap r-1996 10:08: 00 

Diffractoleter type: PW)710 BASEO 
r lJ ~e anooe : Cu 

Generator tens ion [kV!: 40 
Generator current [IA ) : 4S 
Wavelength Aipnal C: : .54060 
Walle length Aiphal ~ ]: t .54439 

Intensi ty rat io (alpha2la !phal ): 0.500 
Divergence s li t: Ix 
Receiving slit: 0.1 

l1onochrolator used: YES 

Slai t ang l e [x2 i]: 10.01 0 
E:ld an9 ~ e ~ 12 i]: 89.990 
Step size [x2i]: 0.020 

l'Iaxilul intens i ty: 4984.360 
Til! per step [5]: 0.800 

Type of sca n: CONTINUOUS 

~ini.u. ,:leak tiP iI:dth: 0,00 
Itaxilul peak tip width: 1.00 

P"I base .idth: 2. 00 
"inilul significance: 0.75 

HUlber of peaks: 57 

d-vaiue d-,alue Peak ,idt h Peak int Back. int 
'1 [J '2 [] [,2i) [counts) [counts) 

7.5179 7 _5m 0.240 692 36 
4.1763 4.1868 0.140 279 21 
3.8753 3.8849 0.120 86 18 
3.7922 3.8015 0.160 279 18 
1.4103 3.4989 0.240 4984 18 
3.3484 3.35,. 0.100 172 18 
3.3336 3.3m 0.080 428 18 
3.1208 3.1285 0.20C 66 16 
3.0600 3_0675 0.20C 357 16 
2.9728 2.9801 ~ . ~20 ~ 1 :6 
2.8488 2.8559 0.180 835 :5 
2.7997 2.8066 0.240 71 : 4 
2.6814 2.6880 C .140 67 :4 
2.5932 2.5996 o .20C 22 : 4 
2.1115 2.S378 0.160 12 14 
2. 4715 2.4196 0,100 266 14 
2.4010 2.4069 C .240 7 14 
2.1311 2.3172 o ,C8e 420 14 
2.l2S4 2.m: 0.080 124 14 
2.2804 2.2860 0.:60 31 14 
2.2117 2.2171 0.120 461 14 
2.1861 2.1917 0.060 306 14 

Re 1. int 
[I) 

13.9 
5.6 
1.7 
5.6 

100.0 
7.5 
8.6 
1.3 
7.2 
0, 2 

16.8 
1.4 
1.3 
0. 4 
0.2 
1.3 
0.1 
8.4 

10 .5 
0.7 
9.3 
6.1 

5ignif. 

33.73 
U3 
1.71 
9.21 

8U3 
2.24 
1.42 
3.77 

:4.10 
0.77 

18.07 
4.72 
1.91 
! ,49 
0.88 
2.: : 
1.14 
1.60 
1.\8 
1.48 
J ,81 
1.14 
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F d e: CU479ANH .O~ a·~ec · ~996 17:41 
====::::::: :: :::=: ::::: :: =::: : ::: : :: : : : ::: ::::::::::::=:::::: ::::::::::: ::: :: : 

Phi; :i ps Analytica l X-Ray 8. V. PC-APO, Diffraction software 

An9! e d· ... aLJ e d-va lile Pea~ width Peak i~t Sack. :nt Re 1- i nt Signi f . 
; x2i] " n '2 " [12 i~ [counts] [CQu ilts ! ; t ~ 

" " 
41 .370 2. :807 :86 : C.C 40 310 14 6.2 3.23 

'1 .490 2.1258 UllO 0.060 86 :4 i .7 2.84 

43.285 2.0886 2.0937 ~ .: 00 207 : 4 4.2 1.77 

45.410 1.9957 2.0006 O.l ' C 137 14 2.7 3.45 

46.815 : .9390 !.9H8 0.200 64 14 1.3 2.66 

47.860 : .8991 : .9037 0.240 79 14 1.6 4.61 

48.690 : .8686 : .8732 0.100 m 14 6.8 2.21 

49 .• 55 : .8520 : .8566 0.160 :06 :4 2.1 2.63 

50.145 : .8178 1.8222 O. !60 66 14 1.3 1.25 

51. 245 1.7813 1.7857 0. 320 30 l' 0.6 1.83 

52.215 1. 7505 1.75.8 0.080 441 14 8.8 1.96 

52.345 1.7464 1.7507 0.060 .08 :4 8.2 3.28 

55.680 1.6495 : .6535 O. :00 250 :4 5.0 1.96 

56.815 !.6192 1.6231 0.2 ' 0 38 14 0.8 2.54 

57.760 1.5949 :.5988 0. 200 46 14 0.9 1.38 

58.960 1.5653 : .5691 0.100 121 14 2.4 1.41 

59.960 : .5415 1.5453 0.200 '6 :. 0.9 1.85 

60.650 1.5256 1.5294 0.2'0 88 14 : .8 3.80 

62.210 ! .4911 : .49.7 0.100 135 :4 2.7 1. 30 
63.890 1.'559 1. 459. 0.320 8 : . 0.2 2.6! 

65.045 1.4328 1.4363 0.080 :2 :4 0.2 0.76 

65 .385 1.4261 1.4296 0.120 52 : 4 1.0 0.76 

66.850 1.3984 1.4018 0.240 61 :4 1.2 2.82 

67.710 1.3827 1.3861 0.060 21 14 0.4 0.95 

68 .650 : .3661 1.3694 0.160 40 14 0.8 0.78 

71.365 1.3206 1.3239 0.2'0 62 15 1.3 3.24 

72.795 1.2981 1.3013 0.120 II 15 0.4 0.90 

74.160 1.2776 1.2807 0.240 130 15 2.6 4.78 

75.605 1.2567 1.2598 0.2'0 11 16 0.2 1.06 

77 .005 1.2373 1.2404 0.320 22 16 0.4 1.12 

78.555 1.2168 : .2197 0.160 49 :6 1.0 1.18 

79.820 1.2006 1.2036 0.200 46 16 0.9 1.73 

81.430 1.1809 1.1838 0.160 22 :8 0.4 1.37 

82.735 1.1656 :.1684 0, :20 94 II 1.9 2.25 

88.315 L:056 1. 1084 O. :20 :S6 :5 3, I l.50 



Fi:e: CU214CV.D: 
=============::===:===::::::::::::::::::===:::==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::== 

Phi ll ips Analytica t X-Ray B. v. 

Sa-pie identificat~on: cu214c'll 
Ca~d leasured at: t9-Apr-199b ~: 28:00 

Ansle 
[x2i] 

10,805 
210690 
23,715 
25,410 
27,165 
27,66\ 
29,205 
29,310 
31.775 
32 ,820 
32,92\ 
38,820 
43,090 
44.165 
47.725 
4/,92\ 
52,685 
57,960 
58 ,700 
59,325 
63,510 
67,315 

~~f f7ac:aeter ~ype: PY37 10 3ASE~ 
~iJ~e a ~ode: Cu 

Generator ~e nsion [kv j ; 40 
Generator current [tAl: 45 
Uavelength Alphal D: 1.5'060 
Wavelensth Alpha2 [] : 1,5Ul9 

Intensity ratio (alpha2la lpha1): 0.\00 
Divergence sli t: 1x 

Rece ilJing slit: 0.1 
lIonochrolator used: YES 

Start ans!e :x2iJ: 10.010 
End ang le [x2 i]: 119.990 
Step size (x2i ]: 0.020 

l'Iali,uI intensity: 10795.21 
1 ioe per step [s]: 1.000 

:ype of scan: CONTINUOUS 

MinilUI pea~ tip Ifidth: 0.00 
Maxi,uI peak tip lIidth: 1.00 

Peal base width: 2,00 
l'Iini,uI significance: 0.75 

Nu.beT of peaks: 35 

d-value d-value Peal width Peal lnt 8ack, int 
'1 [] '2 [] [x2i] [counts] [counts] 

8,1815 8,2016 0,100 605 144 
4.0940 4.1041 0,160 204 253 
3,7488 3.7580 0,960 37 250 
3,4984 3,5070 0,120 92 250 
3,2800 3,2881 O,/lO 81 250 
3,2219 3,2298 0.060 231 250 
3,Om 3,0629 0,080 484 246 
3,0447 3,0522 0,080 571 246 
2,8139 2,8208 0,180 1082 243 
2.7266 2.7333 0,1 00 10795 243 
2.7182 2,7249 0.040 5506 m 
2,3179 2,3236 0,200 139 219 
2,0976 2,1027 0,120 66 222 
2,0446 2,0496 0,060 773 222 
1.9041 1.9088 0,100 515 222 
1.8966 1. 9013 ~ .200 534 222 
1.73~9 ~.74C2 0.140 829 219 
1.5899 1. 5938 0.240 37 225 
1.5716 1.5754 0,240 69 222 
1.5565 1.5603 0.100 292 219 
l.4636 l.4672 C .120 106 210 
1.3899 1.3933 0.240 48 207 

Re l. i nt 
[\] 

5,6 
1.9 
0,3 
0,9 
0,8 
2, : 
U 
5,3 

10,0 
100.0 
51.0 
1.3 
0,6 
7,2 
4,8 
4.9 
7.7 
0,3 
0,6 
2.7 
1.0 
U 

lisnl f. 

6.41 
5,03 
0,86 
: .16 
1.49 
0,91 
0,84 
0,98 

11.07 
21 ,86 
8,00 
2 .• \ 
: .09 
:.62 
1. 57 
2.07 
5,77 
~ .C5 
!.18 
C.97 
: .63 
: ,4) 
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File: CU214CY.O! 8-Oec -1jj6 :1:3j 
::==== == ==:::=:=::;;:==:: : ::::::::==:::::::::==:: :::::===: : :::: : :::::: : ;=;=:=: 

Ph-illi ps Analytical X-Ray 8. y, PC-APO, Diffr act ion softNare 

Angl e d-IIaiue d-lld !ile Peak Nidth Peak int Back . i ~t ReI. i nt 5ignif. 
(12 j] ': [] '2 " ~ 12 n [counts] [coun ts] ;~) 

" 
69.310 1.3547 1.3580 0.060 219 104 2.0 1.45 
1..020 um 1.2828 0.400 Ij ~ 99 0.5 1.62 
19.020 1.2108 1.2137 0. 400 29 ~ 99 0.3 0.89 
81.985 1.1 743 1.1772 0. 120 55 193 0.5 1.31 
82.510 : .1678 1.:707 0.060 ~49 193 1.4 1.49 
88.870 : .1003 1.1030 0.160 199 190 1.8 1.51 
93.205 : .0601 : .om 0.320 42 :82 0. 4 0.90 
9b.3SS 1.0m 1.0362 0. 480 20 182 0.1 : .61 
97 .880 1.0216 1.0241 0.160 18 180 0. 4 0.85 

101.685 0.9934 0.9958 0.640 36 180 0.3 1.60 
108.: SS 0. 95 12 0.9535 0.800 31 177 0. 3 1.89 
: 13.295 0.9222 0.92 44 0.640 26 166 0.2 1.03 
1:7.860 0.8993 0.90:5 0. 480 20 1bb 0.2 0.91 



::::::::::== ==:===:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;;:;:::: :: : :: ::::::: 

Phillips Ana lytical X-Ray 8. II. PC -APO, Diffiaction soft.we 

Angle 
[x2i] 

11.63\ 
20 .145 
22 .900 
21.380 
28 .12\ 
29.11\ 
31.300 
31.925 
36.2\0 
38 .601 
40.771 
41.280 
43 .211 
41.380 
46.790 
'8.620 
49.:05 
10.310 
12 .131 
12.241 
12.380 
11 .701 

Snp le ;dentifi~ation: cu204gyp 
Ca~a leasured at: 19-Apr - 1996 9:16:00 

Diff7actoaeler type: PW3710 BASED 
Tube anode : Cu 

Generator tension [kV]: 40 
Generator current [t Al: 45 
~aye;en9th Alphal []: 1.54060 
lIavelengtrt Alpna2 [) : 1.54439 

Intensity ratio (aipna2laipnal): O.SOO 
Divergence s li t: Lr 
Receiving siit: 0.1 

Monochroutor used: YES 

Start angie [x2i] : 10,010 
End ang le [xli]: 89.990 
ltep size [ai]' 0.020 

~ali.u. intensity: 9120.250 
~~.e per step (s): 0.800 

Typ e of scan: CONTINUOUS 

"inilUI Dea~ tip ~idth: 0.00 
Malill.il pea~ tip lIidth: 1.00 

Peal base ilidth: 2.00 
"inilu, significance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: 42 

d-value d-va lue Peak width Peak int Sack. i nt 
'1 [] '2 [] [x2i] [counts] (counts] 

7.\996 7.6183 O. t20 42 48 
4.2783 4.1889 0.100 64 64 
3.8804 3.8899 0.120 8\ 19 
3.106\ 3.\112 0.140 9120 II 
3. t267 3.13U 0.140 130 42 
3.0646 3.0722 0.120 21 41 
2.8\11 2.8625 0.100 801 32 
2.1010 2.8079 0.080 86 30 
2.4761 2.4822 O.HO 210 21 
2.3303 2.3361 0.100 812 18 
2.2112 2.2166 0.1 40 380 18 
2.1813 2.1907 0.080 484 18 
2.0900 2.09\1 0.120 ~82 18 
1.9969 2.0018 0.080 210 17 
1.9400 l.9447 0.080 II 17 
~ .87:: 1.8717 0.080 339 : 7 
1.8538 : .8584 0.200 tt7 16 
1.8122 1.8166 0.100 19 16 
1.7~3C 1.7573 C .080 600 16 
: .7495 : .7138 0.060 :030 16 
1. 7453 1.7496 0.040 414 16 
1.6488 l.6128 0.140 m 18 

Re 1. int 
[I] 

0.1 
0.7 
0.9 

100.0 
1.4 
0.3 
8.S 
0.9 
2.7 
8.9 
4.2 
1.3 
2.0 
2.3 
0.6 
3.7 
: .3 
0.2 
6.6 

t 1.3 
1.0 
2.4 

lignif . 

1.68 
1.52 
0.98 

47.78 
4.10 
1.19 
1.81 
0.82 
1.18 
6.24 
6.10 
2.30 
3.88 
: .83 
0.82 
: .99 
3. :8 
1. :6 
1. 03 
1 .70 
4.13 
4.20 
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fi:., CU20 ~ GYP.0; 8-0ec -1996 17 '3& 
;;:: ::===: ::======:::::::::===:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::======::;;;:::::::: :: 

Philiips Analy tical X-Ray B. Y. PC -APO, Diffraction softllare 

Angle d-vallJe d-va ll.i e Pe ak Ii idth Pea k int Sack. i :It Re J. i nt Si gni f . 
[xli ] 'I II '2 II [xl i) [counts) [countsl [l l 

51.83S 1.6412 i .6493 0.060 :56 18 1.7 0.89 
57.720 t .5959 I. 5998 0.160 46 18 O. I 1.16 
18.m 1,5656 1.S69S 0.080 193 ;7 2.1 1.2~ 

60.64, 1.5257 t.5295 0.1 40 ;14 17 1.6 4.16 
62. 180 1.4917 ! .4954 O. JOO ;88 16 2.1 3.1 9 
62.410 1. ' 868 1.4904 O. ~2C 74 16 0.8 I.IS 
6S .391 1.<219 1.4291 O. :oe 83 1 I 0.9 1.68 
66.m 1.3971 1.4006 0.060 90 II 1.0 1.32 
67 .110 1.3936 !.l970 0.060 II ~5 0.6 1.08 
68.721 :'3647 !.l681 o .2~0 14 II 0.2 1.77 
71. 33S !.l2ll 1.1241 0.080 76 14 0.8 1. 47 
72.810 1.2979 !.lOll 0.080 36 14 0. 4 UI 
74.130 1.2780 1. 2812 0.080 ::0 14 1.2 0.81 
77.021 1.2371 1.240t 0. 400 12 14 0.1 1.21 
78.160 1.2167 1.2197 0.100 66 : 4 0.7 1.27 
79.840 1.2004 1.2033 0.120 1I 14 0.3 0.80 
aO.041 1.1978 1.2008 0.0 40 34 14 0.4 O. 9~ 
82.721 1.1617 1.1681 0.060 m 1~ 2.2 1.74 
84.240 1.1481 1. :514 0,400 II 14 0.1 1.16 
88.m 1.1016 l.1084 0.360 151 17 1.7 8.36 



Fi ie: CU20U, CI 8-0ec-1996 17 :33 
:::=====::::::==::::::::::::::::::::::==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::=: 

Phiili~s Analytica l X-Ray B. V. PC -AP O, Diffract Lon software 

Angle 
[.2iJ 

11.621 
20 .890 
22.911 
23.38\ 
21.430 
26.630 
28 .600 
29.110 
31.315 
3:.990 
36.33S 
38.625 
' 0.810 
41.310 
'2.481 
43.31 0 
41.410 
46.830 
48.611 
49.111 
12.220 
15.690 

Salple identification: cuZ04a 
Data l!asured at : 28-l1ar-i996 16:35:00 

Oiffractoleler type: PW3710 BASED 
Tube anode : Cu 

Generator tension [kV]: 40 
Generat or current [IA]: 4S 
imlengt h AI,ha1 []: 1.\1060 
iavo length AI'ha2 []: 1.5UJ9 

:ntensity rat io (alphallal,ha1): 0.100 
Divergence slit: 11 

Rece iviilg slit: 0.1 
l1onochroutor used : YES 

Start ang ie [xliJ: 1.010 
End ang le [xlil : 99.990 
Ste, size [.2i J: 0.020 

Maxilul intensity: 9139.360 
Tioe per step [sJ: 0.100 

Type of scan: CONTINUOUS 

MinilUI peak tip width: 0.00 
"ui.uI pea~ tip ~ i dth: 1,00 

P,ak bas, width: 2.00 
Min ilul significance: 0.75 

NUiber of poaks: j} 

d-value d-value Peak width Puk int 8ack. int 
'1 [] '2 [] [.2 i1 [countsJ [countsJ 

7.6061 7.6W 0.080 128 30 
um Ul91 0.120 12 '6 
3.8728 3. 8821 0.160 II '2 
3.8010 3.8103 0.120 42 12 
3.4997 3.1081 0.1'0 9119 38 
3.3417 3.3129 0.060 49 37 
3.1186 3.1263 0.1 10 76 34 
3.0651 3.0727 0.120 17 34 
nl06 2.8176 0.120 400 19 
2.7911 2.8023 0.120 IS 18 
2.H05 2.4766 0.160 116 22 
1.3292 2.3319 0.080 328 20 
2.2094 1.1118 0.100 l2\ 19 
2.1838 2.1891 0.060 193 19 
2.1260 2.1313 0.110 13 18 
2.0871 2.0926 0.120 132 18 
1.9944 1.9993 0.060 137 18 
1.9381 1.9432 0. 160 34 17 
1.8702 1.8718 0.120 181 17 
1.8120 1.8166 0.200 46 17 
1.7103 1.7546 0.100 681 17 
1.6492 1. 6532 0.110 112 15 

ReI. int 
[IJ 

U 
0.6 
0.6 
0.1 

100.0 
U 
0.8 
0.3 
U 
o .S 
1.7 
3.6 
2.1 
2.1 
C. ! 
1.4 
1.1 
0.' 
1.0 
0.1 
7.1 
1.2 

lignif. 

1.71 
0.81 
U2 
2.06 

59.19 
0.81 
2.72 
0.82 
1.78 
1.71 
1.14 
2.36 
1.69 
0.79 
0.82 
2.31 
3.47 
0.89 
2.81 
1.62 
Ul 
1.88 
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Fi le: CU204A,0l 8-0ee- 199617:11 
::::::::::::;::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Phithps Analytical X·Ra y 8. j . PC ·APC, Diffraction software 

Angle d-vaille d - va ~ ;,je Peak width Peak int Bac k. i nt Re 1. int Signi f . 
[x2i) 'I Il '2 [] [x2 i] [coun ts ) [counts] [\ ] 

57.750 1.5952 ~ .5991 0.240 36 15 0.4 2.04 

58.935 1.5659 1.5697 0. 080 74 : \ 0.8 0.80 

60.645 1.5257 1.5295 0.200 55 14 0.6 2. 58 

62.215 1.4910 1.4946 0.080 77 14 0.8 1.18 

65.441 1.4250 1.4285 0.080 34 I I 0.4 0. 91 

66.930 1.3969 1.4004 0.120 37 I I 0. 4 1.04 

68.395 1.3705 1.3739 0.640 4 14 0.0 1.37 

71 .4 15 1.3:98 1.3231 0.1 20 41 14 0.5 0.91 

71 .895 1.2966 1.2998 0.310 10 14 0.1 0.93 

74.140 1.1779 1.2810 0.110 45 14 0.5 1.27 

77 .090 1.2362 1.2392 0.320 16 13 0.1 1.26 

78. 615 1.2160 1.2190 0.200 22 12 0.1 0.86 

79.825 1.2006 1.2035 0.120 34 12 0.4 I. 47 

81 .575 1.1674 : . 1703 0.060 185 11 2.0 0.77 

81.840 1.1643 1.1672 C .120 111 11 1.3 0.80 

84.200 1.1490 1.1518 0.400 8 12 0.1 0.75 

88.365 1.1053 : .1080 0.320 71 11 0.8 4.06 

91.125 L0788 1.0815 0.100 37 9 0.4 1.21 

95.570 1.040: 1.0426 o .~40 29 12 0.3 1.15 
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8-Dec -: 996 17:30 

===== ===~===================================================================== 

i\ng le 
[ x2jJ 

13.510 
14 .33S 
20.605 
26,275 
27 .235 
29.6(0 
31.130 
32.305 
ll.265 
33.975 
37.5c5 
)8.345 
41.9'5 
0.280 
53. :30 
54.260 
S5.740 
57.625 
Si .ns 
61. 6!f0 
64.6aS 
66.555 

?C-APD, Dif fra c ti on so f tware 

sample icentiflcatior.: cu192dg 
Data measu r ed at: 20 -Nov -1996 13:59:00 

Diffr actometer type: PW371C BASED 
Tube anode: Co 

Gen~rator te nsion [kV): 40 
Gene'fato r c urrent : mA J : 35 

wavelength Alphal [J : l.7SS'ib 
lIaveienQth Alpr,a2 (]: 1 )9285 

;~teilsity rH;J (aiZlna2laiPM<11): 0.500 
Dive rgence slit: IJ 
i(eceivjilQ slit : 0.1 

Itonochroutor iJsed : YES 

Start H,9le {12j]: : 0.010 
End angle (J2i): l!9YIO 
Steo sm {12 i]: ~ .020 

"auan in te~s i t y: 198.8100 
Ti ae m s:ep (51: 0. 800 

Iy~e of scan: CONTINUOUS 

IIi ni lul peak t ip "ioth: 0.00 
IIaxilUI peu tip ~idtn : 1.00 

Peak base .joth: 2.00 

lIinilul significlonce : 0.75 
NUlber of peaks: 26 

d-value d-value Peak width Pea_ iat Baek. int ReI. int Signi f . 
'I () ' 2 [] [,2iJ [couatsl [countsl ['J 

7.6046 7.6211 0. 100 161 18 81.1 3.68 
1.1690 7.IU6 0,240 12 17 5.8 0.87 
5.0014 5.0123 0.100 121 12 60.9 2.81 
( .2542 ( .2634 0.080 37 10 18.7 0.82 
3.7992 3.8075 0.120 22 , 11.1 1.15 
)'(970 3.5046 ~ .:20 U , 7.3 1.05 
).333S 3.3'07 o .~60 '" Ie 100.0 6.41 
) .2153 3.2223 0.100 50 10 25.4 0.92 

3. '250 3,1318 0.080 151 10 76. : 1.60 
3 . ~6!b 3. ~b82 C .2'0 :6 :0 8.0 0.99 
2.77S1 2.784: 0.320 12 10 6.2 0.91 
2 .7 ~36 2.72'6 ~ .060 .. 10 2:.9 1.24 

2.499: 2,5045 0.120 U 8 6. , 1.26 
2.4256 2.008 C .120 7 3.' 1.33 
2.0001 2,0045 0.280 '0 20.0 3.34 
:.9615 1.9658 0.320 20 :0.2 , .20 

l.9135 !.9176 C .060 182 9l.7 5.49 

1.8560 1.a600 0.080 :(9 H.9 2.57 
, .85:6 :.8556 C .060 76 38 ... : .'7 
1.7446 : .7494 0.280 3 , .3 1. II 
1. .6120 ! .6756 0.060 U 6. , 0.82 
: .b302 1.6Jj? 0.200 :. 6. , : .30 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Ph l\l ;:S Analyt~Ca: PC -A?O, Oiffro:i.ion so ft ware 

Ang le d-II. lu t d-I/alue ?e ai il idth '!H : ~i. 3acc ' ''' ~el. ; ~ t $ignif . 
(x2i] 'I " 'I " : , 2j) [c ou nts] [ cou~ts) :\ ] " " 

82.7 90 .3 527 .3557 ~.120 .. 5.5 US 
,: 855 1.2557 .258 ' U OO 17 :3.6 ~ . (2 
n .161 1.1'07 .20' o .1~O 11 5.S 0.96 

108.270 1.1038 .[062 0.320 10 , .8 0 .89 



: ::: : ::::::::: ::::: : :==:::: ::: =:=:::: : :::::::::::: :: :::: : ::::::::::::::: :::::: 

Ph ::: ,s Analyt ical X-Ray S. V. 

Sallpie ide nti ficat ion: c:J 185py 
Data leaslJred a~ : 22'; ... : ·~995 :0 :58: 00 

Angl e 
(x2i) 

27.330 
28.510 
33.035 
37 ,080 
40.755 
40.870 
47.410 
47.550 
56 .265 
56. liS 
59.0:0 
59.: 70 
61.685 
6: .855 
64.175 
64 .460 
76.595 
76.830 
78.965 
79.185 
8: .305 
81.555 

J: ffr acttiaeter type: P\J)710 8ASE~ 
Tube anode : :u 

Generator ~er.sioil [kV j : 40 
Ge nerat or carrett [IIA ]: 4S 

Ilave length Al ;: hal :;: ~ .5 4 C6C 
wavelength Alpha2 [; : ~ .54439 

In tens ; ~y rati o (alpha2la ;phalj : 0.50 0 
Divergence s li ~: ~l' 
Receivi:lg S ! :~: : .: 

l1onochroeator used: YES 

Start angle [x2 i ): :0 .::: 
End angle [12 j] : ~2C.C C : 
Step size [x2 i ]: 0 . o ~o 

!taxi.lil intensity: 1713.960 
iile per step ~ s l : :.00: 

Type o~ scan: C:H~!H~C~S 

!'\:;;;ilUI peak tip width: 0,00 
Kurlu. peak tip lIidt~,: ! .OC 

Peak base .. idt~ : 2.0e 
l1 inilul significance: 0.75 

Nu.beT of peaxs: 38 

d·value d-value Peak ,idth Peak int Back. int 
'1 [] '2 [) [.2i) [counts) [counts) 

3.2606 3.2686 0.060 58 :80 
3.1283 3. :J60 0.060 286 172 
2.7094 2.7160 0.060 :21 : 118 
2.4226 2.4185 0.060 620 85 
2.2122 2.2177 0.060 534 69 
2.1061 2.2117 0.040 256 67 
1.9157 t .9204 0.060 428 59 
1.9107 :.9154 0.040 207 59 
1.5337 1.6377 C ,06C 17\4 53 
: .6294 1.6334 0.060 853 53 
1. 5641 1.5679 0.060 1:3 51 
1.5602 : .5641 0.060 ". 51 ,, ' 
~. 5025 : .5061 ~.08C 207 51 
:.4918 1.5025 0.080 96 52 
1.1481 L45:6 C.080 271 50 
: .4444 1.4479 0.060 144 5C 
: .1419 : .2460 0.060 110 36 
: .1397 1.2428 0.060 '9 36 
1.2115 1.2144 0.060 ::9 34 
1.2086 : .2116 0.080 59 34 
! . :824 ! .1853 0.060 : 28 31 
: .:794 ~ .1823 0.080 45 31 

ReI. i nt 
[I) 

3.4 
!6 .7 
70.7 
36.2 
31.1 
11.9 
25.0 
12. : 

100.0 
49.7 
:2.4 
6.7 

:2. : 
5.6 

15.9 
8.4 
6.4 
2.9 
6.9 
3.5 
7.4 
2.6 

Signif. 

0.98 
0. 91 
3.30 
1.79 
1.05 
5.19 
2. t8 
7.14 
1.91 
3.25 
1. 54 
4. :5 
2.9: 
: .37 
3,45 
0.98 
t. 30 
: .23 
1.05 
0.81 
0.95 
: .30 
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fi ;e: :U:e5PY .~ : 18 - Dec-19~6 :5:43 
::======:::: :=::::::;;:=========: =;:=::=:::::: :::: :::;: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: 

Ph:!ips Ana !yt.ica l X-RayB .Y. PC -APe, '::i f frdct;c iI so f ~ .. are 

AiiS; e d- .... a !,je d-va lue Peak oIidtr. Pe ak : n: 9ao. : ~ ~ ~e; . ; :l ~ Si i~' ; 7 . 
r , " ': n '2 n [I2i] [col.int.s] [COJ;;:5] " ' ,1..lJ 

" " '" 
83.65C .: 55: : .: 580 C. ~60 59 29 3.5 : .93 
83.910 .lS22 : .:SSC C.06C " 29 2.5 : .21 
88.300 . :~59 l.1086 0.080 :'2 16 8.3 1.33 
88.570 : .:031 : .1059 O.lOe 18 26 2.8 2.: 2 
95.260 :.0126 ! .0452 0.C60 552 13 32.2 2.4l 
95.580 : .0100 1.0415 0.080 2: 9 23 12.8 2.9: 
99.915 : .0061 j .0087 0.180 : 28 23 7.4 1.97 

:00.165 1.0036 l.0061 0.100 49 23 1.9 1.49 
101.195 0.989: 0.9916 0.120 77 13 4.5 3.87 
102.640 0.9867 Q.9892 0.080 45 23 2.6 0.77 
107.070 a.9578 0.9602 0.080 12: 22 7.1 i. 92 
:07.440 0.9555 0.9579 0.080 59 22 3.5 : .10 
::4.500 a.lIS9 0.9181 0.080 11 10 :.9 0.96 
: :1.080 0.9030 0.9053 0.100 111 20 6.6 l.40 
:: 7 . 530 0.1009 0.9031 0.060 45 10 1.6 e .83 
119.725 0.8907 0.8929 0.080 38 10 2.2 0.76 



File: C!.l18 5CY.OI :8-0.c-1996 :5 " 2 
::::::::;;;:: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::;=::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: 

Philips Ana lytical X-Ray 8.V . 

Sa;p!e ~d e il ::f:ca: ;on: ::..:85clI 
Cala ledSi.i i e~ at: 23 -1;,; !-t99S :~:J~:~C 

Angle 
[12iJ 

10 .815 
18.731 
21.730 
27.691 
29.27C 
31.815 
12.840 
3B.850 
43.165 
44.281 
H.m 
47.775 
48 .001 
52 .730 
57.161 
59.330 
63. 5BO 
69.421 
74.060 
82.180 
88.810 
92.971 

~if~: a ctole:e r ~yoe : 0'.i37~C SASED 
;;,:be a;;ode: :;; 

Sener ator te~S;O:1 {kV}: 40 
Genera:or C:.i~rej,t [,lA~: 45 
\lave : engt~ lI~p ha: ~]: : .54060 
ilave l e n9 t~ A!;:ha2 i;: ~ .544311 

:ntensi ty rat io (a!pha2la loha: ): O. SC() 
~iv erge nce s! it: :x 
Receiving slit: 0.: 

l1onochrolator l.is ed: ~ E5 

Start angle [a j}: 10 .000 
End angle (x2i]: :20.000 
Ilep size [12i]' 0.020 

"ax ilul :ntensity: 5212.840 
7:Je pei step (s1 : 1. 0eO 

Typ. of scan ' CONTINUOUI 

MinilUI peak tip width: 0.00 
l1ax ilul peak tip ~ id th : 1.00 

Peak base widt h: 2. 00 
IHni,uI sign ificanc e: 0.75 

NUlbeT of peaks: 23 

d-value d-val" Peak width Put int Back. i nt 
'1 II '2 II [:2i] (counts] [counts] 

8.1739 8.1940 0.080 529 128 
4.7326 4.7442 0,480 19 225 
4.0866 4.0966 C. :60 125 286 
3.2181 3.22.4 C. !60 90 289 
3.0488 3.0163 0.060 m 269 
2.Bl04 2.8174 : . :60 512 243 
2.7210 2.7317 o .08C 12:3 234 
U162 2.3219 0.320 53 172 
2.0941 2.0993 0.480 27 :69 
2.0431 2. 0487 0.:80 339 164 
2.0378 2.0418 ~ .0 60 166 164 
1.9022 1.9069 0.200 237 :61 
1. 8937 1.8983 ~. 120 2: 9 161 
1.7346 1,7388 C ,06C 313 : 51 
1.6101 :'61~0 C.4CO :9 :14 
1.5564 1.5602 0,160 :28 : 54 
: .4622 1.4658 C.32e 30 146 
: .3127 1.3560 C .no 56 :37 
: .179: 1.2822 ~. 6~C 19 128 
: .:674 : .: 702 :. :60 42 1: 4 
1. i005 : .1032 :. :60 19 l06 
: .0622 : .0648 :.f.l4C :1 lee 

ReI. int 
[I] 

10.1 
U 
2.4 
1.7 
1.2 

10.6 
100.0 

1.0 
C.5 
6.5 
3.2 
4,5 
U 
6.8 
0.4 
2.4 
0.6 ... 
0. 4 
0.8 
L: 
0.3 

Signi f. 

4.31 
0.76 
1.13 
0.91 
0. 81 
4,57 

:: .12 
: .6 ( 
~ .46 
2.72 
0.93 
l.86 
0.77 
: .42 
0.94 
0.82 
0.95 
l.42 
1.09 
0.84 
C.8] 
C.89 
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Fil e: ~U :85CV.C! 
=:============:;;:====;;;;:::===========::::::::==:::::::::::::::::::::::;;::: 

Philips Ana ly ~ica ! X-Ray ! V. PC·AP~, ~::~;ac~:or. sO~:'liar: 

Ang! e d· ..,aliie d-va lil e Pea k ,idth Peak i nt Back. i nt Re l. i nt Si gni: . 
~ x2il ': " '/ {12 j) {counts] {counts] [ ~ ~ " " 

1: 3. '60 .9134 0. 9/57 0. 9&0 :0 86 0./ ' ,. .", .. 



File: CU4538N. Cr lS-Oec - :996 :5:42 
:::: :: :::::::: : ::==== :::::====:: : ;:::::::: :::::::::::: :::: ::::::::: :: :::: :::: : 

Angle 
[x2i] 

11.640 
14 .350 
17.765 
21.820 
26 .7SS 
28 .19S 
19.190 
n.n5 
3S.96S 
4S .380 
46.88S 
IS.6S0 
63 .36S 
69.78S 
76.38S 
87.390 

PC -APO, ~if f r ac tion softwa re 

Sal!: :e ::e ;;t : ~ : c a:: :l:J : c;,;453~ :: 

Data leels;,,; rec 3: : 2>:u ~ -:995 9:24:00 

~iffrac~Olle:.eT :ype : PW37: 0 3ASEO 
~ t: be a node: C;.; 

Generat or :ensio :: [k'l]: 4C 
Genera:or :uTr ent ~ IAl: 45 
\.Iave l engt ~ Alphal D: ! .54060 
Yavelength Aipha2 []: : .54439 

!~tensity ralio (alphaZ/ a!phal ): 0. 500 
Di llergence s ~ it: :, 
Receiv ing sli t: 0. 1 

"onothro.ator used: YES 

Start angle [x2iJ: !O.OOO 
End angle [x2j): 120.000 
Step size [x2 i] : 0.020 

Kal il ul i ntens ~ ty: 488 .4100 
Tile per step {s]: :.000 

Type of scan' COHT!HUOUS 

"inilUI peak tip lIidth: 0,00 
.IIaxilul peak tip widln: 1.00 

Peak base viath: 2.00 
Ihnilul significance: 0.75 

MUlber of j)eaks: ~6 

d-vaiue d-value Peak width Peak int Back. int 
'1 [] '2 [) [,2i] {counts] [counts} 

7.S964 7 .6 ~ 51 C. ~OO 174 110 
6.1673 6. :82S 0.240 21 :32 
1.9887 S .0010 0.08C 219 204 
4.0699 4.0799 C.96C :8 292 
3.3294 3.3371 0.100 488 292 
3.162S 3.~7C3 C. ~CO ~77 279 
3.046/ 3.0542 0.640 16 161 

2. !3S2 2.7419 0.240 SO 22S 
2.49S1 2. SO:2 0.160 88 ~72 

1.9969 2.0018 C.C80 2:0 :28 
1.9363 1.9410 0.140 164 ~2S 

I.6S03 1.6543 0.960 :8 :: 2 
1.4666 1.4703 D.48C '" •• 11 

1.3466 1.3499 0.S60 : 3 96 

1.24S8 1.2489 0.480 II 83 
1.: 1 51 1.1178 0.960 7 64 

ReI. i nt 
[\] 

3S.7 
4.1 

41.8 
3.8 

:00 .0 
36.1 
S .3 

: 0.3 
:8. ~ 
41.0 
33.S 
3.6 
: .s 
2.7 
2. S 
1. 5 

Signif. 

2.S4 
1.19 
2.23 
C.n 
3.78 
1. 41 
0.77 
: .69 
: .05 
1.77 
3.39 
2.06 
0.87 
: .52 
1.03 
0.85 
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::::::::::::::::::==:::::::====::::::==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Angl. 
{ail 

~ 1.6:5 
: 7 . 740 
22 .82: 
23.370 
2Ubl 
28.220 
2U35 
33 .875 
45 .420 
46. 940 
48.635 
.t 9.020 
57 .830 
5B.Sb5 
71.200 
9; .320 
98.570 

PC-APO, ~iffr a c~ion soft ~a re 

5aDp :e j de~t: ' ::a~:o~: c;,;4S3qy 
Ca:. """,,, at: 2:-:,:- 1995 :b:;O:OO 

::;::~ac~ole~ er ~Yi>e: PW37:0 8ASE~ 
7:.be anoee: C\I 

~ ene ra t ::H te~s~on (kV): 40 
Generator ~:'; T~e nt [IA]: 45 

loIave;e nst h Al;:ha~ [J : : .54060 
Wave ler.gth A;:: na2 []: 1.54439 

:~te:'ls: : y :at;o (alpha2lalphal) : 0, 500 
Oi'Yergence sl i t: lx 

Rece iv ::lg s:: t : .O.! 
l'Io nochrolator iJsed: YES 

Start "g l. [x2i): ;0.010 
End ang le [x2i ) : 11U9C 
Step size [x2i]: 0.020 

~.ui l li l intensity: 1075 .840 
::Ie per step {s;: :.eoo 

Type of scan: CONTrNUOCS 

/'I ini . uI peak tip width: 0.00 
"al ilul peak tip width: 1.00 

Peak base ,idth: 2.00 
l'Iinilul significance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: 17 

d-vaiue d-value Peak ,idth Peak int Sack. ir.t 
'1 [] '2 n [x2 i) [counts) [counts] 

" 

7.6127 7.63:4 0.080 697 9b 

4.1957 5.0080 0.120 52 169 
3.8938 3.1034 O. lOO SO 2b9 

3.8034 3.8127 O .• 20 85 219 
3.328: 3.3363 0.080 132 266 
3.:598 3.1675 0.2 40 35 2S6 
3.042: 3.0496 O. :40 1076 240 
2.044: U5C6 0.240 34 :82 
: .9952 2.0002 0.120 45 : :( 
1.9341 1.9389 0.240 40 112 
!.B706 !.B752 C .160 83 : 1C 
; .BS68 1.8614 C.060 174 :~a 

1.5931 L597: O. ,60 98 tC2 
; .5749 : .S788 C.240 2: :n 
: .3233 1.3265 U80 12 83 
: .0770 ; .3797 O. 'bO 52 
1. 0163 1.0188 C. 480 1 : 45 

Re 1. i nt 
[tl 

61.8 
4.8 
U 
7.9 

:2.3 
3.2 

:~C .0 
3.1 
! .2 
3.7 
7.7 

:6.2 
9. j 
Z .0 
:. 1 
C .8 . , .. " 

Signil. 

5.65 
1.05 
0.77 
:. 07 
,. " 
1.20 

: 3 .07 
: .01 
~. 33 
2.44 
US 
: ,]] 
:'.25 
: ,00 
0.81 
1. :'0 
0.78 
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:S-Dec-1996 :5 : 39 
;;;::=======: : :;====::: : :::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: 

Ang l e 
~x2j) 

29.3.0 
33.820 
16.941 
48.615 
49.040 
SUII 
58.131 
71.305 
79.470 
79.710 
91.281 

112.465 
1:5.471 

P~ -APO, Oiffrac~ i o~ soft~are 

Sallp le icent:f i~atio n: cu438qy 
Data leasured at: 21-Ju~ - t995 17 :33: 00 

~j!f~ac~olet~ r ~Yj)e: PW)7;O BASED 
Tube anode: C;J 

Senerato· :ension [xv) : 40 
Gene rat or current [IA ]: 4S 
lJave!ensth Alphal []: ! .54060 
wavelength Alpha2 []: 1.54439 

!ntensi ~ y Tat :o ;a! pna2la l j:lr.a: ): 0.500 
Divergence slit: 1x 
Receilling slit: 0,1 

Konochroutor us ed : YES 

Start angle :'2i): 10 .000 
E,d angle [,2i): 120.000 
Step size [,2 i ): 0.020 

l'Iaxilul :ntens ity: 1428 .840 
Ti " ler step [s): 1.000 

Type of sc.n: CONTINUOUS 

~iniJul peak tip width: 0.00 
"alilu, peak tip width: 1. 00 

Peak base .idth: 2.00 
1'11n11uI significance: 0.75 

Nil lbeT of peaks: 13 

d-v.lue d-va iue Peak .idth Peak i nt Back . int 
'I " '2 " [x2i) [counts] [counts] u u 

3.0390 3 .C47~ C .140 1429 219 
2.6183 2.6548 0.200 44 !66 
l.9339 1.9387 0.240 34 ,,-." 
! .8713 1.8719 O. tOO :4. 10. 
1.8561 1.8.07 C .080 29. 10. 
: .sm :.1964 ~.240 181 102 
1.575. ~. 5 795 0.1.0 79 102 
1.321. 1.3248 0. 240 18 90 
UOSO : .2080 0.120 81 n 
1.2020 : .2010 0.0.0 44 n 
1.0774 : .0800 0.480 34 61 
0. 920. 0.9289 C.SOO I. 
0.9109 O.9i32 C .4 80 52 

Re!. i ilt 
[tJ 

tOO .0 
3.0 
U 

10.2 
20 .7 
12.9 
5.5 
1.3 
5.7 
3.0 
2.4 
0.5 
0.3 

5ign if. 

14.87 
: .22 
0.83 
: .C4 
: .28 
4,37 
1.14 
l.O4 
0.85 
C .8. 
L65 
1.22 
0.8 : 
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File: C~45J8N.D I 18-0ec -1996 15:40 
::::::::;;;::::;::::::::::::: ;::::::::;: ::::: ::::: :: :::::::==::::::::::::::=:= 

Phi:[ps Ana lytical X· Ray B. V. PC-APe. Oiffraction soft~are 

Angle 
[,2iJ 

1l.640 
14.350 
:1.765 
21.820 
26.755 
28.195 
29.290 
J2 .715 
35.965 
41 .380 
46 .885 
IS .610 
63.365 
69.785 
76 .381 
87.390 

Samp le ;~e:;tifica:io~: c~4S3~n 

~a ta lea sure<l at: 2I -J,, :-1995 9:2 4: 00 

~i:fr a cto .e ter typ e: PIrI37:: BASED 
rube anode: ell 

3ener ator ~ension ~ kV~: 40 
Generator cunenl [IA;: 4S 
:'avelength Alpnal U: : .54 060 
Wavelength Aipna2 [:: : .54439 

Iillensity rat io (alpha2lalphal ): 0.500 
Divergence slit: 11 
Rece iving slit: 0.1 

l'Ionochrolator ilsed: rES 

Start angl e (x2j;: :0 .000 
End angle [,2iJ: 120.000 
S~ep size [x2i] : O.J2~ 

!tuilu' intensity: 488.4100 
~i.e peT step [sJ: l.000 

Type of scan: CONTlNUOUI 

"inilu, peak lip width: 0.00 
ltaxilUI peak tip w id t~ : 1.00 

Pelk base ,idth : 2.00 
Kinilul sign i ficance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: a 

d-value d-va lue Peak ,idth Peak lnt Back . int 
'1 [J '2 [] [,2i1 [counts) [co"'tsJ 

7.5964 7.6151 0.100 :74 ltO 
6.1673 6.1825 0.240 21 132 
4.9887 1.0010 0.080 219 204 
4. 0699 4. 0799 0.960 18 292 
3.3294 3.3375 0.100 488 292 
3.1621 3.1703 O. :00 ! 77 279 
3.0467 3.0542 0.6 40 26 262 
2 )352 2.7419 0.240 50 225 
2.495 1 2.1012 0.:60 88 :12 
1.9969 2.0018 0.080 2:0 128 
1.9363 1.9410 0.2 40 164 !2S 
1.6103 1.6543 0.960 :8 : 12 
1.4666 1.4703 C. 48C ~ 10 
1.3466 1.3499 0.560 13 96 
1. 2458 1.2489 0. 480 12 83 
: .: 111 ~.1178 0.960 7 6. 

Re I. i nt 
[IJ 

35.7 
U 

44 .8 
3.8 

100.0 
36.2 
$.3 

:0.3 
~a. ~ 

43.0 
33.1 
3.6 
1.8 
2.7 
2.5 
: .5 

ligni f. 

2.54 
1.19 
2.23 
0.76 
3.78 
1.41 
0.77 
:'69 
1.05 
1.77 
3.39 
2.06 
0.87 
1.12 
l.03 
0.85 
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lS-Dec-19% 15 :38 
;;::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::=::::::: :::::====::: 

Angle 
[x2jJ 

1l.b70 
:3.995 
~4 .350 
; 5.980 
;7.750 
~8. 505 
2: .855 
26,775 
27.00\ 
27.310 
27.\5\ 
28.195 
31.875 
32.685 
34.045 
31.7:0 
35.980 
42.960 
4\ .43\ 
46.9:0 
47 .075 
49. :60 

PC-APe, O:ffraction software 

Sa ;~ : e ;de lit:f :~a::on: c:l438b;: 
Data leas;,; ~ ed at: 2>Ju:-tHS :4 : :8:~O 

~iffrac~oJeter :y~e: P~3710 SASED 
ru be an od e: eli 

:ier.e:a:or :e ilsion [kv] : 40 
Generator C;,i,rer.l [IA ] : 45 

\.Ia.ve lenglh Al.,hal D: : .54C6C 
'.:alleiength Al~ha2 (]: 1.54439 

;ntensity ratio {alpha 2lal.:lhai. }: 0.500 
Diverge nc e s li ~: 11 

Rece ivi ng slit: 0.1 
f'lonochroutor used: YES 

Itart angle [x2i] , 10.000 
End angle [x2i] , 120.000 
Step size :,r2 i] : 0.020 

f'laxilUI intens ity: 778 .41 00 
Tile per step [s]: 1.000 

Type of scan' CONTTNUOU\ 

"iniIY' peak tip width: 0.00 
"arilu. peak tip width: 1.00 

Pea' 'ase ,idth' 2.00 
IHnilul significance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: 30 

d-value d-value Peak ,idth Peak int Sack. int 
'1 D '2 II [I2i] [counts] [counts] 

7.\769 7.59\6 0.060 62 142 
6.3230 6.338\ 0.200 42 :59 
6.1673 6.1825 0.160 42 164 
5.54!7 5.5\53 0. 480 12 180 
um 5.0052 0.080 8\ 204 
4.7909 4.8026 0.120 46 219 
4.063\ 4.0735 0.120 85 279 
3.3269 3.3351 o .j20 234 286 
3.2991 3.3072 0.120 324 286 
3.2629 3.mO 0.060 !23 286 
3.231\ 3.2424 0.060 !04 286 
3.:621 3.1703 0.140 534 286 
2.80\3 2.8122 o .080 164 240 
2.7376 2.7443 0.240 lib 234 
2.6313 2.6378 0.240 42 219 
2.\123 2.5185 0.060 225 2~2 

1.494: 2.\002 0.060 202 196 
2.1036 2. :088 0.320 35 :69 
:.9946 1.9995 : .24e 59 :6: 
1.9353 : .9400 0.140 778 : 59 
!.9289 !.9336 0.140 467 :59 
: .85:8 1.8564 0.320 26 :54 

Re 1. i nt 
[I] 

8.0 
\.4 
\.4 
l.b 

10.9 
5.9 

~0.9 

30. ! 
4l.b 
1 \.8 
:3.4 
68.6 
21.0 
35.4 
\.4 

28.9 
2\.9 
U 
7.6 

lOC. C 
59.9 
3.3 

\igni f. 

0.96 
0.98 
C.9~ 

0.77 
0.80 
1.17 
2.15 
0.97 
1.03 
C .84 
0.75 
6.62 
i .45 
6.08 
0.82 
: .25 
~ .32 
: .13 
0.84 
3.31 
!.49 
0. 92 
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18-0ec -1996 15: l8 
:::===: :::::: :::== =::::: ::::: =::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::;::::===:::::::::: 

Ph:iips Ana lytical X-Ray a. v. PC -APO, Oiffr a ctio~ SOftljH e 

Angl e d-Ya;'J e d - ya~Je ?ea); .. idth Peak i nt Back . i nt Re l. i nt Si 9n i f . 
, ,.\ " '2 [I [x2n [counts] [cou nts) [, , ,1. 1, 

" 
., 

55.635 : .6507 j .6547 ,. 2~~ 86 137 11.1 : .20 
58.190 1. 5841 1.5880 0.960 13 137 1.7 : . :8 
60.365 : .5322 1.5359 C .640 18 139 2.4 0.99 
65 . 43D 1.4253 1.4288 o .48C 24 ll2 3.1 2.1 7 
68.415 1.3702 1.3735 0.560 22 l23 2.8 1.48 
7: ,9! 5 1.3119 1.3151 0.200 16 11 4 2.1 0.85 
75.260 ; .2616 : .2647 0. 800 10 ::2 1.3 0. 92 
87 .120 : .: 178 : .: 206 c. :20 52 90 U 0.94 



fi i. : CU414MO.OI t8 -0ec- !99b ~S:37 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :: ::::::::: :: ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Philips Analytica! X-Ray S.W. PC -APO, ~ iff ract ioil 50 f~.a r e 

Angle 
[lIiJ 

: 1.575 
13.000 
:4.3B5 
~7.680 

20.BBO 
26.625 
29.000 
32.6B5 
39.550 
44.130 
44.155 
49.B15 
56 .020 
58.360 
60. 120 
60.190 
62.790 
70.170 
77.545 
77 .7B O 
B6.915 
BB.66C 

SaI;!le id e !ltific a ti~il: :u43410 
Data leasur eo at : 2C -;l.1 t- t99S 13:0 ) :00 

~if:T ac~ o .e:e r ty pe: ?',,'37:~ SASEO 
Tube gOGe: C ... 

Generator ~ens ior. [kVj: 4C 
Generator curr ent [IA ] : 45 
"aveJengt h Aiphal []: : .54060 
~a ... elengt h AlphaZ [;: 1.54439 

Intensity rat io ( a lpha 2l a ~ p1la: ) : 0.500 
Oivergence s l~ t: 11 
Receiving slit: 0.1 

Mo nochroutor used: YES 

Sta r ~ ang le (x2 i]: :0.000 
End ang l. [,2 i]: :20 .00C 
Step size ~ 12 il: 0.0 20 

I'Iax ilul inte nsity: 91930.24 
h ie per step [5]: 1.000 

Type of scan : CCNT!NUOUS 

l1inilul peak tip lIIidth: 0.00 
Maxi lUI pea k tip width: 1.00 

Peak base . idth: 2.CC 
Mi nilul significance: 0.75 

~ulber of peaks: 28 

d·value d-" lue Peak ,idth Peak int Back. int 
'1 [] '2 [] (x2i] (COUiltS] [countsJ 

7.63B9 7.6577 O. :40 IS B6 
6.B046 6.B213 o .08C 96 9B 
6.1524 6.1675 0.100 91930 108 
5.0115 5.0248 0.120 31 ~23 

4.1510 4.1614 C .120 14 :72 
1.3453 3.3535 O.OSO 240 ~72 

3.0765 3.084\ 0.160 2520 156 
1.7376 2.7443 o. :20 34 125 
2:276B 2.2B24 O.OBO 204 72 
1.0505 2.0556 O.OBO ::535 B3 
2.0450 1.050: 0.060 0545 B3 
1.8290 I.B335 O. :60 154 62 
1.6402 1.6443 0.320 26 61 
1.5799 1.5B3B 0.320 35 61 
I.537B 1.5416 O.O BC 976: 61 
1.5339 1.5177 0.060 546: 61 
1.47B7 1.4B23 o .24C 26 61 
1.3401 !.3414 0.120 B6 53 
1.2301 1.233: 0. 100 1096 50 
: . 2269 :.2299 0.060 655 49 
1.1199 1.1 227 C.SCO 13 32 
l.!013 1.:050 C.400 24 31 

R.1. i nt 
[IJ 

0.0 
0.1 

100.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
1.7 
0.0 
0.2 

:2 .5 
7.1 
0.2 
0.0 
C.O 

:0.6 
5.9 
' , ~ .~ 

C.1 
1.1 
~ .7 
o .C 
0.0 

Signi f. 

O.BB 
0.95 

90.5C 
0.77 
1.67 
: .60 

32.20 
0.94 
1.17 

:B.40 
3. 91 
3. :2 
: .26 
c.n 

15.50 
3.12 
0.94 
: .S4 
B.OB 
: .2C 
2.30 
1.42 
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file: :U 434 KC.Or :8-Cec-:99b :5:37 
==: : ========= ==:= =: :: : =: :::: ::::===:::: : == == =: ::::=:: :::::: : : ::::: :: :::: : ::::: 

Phi I ips Analytical X-Ray 8 .Y. PC -APO , O:~7raction soft ~ar e 

A~, ; !e a-value d-value Peak wi d t~ Pea k i nt 8 a c ~ . i nt Re: . : ~t Si gni f . 
[x2i: 'I " '2 " [, 2i) [COli:ltS] [\:olints; ." ~ ~ 

u " '" 
16 . : 10 1.nS4 :.om 0.080 188 l 2 0.2 0.96 
96.500 I.OllS 1. 03\0 0.120 100 12 C. : 1.61 
97 .135 1.0211 1.0276 0.060 104 l2 0.1 1.70 

lOS .045 0.9706 0 .9730 0.180 7 27 C .0 0.79 
::8.955 0.8912 0.8964 O. :60 Il9 l 2 0.2 : .66 
: 19 .470 0. 8919 0.891i 0. 160 69 12 O. : 0.99 



file' CU03MC.C: 
;;;= ====::::====:::::::: :::::::: :::;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 

Philips Analytica! x·Ray S.V. 

Sup!! ide nt:~ic a~: on: cu: 4331o 
:a " oeas,red at' :9 -;u:-1995 8,55 '00 

Angle 
[,2i) 

12,990 
11.120 
22.905 
26.580 
29.025 
32.691 
35.900 
39.565 
".150 
14.280 
49.795 
56.095 
58 .m 
60.HO 
60.310 
60.435 
60.595 
62.885 
70.135 
73.225 
77.555 
77 . 785 

Oi ~ f i it :ole~er : y?e: P1rJ37: 0 BASED 
~i.ibe anode: CiJ 

Genera~o; :ension [kvl: 40 
Generato; c;:i;e~t [IA l: 4S 

Wavelength A!;hal [~: ~ .~.060 
Waveleilsth Alpnd2 []: : .SU39 

!nteiisity ,a t io (a!;l:;a2la!phal)= O.SOO 
OiIJ ergence slit: 11 
Receiving slit: 0.: 

Mor,ochiolator used: YES 

S tai~ angle [x2j ): 10.010 
End angie ~x2il: 119.990 
Step size [x2i}: 0.020 

MaxilUI intensity: 67964.49 
I ioe per st,p [s): 1.000 

Type of scan: CONTINUOUS 

MinilUI ;leak ti;:l width: 0.00 
Maxilu. peak tip lIi idth: 1.00 

Peak base width: 2.00 
Kinilul significance: 0.75 

:'ulber of peaks: 31 

d·value d·value Peak width Peak int Back. int 
'1 [) '2 [) [,2i) [counts) [counts) 

6.8098 6.8265 0.120 48 90 
6.1375 6.1526 0.100 67964 104 
3.B795 3.8891 0.960 10 213 
3.3509 3.3591 0,160 50 196 
3.0739 3.0815 0.100 1789 177 
2.7368 2.7435 ~,320 22 139 
2.1995 2.5056 o .24~ :8 100 
2./760 2.2816 0.060 lBS 79 
2.0197 2.0547 0.080 mo 83 
2.009 2.0490 0.060 4651 83 
1.8297 1.8342 0.100 III 67 
1.6382 1.6l23 C .400 26 61 

1.5786 !.S825 O.24~ 27 64 
1.5373 1.5m ~.OBO 6209 64 
1.5334 1.5372 0.080 3894 64 
1.5305 1.5343 0.040 ;.81S 64 
1.5269 1.5306 0.080 697 64 
1.4767 ! . ~8C3 0.240 20 64 
1.3407 1.34(0 O. :20 8: 53 
1.2916 : .2948 C. 560 49 
1.2299 1.233C 0.100 713 52 
1.2269 ;. .2299 : .C80 433 50 

Re!. int 
[I) 

0.1 
100.0 

0.0 
0.1 
2.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 

10.9 
6.8 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 
9.1 
5.7 
2.7 
1.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
1.0 
C .6 

Signif , 

1.45 
81.93 
0.97 
0.90 
9,25 
1.02 
0,91 
: .78 

14 .31 
2.32 
1.23 
:.4: 
: .B6 

:: .~3 
5.71 
: .11 
1.42 
: .33 
2.04 
: .77 
6.96 
:.56 
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196 

r::e: C~ 433"C.C I :S -Oec - i9 96 15 :35 
===::::====:::::::::::====::::: : ::::::::::: : ::===::::::::::::::= : ::::::===:=:= 

Philips Ana iy tlca t X-R3Y S.\'. PC -APe. ~:ffr a ction sof~wa,e 

Angle d-vail.i e j -vahie Peak ili idth Pea I i il~ Back. ~:l t Re 1. i nt 5igni f . 
[x2i] '1 [] '2 [] [x2ii [COI,;~ : s: ~ cot..:1t s J r, ~ , " 

86 .780 1.1213 1.1 241 0.210 18 34 0.0 1.56 
88.m 1.1017 1.10U 0.560 )5 31 0.1 4. 08 
96.2~O 1 .0349 1.0375 0.180 207 )4 C.3 4,95 
96.515 1.0324 1.0349 0.160 104 )4 0.2 0.99 
97.430 1.0m 1.0276 0. 120 41 32 0.1 ; .28 

100 . ))0 1.0031 : .0056 0.640 7 )0 0.0 0.97 
:05.255 0.969) 0.9717 0.960 10 27 0.0 3.07 
118 .950 0.8942 0. 8964 0.100 139 34 0.2 1.00 
: : 9.160 0.8919 0.8941 o .m 71 )4 O. : 1.49 



Fde: CU:S3PY.O I :8·0,,·: 991 :5 03' 
:::::::::=:::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::=====:::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::: 

Phii:ps Ana lytical X-Ray B.V. PC-APO, Oiffrac~ion soft .. are 

Angle 
[.2iJ 

11.650 
27.681 
2UlO 
lJ .010 
37.061 
40 .760 
47.4ll 
47.SII 
49.0:0 
16.265 
56.415 
19.040 
61.650 
61.845 
,4.171 
64 .460 

76.560 
78.910 
81.295 
88.305 
91.240 
95.570 

Suple ident i! :cation: cu~83py 

Da ta .. asured ato 20-Jul·1991 9020000 

~iffracto.eter type: PW3710 BASED 
Tube a node: CU 

Senerator tension [tV]: 40 
Generator current (IAl: 45 

:.iaveie ngt:l A!phal ~l: 1.54060 
Wavelength Alpha2 [] 0 1.544)9 

!;;teils i:y iatio {alpha2lalpMal }: 0.500 
Divergence sl~t: 11 
Recei ... ing slit: 0.1 

~onochrolator used: YES 

Start angle [.2i) : 10.010 
End ang le (12i): 119.QqC 
Itep size [.2iJ: 0.020 

KaIilul intensity: 795.2400 
Tile per step (5J: 1.000 

Ty pe of scan: CONTINUOUS 

KinilUI peak tip width: 0.00 
"axilul peak tip width: 1.00 

Peak base width: 2.00 
Kinilul significance: 0.75 

NUlber of peaks: 31 

d-value d-value Peak width Peak int Back. int 
'1 [] '2 [] [x2i) [countsJ [countsJ 

7.5899 7.6086 0.080 98 76 
3.2196 3.2271 0.240 21 20' 
3.1283 1.1160 0.080 296 196 
2.7098 2.7164 0.080 795 151 
2.4235 2.4291 0.060 454 104 
2.2119 2.2174 0.060 196 88 
: .9158 l,9206 0.060 279 8: 
: .9101 1.9152 0.060 :39 8: 
:.am 1.8617 0.120 12 76 
: .,))7 1.6377 0.060 610 76 
: .6297 1.6337 0.060 111 76 
: .1633 1.1672 0./40 29 76 
1.1011 1.1070 0.080 98 74 
1.4910 1.1027 0.060 45 74 
1.USl 1.4516 0.060 279 74 
1, 4444 l.4479 U80 106 74 
1 .243~ 1.2465 0.160 29 51 
1.2:17 1.2146 ~.080 10 49 
1.1821 1.1854 0.060 34 48 
1.1~58 1.1086 0.100 11 38 
1.0418 1.0454 0.100 125 15 
1.0'01 1.0426 0.C60 64 31 

R.1. i nt 
[IJ 

12.1 
2.9 

37.2 
:00.0 
57. i 
49.8 
11.1 
: 7 .5 
4. ! 

79.2 
4: .7 
3.7 

12.3 
1.6 

35,1 
:3.3 
1.7 
6.1 
U 
1.9 

15.8 
8.0 

Signif . 

1.73 
1.01 
1.78 
4.59 
1.74 
: .73 
1.46 
3.43 
1.02 
2.18 
1.63 
2, 00 
1.10 
1.38 
1.81 
1. 78 
: ,~7 
: .06 
1.20 
: .06 
1.02 
2.:5 
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file: =U1 83PY.OI 
::: : :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::;:: : ::: ::: ;::::::;:::::::::::::::::::: : : 

Phil ij)$ Analy~ica l X-Ray B.V. PC -APO, D:ffraction soft~a r e 

Ans! e d-value d-value ~ ea~ oIidu. Pea k i nt Bac! . i nt Re 1. ; nt 5i gni f . 
[x2i) '. l' '2 l' ~12iJ [coiin ts; [counts ] [t l . oJ ., 

96.625 1.0l!5 : .03. 0 O. :40 :0 35 1. 2 0.84 
99.920 1.006 ; 1.0086 0.060 76 J2 9.5 2. 50 

100 .270 1. 0036 1.0060 O.OBO 21 32 2.7 1.12 
102 .295 0.9891 0. 991 6 0.1 20 22 J2 2.8 1.19 
:02. 620 0.9869 0.9893 O. :20 :8 32 2.2 0.92 
107.095 0.9577 0.9600 O. : 20 37 31 4.7 1.42 
l:C . :30 0.9 396 0.94 19 0. 120 15 31 l.9 1. 03 
117.075 0.903: 0. 9053 0.080 44 30 5.5 1.07 
~19 . 730 0.8907 0.8929 0.120 13 30 1.6 0.97 



f il e: CU1 83EN.OI 
=:=====:::;;::=:::;: ::;:;;:::: : :;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: 

Philips A ~a l ytital X-Ray 8.V. PC -APO. Diffr act ion soft llla re 

Angle 
[12i) 

11.630 
13 .7!O 
18 .235 
26.625 
27 .735 
28.970 
31.365 
37.000 
39.835 
10.515 
13.895 
48.925 
19.050 
52.825 
51.965 
56.250 
57.315 
57.875 
19.190 
59.360 
60.785 
65.485 

Saiple identification: cu :83en 
Cata leasur eCl at : 20-Ju i-i995 :1:21:00 

Oiffr actoaeter type : PW371 0 BASED 
Tu be anode: Cu 

Generator tension [kvl: .0 
Generator curr ent (IA l: 4S 
~avelength Al,h.l []: 1.51060 
wavelength Alph.2 [J: I.5W9 

lotensity ratio (.lpn.2I.lph.I) : 0.500 
Diverge~ce slit: :1 
Receiving sl it: 0.1 

Monochrolator used: YES 

Start ang le (x2i]: 
End angle [,2i): 
Step size (r2i}: 

10. QOa 
120 .000 

U20 
Maxi,uJ intensity: 4816,360 
Tile ~er step [5J: LOOO 

Type of sca n: CONTINUOUS 

Mini,uJ ~eak tip Midth: 0.00 
MaxiluJ peak ti~ lIIidth: 1.00 

Pea. base ,idth: 2.00 
~ini.u. signif icance: 0.75 

Nu.beT of peals: 33 

d-vaiue d-value Peak lIIidth Peak int 8ack . int 
' I [) '2 [) [,2i) [counts) [countsJ 

7.6029 7.6216 0.080 182 137 
um 6.1556 0.120 69 H9 
U612 U731 0.080 m 213 
um 3.3535 0.120 59 282 
3.2139 3.2218 0.180 1816 m 
3.0796 3.0872 0.100 m 269 
2.8197 2.8567 0.160 18:5 253 
2.1276 2.4336 0. 200 30 196 
2.i612 2.2667 o.m 35 !93 
2.m8 2.2302 0.120 335 :96 
2.0610 2.0660 0.160 16 lQC 
1.8602 1.8648 0.060 2830 193 
1.8557 1.8603 0.080 4109 t 93 
1.7317 :.7359 0.080 372 190 
: .7274 1.7317 0.080 384 190 
!.63!1 1.6381 0.080 45 :77 
1.6062 1.6102 0.060 388 174 
1.5920 1.5959 0.080 369 174 
1.5597 1.5636 0.060 196 II! 
: .5557 1.5595 0.060 296 l i 4 
1.5226 1.5263 0.240 16 ~72 

1.4242 1.4277 o.m 56 169 

R.1. int 
[IJ 

3.8 
! .• 
U 
1.2 

100.0 
15 .1 
37.7 
~ .6 
0.7 
7. 0 
! .2 

58.8 
85.3 

7.7 
8.0 
C.9 
8.1 
7.7 
U 
6.1 
0.3 
1.2 

5igni f . 

1.82 
0.76 
1.72 
1.51 

50 .81 
5.51 

20.83 
0. 89 
! .: 2 
3.06 
0.96 
2.63 
U8 
0.86 
0.85 
0.8S 
4.75 
1.32 
1.79 
1.09 
0.87 
0.76 
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file: CU183£N.D! IB -Ooo-1996 :1:33 
:::::: : ::::::====:::=== : ::::::::::::;;;;:;:::::::::===:::::::::::=====:::::::::;;::::::::::::::: 

Pliilips Analytical X·Ray a.v. PC -APD, Diffraction softilare 

Angle d·va liJe ·j-'Ja:;;e Pea k widtll Peak i nt 6ack. i ~,t Re!. i nt 5ign: f . 
[x2i] " :' '2 " [x2 il [counts; [counts) [ti " " 

69.740 1.l173 .3507 0. 4BO IB 119 0.4 1.21 
75.015 1.ZbS: : .26B3 0.240 132 154 2.7 2.6: 
7B.620 ~ .2:59 : .2:69 O. :00 161 149 3.3 0.76 
BO.430 ~ .1930 L:960 0.160 102 149 2.1 1.03 
84 .195 1.1490 : ,: 519 0.480 36 139 0.7 2.60 
BI.B60 : .131 0 1.1ll7 0.400 36 135 0. 7 0.99 
92.010 1.0708 1.0734 0.140 119 130 2.5 : .66 
94.910 1.0411 1.048~ 0.160 9B 125 2.0 I.B9 
99.220 1.0114 1.0:38 0. 400 56 123 1.2 2.34 

103.945 D.9m 0.9BC3 0.320 25 119 0.5 :.B4 
11 2.:05 0.9286 0.9309 0.320 77 112 1.6 1.63 



========================== ==== ================================================ 

Ang le 
(x2j} 

11.595 
12.340 
13.705 
18 .235 
20.720 
23.380 
21.815 
27.750 
28.950 
3: .375 
40.530 
'2.515 
0.865 
49 .010 
'9.~4S 

52.865 
56.770 
57.350 
57 .5:~ 
58.:35 
59.440 
62.b80 

?C-APD , Jiff~action soi:~are 

Sample identification: cu182ei"\ 
~ata measured at: l8-Ju:-1995 :2:34:00 

~iffractometer type: PW37:C 8AS~~ 
Tube a node: Cu 

Generator tension [kV]: 40 
Ge ner ator current [rn A] : 45 

:";avelength Alphal [1: i.5~060 

~a'lelength Aiona2 !l: i.SU39 
I~tensity rat io (ai;lr,a2lalphal ): a.soo 

d-vallJe 
'I [) 

7.6258 
7.1670 
6.456: 
4.8612 
1.283' 
3.8018 
3.5851 
3.1:21 
3.0817 
2.8188 
2.1210 
2. :232 
1.0623 
: .8572 
~.8524 

: .7305 
;.1203 
: .6053 
~ .601: 
1.588 0 
1.5538 
i .48\0 

Divergence slit : lr 
R!ce:ving s!i t: ~.; 

IIonocnrolato; usea : YES 

Star: angle [x2 i): 
End a n9~e [x2i ]: 
Step size (xli): 

10.010 
119.990 

0.020 
l1axi;UI :ntens:ty: 6US .240 
~; Ie per 5~e p [5]: 1.000 

Type of s~ar,; CCNilNUOUS 

~ini 'UI ~eak tip width: 0.00 
lIax ilUI peak tip .idth: '1.00 

Peak ~ase ~idth: 2.00 
lIinilul sign:ficance: 0.75 

:tUlber of ~eaks: 33 

d-vallJe Peak liidth Peak i nt Back. int 
'2 [) {x2i) [cDlJats] [colJnts] 

7.6US C.I00 282 112 
7.\846 O. :20 55 119 
6.4720 O. :20 55 156 
~ .8731 0.080 531 190 
1.2910 0. 960 85 196 
3.8111 0.200 123 202 
3.5939 0. 180 112 201 
) .220: O. i40 6115 210 
J.0891 ~ .060 515 216 
2.8559 O. :10 1325 m 
2.2294 0.080 161 159 
2. :284 0.:00 2l :56 
2.0671 ~ .24: 29 i54 
1.86\7 o .~80 3306 146 
: .8569 C ,O'C 1739 146 
: .7347 : . :00 . :42 :32 
:.620 0.120 56 135 
: .6093 O. :00 262 :35 
: .6050 : .060 125 : 35 
: .59 : 9 0.:80 128 : 35 
: .5576 o .oae ::7 in 
1. 4847 0.6'0 11 128 

R.1. i nt Signi f . 
It] 

1.6 3.81 
0.9 1.28 
0.9 1.58 
8.7 3.19 
1.1 1.06 
2.0 0.89 
1.8 0.18 

:00.0 31.35 
8.1 0.98 

21.7 13.37 
2.6 0.89 
0.3 0.85 
0.5 : .17 

51. : 5.86 
28.4 0.89 
2.3 ; .:3 
0.9 0.99 
1.3 2.79 
2. : i .09 
2.1 : .16 
t,9 C.97 
0.2 0.77 
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: .. s : :1J:32~ .~ .~! :8-Qec.;99b IS: 31 
: =::: =::::::::=:::::::: =::::::::: =::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::;::::::::: : ::: ::::: 

P~il~ps Ana lytica ; X -Ray 8. V. ilC -A?e I ~iffrdction software 

Angle d-~a lu e d-va lue Peak ~ldth Peak i nt SaeL : ~t Rel. : nt Signi f . 
(x2i1 '1 " '2 " (x2il (counts] [count£~ (\ J 

" u 

65.7IS . 4j 90 .4225 0.560 ;7 :25 0.3 1. 91 
75 . :25 .2636 .2667 0.100 '9 :02 0.8 0.75 
78.725 .::46 .217S 0.080 2:3 98 3.5 : .37 
78.980 ; .2: 13 .2: 43 0.060 : : 7 98 1.9 1.70 
80. '90 : .: 923 .1952 0. 120 69 94 1.1 0.82 
92 .095 l.070C .0726 0.060 1: 9 7' : .9 0.79 
92 .41 5 . : .0671 : .C697 0.060 62 7' :'0 : .28 
94.885 : .0458 :.0(83 0, 200 30 72 0,5 1.05 
99.: 70 :'~117 : .0: '2 C .640 : . 69 C .2 0.89 

112.160 0.9283 0.9306 0, :20 64 66 1.0 1.01 
::2.615 0,9258 0.9281 0.080 55 66 0.9 0.77 



APPENDIXC 

HAND SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS OF 4500N SAMPLES 

002967 

cu181, 671.5m: altered quartz-feldspar porphyry with sericite; narrow vein of pink gypsum (late); 

coating of chlorite on fravture surfaces; < 5% sulphide, disseminated blck-grey tarnished metallic 

mineral (Fe or Ti-oxide, or possibly mineral of tetrahedrite series). 

cu182, 224.76m: quartz and altered (clay?) feldspars; semi-massive to massie veins of pyrite + 

enargite (lead-grey, metallic, massive and coarse striated crystals); sulphides 15+%, enargite > 

pyrite (2: I) ; good separate for sulphur isotopes. 

cu183, 225. 10m: similar to cu182, 20+% massive veins of enargite + pyrite (probably moderate 

sphalerite as well, but difficult to determine here); separate for sulphur isotopes. 

cu184, 233.04m: beautiful semi-massive to massive pyrite flooded with covellite (occurs 

interstitially), possibly some chalcopyrite (minor); 30+% sulphides in quartz-feldspar matrix 

(feldspars altered slightly); no sulphate. 

cu185, 234.45m: disseminated fine-grained to medium-grained pyrite + disseminated fine t

medium covellite (isolated euhedral (?) grains); later pyrite + enargite vein < 0.5cm wide; other 

than the vein, -5% sulphide in sercitised matrix with blueish sulphate (anhydrite?). 

cu186, 314.74m: minor disseminated pyrite +/- covellite, with very narrow « Imm) veinlets of 

covellite-pyrite in quartz vein (1 % sulphides or less) . 

cu187, 316.26m: disseminated covellite (-digenite?) in white flaky sulphate (gypsum) + 

dissemianted pyrite and pyrite-covellite-digenite; possible separate for suphur isotopes? 

203 



cu189, 324.69m: disseminated sulphides (pyrite aggregate with bornite surrounding and 

interstitial, very fine, rounded grains of bornite +/- pyrite); 1% sulphides in sugary silicate

sulphate matrix with white gypsum. 

cu190, 325.20m: < 10% disseminate sulphide, pyrite with digenite-covellite surrounding and 

interstitial; disseminated digenite-covellite; minor bornite in pyrite assemblage; pyrite-bornite

digenite concentrated along narrow healed fractures in quartz-feldspar porphyry flooded with 

granular sulphate. 

204 

cu191, 325.49m: very altered porphyry, extreme sericitization; abundant disseminated covellite, 

bornite +/ - chalcopyrite, and pyrite; narrow veins of blueish anhydrite contain disseminated 

covellite-pyrite (?), very fine-grained; 5% sulphides. 

cu192, 325.93m: semi-massive to fine-grained disseminated digenite + pyrite (digenite» pyrite) 

in highly sericitized rock with pink/orange sugary sulphate (gypsum) + blueish anhydrite; minor 

occurrences of massive-textured flaky tarnished bornite; 10% sulphides. 

cu 193, 408.00m: abundant disseminated fine- to medium-grained pyrite + digenite +/- covellite 

+/- bornite (individual minerals < 0.5mm); 5+% sulphides in highly sericitized porphyry cut by < 

Icm milky quartz veins. 

cu194, 411.38m: mainly disseminated pyrite-digenite + narrow 1 +mm veinlets of pyrite +/

digenite in (mostly) quartz; < 5% sulphides, fine-grained. 

cul96, 415.40m: clay-rich altered prophyry with fine-grained disseminated pyrite +/- digenite and 

vein assemblage pyrite-digenite; 2% sulphides. 

cu197, 566.23m: essentially the same as cul96, pyrite> digenite in sericitized rocks. 
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cu 198, 567.48m: minor veinlets of pyrite + digentie; disseminated pyrite and veinlets of massive 

molybdenite; 2% sulphides in very grungy porphyry. 

cu199, 569.42m: fine-grained disseminated pyrite + digenite +/- bornite +/- chalcopyrite; narrow 

(lmm?) veinlet of covellite (7) + pyrite; 5+% sulphides in quartz-rich rock. 

cu200, 574.23m: semi-massive to disseminated pyrite + digenite + chalcopyrite (much less 

chalcopyrite than pyrite and digenite); narrow veinlets and stringers of pyrite and of digenite + 

pyrite +/- covellite; 20% sulphides in sercitized quartz porphyry. 

cu201, 547.87m: abundant semi-massive to disseminated pyrite + covellite (+/- digenite); minor 

chalcopyrite; 15% sulphides in moderately sericitized porphyry. 

cu202, 575.14m: abundant fine-grained disseminated digenite + pyrite (also occurs with narrow 

rims of digenite around pyrite), +/- covellite; sericitized (and clay-altered?) feldpars in in 

porphyry; 5-10% sulphides. 

cu203, 576.98m: stringer and disseminated pyrite + covellite, distinct from semi-massive pyrite + 

digenite +/- covellite assemblage; covellite-digenite-pyrite in blueish anhydrite (?) ; chalcopyrite 

sometimes included in this assemblage, or disseminated; 5+% sulphides in sericitized porphyry 

with sulphate. 

cu204, 513.05m: abundant semi-massive to massive pyrite with digenite-covellite surrounding and 

filling spaces; disseminated pyrite + digenite + covellite, minor chalcopyrite; disseminated pyrite in 

vein of pinkish-white anhydrite; - +/-20% sulphides in sericitized porphyry; good separates for 

sulphur isotopes. 

cu205, 514.90m: vein ofpyrite-digenite (?) (steel-grey streak); disseminated pyrite +/- digenite; 

other than the vein (0.5 to lcm wide), sample contains 1-3% sulphides in sericitized porphyry 
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with white gypsum crystals. 

cu206, 5l8.65m: fine stringers of covelJite + digenite; disseminated pyrite +/- digenite +/

covelJite, and narrow veinlets of pyrite + chalcopyrite; 5+% sulphides in sericitized porphyry with 

blueish anhydrite and pink gypsum? 

cu207, 605.70m: mainly disseminated and fine stringers of pyrite; minor digenite + covelJite; 

bornite seam in sericitized porphyry. 

cu208, 607.96m: abundant disseminated to semi-massive pyrite +/- chalcopyrite, + digenite

covellite (bornite?); 5% sulphides, some disseminated in blue anhydrite? in sericitized porphyry; 

smeared appearance. 

cu209, 6l9.86m: 1-2% disseminated pyrite and covellite in sericitized porphyry. 

cu21O, 455 .90m: disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite, + covelJite, with stringers of chalcopyrite

bornite (very tarnished); <5% sulphides in sericitized rock with pink sulphate - gypsum? 

DD2242 

cu43l, 38.55m: abundant disseminated chalcopyrite + covelJite, covelJite > chalcopyrite, looks to 

be later, filling spaces and veinlets between chalcopyrite; 5% sulphides in sericitized porphyry, no 

sulphate. 

cu432, 40.9lm: <0.5cm wide veins of molybdenite; disseminated and narrow stringers of covelJite 

+ chalcopyrite; 2% sulphides in sericitized porphyry. 

cu433, 56.45m: abundant molybdenite in veins; minor disseminated molybdenite, and chalcopyrite 

and pyrite + covellite; 5-10% sulphides in dominantly quartz host. 
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cu434, 95.86m: narrow veinlets of molybdenite, pinching and swelling, and abundant dissemianted 

covellite and covellite + pyrite; molybdenite dominant sulphide; <5% sulphides in quartz vein 

host. 

cu435, 103.07m: narrow «0.5cm) veins of ?-pyrite; 5% sulphides in sericitized porphyry with 

greasy appearance (possibly some gypsum?). 

cu436, 103.83m: disseminated chalcopyrite, rounded and envelopped by covellite, and 

disseminated covellite (minor, < 1 % for both); abundant disseminated digenite with minor pyrite or 

chalcopyrite; 5% sulphides in sericitized potassic ally-altered porphyry with relict pink feldspars. 

cu437, 138.24m: mainly disseminated to stringer chalcopyrite with covellite surrounding and 

filling spaces between chalcopyrite; +/- digenite; 5+% sulphides in quartz and sugary pink 

gypsum? (soft). 

cu438, 139. 15m: smeared-out altered porphyry with disseminated to stringer chalcopyrite + 

bornite +/- covellite, and disseminated covellite; 5% SUlphides. 

cu439, 141.28m: minor disseminated to stringer chalcopyrite +/- digenite (?); 1 % sulphides in 

sericitized porphyry. 

cu440, 142. 13m: 4cm * lmm vein of semi-massive chalcopyrite + minor bornite; narrow stringers 

of chalcopyrite + bornite; semi-abundant fine-grained disseminated chalcopyrite and covellite 

(covellite surrounding/replacing chalcopyrite?); 5% sulphides in quartz-rich porphyry. 

cu441, 145.32m: fault gouge, very chloritised?; massive area of fine-grained «lmm) pyrite 

spheres flooded with digenite; disseminated pyrite + digenite + sphalerite, and chalcopyrite 

+bornite; 40% sulphides. 
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cu442, 149.60m: mainly fine stringers of chalcopyrite, semi-massive, with surrounding covellite; 

disseminated fine to medium-grained (>2mm) aggregates of bornite + covellite and bornite + 

covellite + chalcopyrite; <S% sulphides in sericitized porphyry with narrow veins (O.Scm) of pink 

gypsum; minor molybdenite. 

cu443, ISI.38m: narrow viens and abundant isolated patches of molybdenite; minor molybdenite 

+ pyrite/chalcopyrite; stringers of pyrite + chalcopyrite, minor bomite, minor covellite; 

disseminated chalcopyrite + bornite; S+% sulphides in quartz-sericite with later pinkish sulphate 

(good cleavage)--gypsum? barite? 

cu444, IS4.42m: abundant stringers of covellite + bornite (+/- digenite) +/- chalcopyrite; 

disseminated covellite, bomite + chalcopyrite, and minor molybdenite; molybdenite occurs with 

covellitelbornite +/- chalcopyrite (?); abundant disseminated fine-grained to massive (small 

patches) of digenite; <10% sulphides in quartz-sericite with pink sulphate - gypsum? 

cu44S, IS3.63m: < O.Scm wide pyrite veins in 2cm-wide quartz vein in quartz-sericite porphyry; 

semi-massive pyrite with interstitial digenite-covellite + sphalerite (? silvery to black, some red 

metallic tarnish, with streak of sphalerite); gives massive sulphides veins with semi-massive pyrite

digenite +/- covellite +/- sphalerite aggregates throughout; 20% sulphides in sample. 

cu446, IS6.77m: mainly stringers and large (up to Smm) flaky aggregates of digenite; isseminated 

rounded chalcopyrite with fine rims of covellite; some digenite-covellite contains euhedral grains 

of <lmm pyrite; S% sulphides inmoderately sericitized porphyry,; sulphides occur with feldspars 

and narrow vein quartz. 

cu447, 160.76m: semi-massive to disseminated covellite +/- pyrite; very fine stringers of 

chalcopyrite + covellite; very fine stringers of covellite; semi-massive covellite occurs in mainly 

quartz in sericitized porphyry; S+% sulphides. 
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cu448, 161.04m: fine stringers and abundant dissemianted digenite-covellite, +/- pyrite; digenite

covellite dissemianted to semi-massive; minor molybdenite?; 5+% sulphides in sericitized 

porphyry. 

cu449, 161.41m: abundant fine stringers of covellite +/- pyrite, and abundant disseminated 

covellite + digenite t+/- bornite; minor disseminated chalcopyrite +/- rimmed by covellite; 5-10% 

sulphides in quartz-sericite porphyry. 

cu450, 161.98m: abundant fine stringers of covellite with chalcopyrite (covellite» chalcopyrite, 

rimming and filling); stringers of bornite +/- chalcopyrite; abundant disseminated covellite, 

chaclopyrite, bornite; - 5% sulphides in sericitized porphyry. 

cu451, l64.98m: abundant stringers and disseminated bomite + chalcopyrite; disseminated 

chalcopyrite with covellite rimming; disseminated covellite + digenite and occasional fine stringers 

of digenite; veinlet of molybdenite; <5% sulphides in quartz-sericite porphyry; narrow vein of late 

sulphate with chalcopyrite-bornite stringer concentrated along the boundary. 

cu452, 189.86m: very fine stringers and disseminated bornite-chalcopyrite (bornite> 

chalcopyrite); minor very fine-grained disseminated pyrite; possible minor covellite; < 5% 

sulphides (mainly bornite-chalcopyrite) in mildly sericitized potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu453, 193.lOm: abundant disseminated and semi-massive bornite + chalcopyrite; semi-abundant 

digenite + bornite, minor covellite; < 10% sulphides in (mainly) quartz. 

cu454, 193.78m: abundant massive and disseminated (mm size) bornite-chalcopyrite; semi

abundant veinlets of molybdenite; minor fine-grained disseminated covellite; narrow 2-3mm wide 

vein of sulphate (pink gypsum) + sulphides; 15% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry with 

abundant narrow sulphate veins (crossing, diverging, etc.) 



cu455, 193.86m: abundant semi-massive to massive chalcopyrite with interstitial covellite; 

abundant veins of massive bornite-chalcopyrite, 2mm to Icm wide; 5+% sulphides in quartz 

(vein?). 

cu456, 194.20m: abundant fine stringers and disseminated very fine bornite-chalcopyrite; 

moderate disseminated covellite + digenite; disseminated sulphides in quartz (veins?) cut by 

pinkish sulphate veins; 10% sulphides in porphyry. 
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cu457, 195.76m: abundant veinlets « 0.5cm wide) of semi-massive to disseminated bornite

chalcopyrite, +/- very fine rims of covellite; disseminated bornite, chalcopyrite and minor covellite 

throughout; 5+% sulphides in potassically-a1tered porphyry. 

cu458, 196.55m: mainly disseminated minor fine stringers of bornite; disseminated fine-grained 

covellite +/- digenite, < bornite; possible minor molybdenite; 2% sulphides in potassic and sericitic 

porphyry (large, cm-scale panels of potassium-feldspar adjacent to quartz-sericite alteration). 

cu459, 200.04m: very fine stringers, occassional semi-massive patches, and disseminated 

chalcopyrite-bornite; disseminated covellite throughout; minor molybdenite; 1-2% sulphides in 

potassically-a1tered porphyry. 

cu460, 200.75m: abundant narrow (mm scale) undualting pinched veins of semi-massive 

chalcopyrite-bornite, and covellite +/- digenite; disseminated chalcopyrite, bornite and covellite; < 

5% sulphides in potassically-a1tered porphyry. 

cu461, 202.52m: mainly network of 1-3mm wide veinlets of semi-massive to disseminated pyrite 

+ digenite (digenite > pyrite); moderate disseminated to semi-massive bornite; minor disseminated 

covellite?; 10+% sulphides in mainly quartz. 

cu462, 252.55m: sulphides consist mainly of chalcopyrite-bornite disseminated and in fine 



stringers; disseminated covellite, < bornite; possible minor molybdenite; I +% sulphides in 

potassically-altered porphyry with abundant coarse biotite crystals. 
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cu463, 257.63m: essentially the same as cu462; 1% sulphides, mainly chalcopyrite-bornite in fine 

stringers and disseminated throughout potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu464, 258.45m: disseminated and stringer bornite-chalcopyrite, with minor covellite rimming 

chalcopyrite; minor disseminated digenite?; <5% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu465, 260. 14m: abundant veinlet, stringer, and disseminated chalcopyrite-bornite; disseminated 

chalcopyrite + pyrite; bornite and/or covellite on late fracture surface; 5% sulphides in 

potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu467, 261.27m: mainly abundant disseminated and fine stringers to a few occurrences of semi

massive pyrite-digenite; one 0.5 to Icm wide band of massive pyrite + digenite + bornite +/

covellite (vein consists of> 60% sulphide); other than the band of sulphide, sample consists of 

-10% sulphide in sericitized porphyry with several narrow (mm scale) veins of white sulphate 

(gypsum) +/- sulphide. 

cu468, 253.23m: mainly veins and disseminated pyrite + chalcopyrite + digenite + covellite, and 

the assemblage chalcopyrite + bornite; 15% sulphides in sericitized porphyry. 

cu469, 263.66m: some fine stringers and abundant very fine-grained disseminated chalcopyrite + 

pyrite +/- covellite +/- bornite; abundant disseminated covellite-digenite (?); 1-2% sulphides in 

quartz-rich veins with minor sericite cutting potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu470, 264.53m: minor very fine-grained stringers and disseminated chalcopyrite + covellite, with 

covellite disseminated on its own or as fine rims around chcalcopyrite; < 1 % sulphides in 

potassic ally-altered porphyry. 
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cu471 , 264.98m: narrow (1-2mm) bands of sulphide, 3cm apart, pyrite + digenite + covellite, with 

possible bornite; fine-grained disseminated pyrite and digenite-covellite throughout; 1 % sulphides 

in moderately sericitized potassically-altered porphyry; abundant coarse biotite crystals. 

cu472, 265.60m: mainly very fine-grained disssemianted to stringer chalcopyrite +/- bornite with 

covellite surrounding and disseminated on its own; 1 % sulphides in sericitized potassically-altered 

porphyry with abundant large biotite crystals. 

cu473, 284.39m: minor sulphides, consisting mainly of very fine stringers and some disseminated 

chalcopyrite +/- pyrite, with minor bornite; 1 +% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry with 

abundant large biotite crystals. 

cu474, 286.75m: narrow veinlet of digenite bordered by covellite (up to 1.5mm wide); abundant 

very fine-grained disseminated covellite-digenite; rounded chalcopyrite with covellite rims; 2% 

sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu475, 282.04m: dissemianted, stringer, and fine stockwork veins of chalcopyrite, rimmed and 

sometimes invaded by covellite; stockwork and disseminated chalcopyrite + bornite; < 5% 

sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu476, 288. 10m: abundant fine stringers of chalcopyrite (+/- minor bornite) with covellite 

rimming and/or replacing (?); stringers are cut in some places by narrow pinching and swelling 

veins of pyrite-digenite-covellite; abundant disseminated chalcopyrite (+/- bomite) wtih covellite, 

and covellite on its own; 5% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu477, 288.65m: veins of semi-massive to massive chalcopyrite with very minor bornite and 

minor bordering covellite; disseminated chalcopyrite with covellite rims throughout; possible 

minor sphalerite?; 5+% sulphides in moderately sericitized porphyry (chalcopyrite veins with 

quartz-sericite halos cutting through potassically-altered porphyry. 
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cu478, 288.95m: very fine stringer to disseminated covellite (+ digenite?); minor chalcopyrite 

stringers wtih rims of covellite; abundant large crystals of biotite, some associated with sUlphides; 

1-2% sulphides in potassic ally-altered porphyry. 

DD2234 

cu479, 294.20m: patches of massive pyrite with minor digenite rimming small rounded grains or 

aggregates of pyrite; some massive digenite in assemblage pyrite-digenite; 5+% sulphides in 

potassically-altered porphyry with minor sulphate. 

cu480, 295.55m: abundant disseminated to semi-massive patches and veins (narrow, < 3mm wide) 

of pyrite + digenite, with covellite rimming massive digenite; dissemianted pyrite and digenite

covellite; 5% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu481, 295.98m: criss-crossing veinlets and 1-3mm wide bands of pyrite + digenite, possible 

minor covellite; semi-abundant disseminated digenite +/- covellite throughout porphyry and in 

pink sulphate (gypsum) veins; 5-7% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry with sulphate. 

cu482, 297.53m: very well-defined vein of pyrite + covellite + chalcopyrite, I+mm wide in Icrn 

wide quartz vein, cutting potassically-altered porphyry; very fine-grained disseminated 

chalcopyrite with rims of covellite; 1 +% sulphides. 

cu483, 297.89m: very fine-grained chalcopyrite +/- bornite dissemianted throughout quartz veins, 

wtih coveIIite rimming chalcopyrite; narrow undualting veinlet of chalcopyrite +/- bornite +/

pyrite cutting through slightly sericitized porphyry; 1 % sulphides. 

cu484, 298.65rn: disseminated and stockwork veins of chalcopyrite, + very minor pyrite; 1-2% 

sulphides in quartz-rich potassicaIIy-altered porphyry. 

cu485, 299.82m: vein of chalcopyrite + pyrite (chalcopyrite> pyirite) with very minor fine-
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grained digenite? covellite?; very fine-grained dissemianted chalcopyrite wtih rims of covellite; 2% 

sulphides in potassic ally-altered porphyry. 

cu486, 301.37m: disseminated chalcopyrite, chalcopyrite + bornite, and bornite with possible 

minor covellite; veinlet of chalcopyrite; I +% sulphides disseminated in quartz and feldspar in 

potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu487, 301.95m: disseminated chalcopyrite + bornite, bornite, and minor covellite; locally 

covellite borders semi-massive chalcopyrite; 2-3% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry with 

some sericitization. 

cu488, 302.69m: abundant disseminated fine-grained chalcopyrite-bornite, where bornite is not 

always in massive form, and occurs locally with chalcopyrite as octahedra and/or cubes; 

dissemianted chalcopyrite and bornite; minor lead-grey massive mineral--possibly enargite?; 1 +% 

sulphides in sericitized potassically-altered porphyry wtih narrow pink veins of sulphate (gypsum); 

abundant coarse disseminated crystals of biotite. 

cu489, 305.73m: one 5mm wide vein of pyrite + digenite, and abundant disseminated pyrite + 

digenite +/- covellite; 2% sulphides in potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu490, 307.95m: abundant disseminated to semi-massive chalcopyrite + bornite +/- covellite, 

strung into veinlets; disseminated covellite, +/- rimming chalcopyrite; 7% sulphides in quartz

veined potassic ally-altered porphyry with some sericitization. 

cu491, 306.79m: mostly disseminated digenite-covellite, and minor stringeres; minor chalcopyrite

bornite, and disseminated bornite +/- digenite (?); 3+% sulphides in quartz-rich porphyry veined 

wtih sulphates (white gypsum?). 

cu492, 308.20m: 1-2mm wide pinched veins of pyrite-digenite with minor covellite bordering; 
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minor disseminated digenite +/- covellite; I % sulphides in large quartz vein. 

cu493, 216.30m: mainly semi-massive and disseminated chalcopyrite + pyrite (pyrite later?); 5% 

sulphides in pink sulphate (gypsum) veins in sericitized porphyry. 

cu494, 219.84m: moderate disseminated chalcopyrite + bornite +/- covellite; minor bornite + 

covellite; possible digenite; abundant biotite, typical sample of potassic alteration; 2% sulphides in 

potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu495, 221.49m: abundant semi-massive pyrite + chalcopyrite, with interstitial covellite; 15-29% 

sulphides in sericitized porphyry (sericite-anhydrite rock). 

cu496, 244.40m: minor disseminated chalcopyrite +/- bornite; < I % sulphide in potassically

altered porphyry with abundant coarse biotite crystals. 

cu497, 245.49m: very minor disseminated chalcopyrite and pyrite; < I % sulphides in potassic ally

altered porphyry with abundant biotite. 

cu498, 245.68m: similar to cu497, minor disseminated chalcopyrite and mimo pyrite; abundant 

coarse biotite in potassic ally-altered porphyry with < I % sulphides. 

cu499, 249. 15m: semi-massive pyrite aggregate with interstitial covellite + digenite; minor 

disseminated bornite in pyrite aggregate; 10% sulphides in slightly sericitized porphyry with 

gypsum veins wtih anhydrite cores. 

cu500, 250.00m: massive sulphide, mainly pyrite with interstitial digenite-covellite; dissmeinated 

copper-sulphides in flaky white gypsum; 40% sulphides with massive sulphate. 

cu501, 250.70m: semi-massive patches and disseminated pyrite + digenite ; 10% sulphides in 
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sericitized porphyry with sulphate. 

cu502, 252.15m: mainly semi-massive patches and disseminated pyrite + digenite + cvoellite; 5-

10% sulphides in sericitized porphyry with abundant sulphate (blueish anhydrite). 

cu503, 253.27m: abundant semi-massive chalcopyrite (+/- pyrite?) + bornite, wtih cvoellite rims; 

semi-massive patches of covellite; 10+% sulphides in extremely sericitized porphyry. 

cu504, 107.86m: narrow veinlets of chalcopyrite + bornite +/- covellite rims; 1 veinlet of bornite 

+/- covellite rim; abundant disseminated pyrite; 2-3% sulphides in quartz veins and disseminated 

through sericitized potassically-altered porphyry. 

cu505, 108.32m: minor disseminated chalcopryite, chalcopyrite with covellite rims, and 

disseminated covellite; minor fine stringers of chalcopyrite with massive interstitial covellite; 1 % 

sulphides in quartz-veined potassically-altered porphyry with abundant coarse biotite crystals. 

cu506, IIl.09m: minor disseminated chalcopyrite +/- bornite, and chalcopyrite with covellite 

rims; 1 % sulphides or less in potassically-altered porphyry with abundant biotite. 

cu507, I13.65m: vein of chalcopyrite-bornite with covellite rim, 1-3 mm wide in quartz-sericite 

vein; abundant disseminated chalcopyrite, bomite, and covellite in sericitized vein in potassic ally

altered porphyry; 7+% sulphides. 

cu508, 1I4.7Im: fine-grained stringer to disseminated chalcopyrite +/- bornite with fine covellite 

rims; minor disseminated enargite?; 1-2% sulphides in sericitized potassically-altered porhyry with 

coarse biotite crystals. 

cu509, II5.80m: mainly disseminated chalcopyrite + covellite +/- sphalerite (?); 2-3% sulphides in 

potassically-altered porphyry with <lcm-wide gypsum vein cutting potassic alteration assemblage. 
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